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G.C NAYAK

MAYAVADA
AN APPROACH FROM

ACARYA'S POINT OF VIEW

Maya in the Vedantic tradition has been generally

taken as an explanatory principle by which the origina-

tion of the world is supposed to have been explained.

Although Brahman is regarded as the world-ground,

Maya as the kdeterrninable power of Brahman is sup-

posed to be at the root cause of this apparent multi-

plicity.
Some Advaitins have gone so far as to claim

that Maya is the viiari-upacfana or the changeable ma-

terial cause of this world. Some others, while admit-

ting that it is neither an entity nor a non-entity, nei-

ther identical with Brahman nor different from it,
have

been impressed by its positive character of producing

delusion and have referred to it as something positive,

biavarupa.
1 We find Advaitins of great calibre even re-

ferring to Avidya as existing like the supreme Self, as

it were. Suresvara, for example, makes a striking decla-

ration thus: aio diarstyam avidyaya na iascid ativar-

tate, pramanam vastvanadrtya paramatmeva tislhati.
2
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However the word iva used here could be taken to mean
that Maya does not have a status alongside Para-

matman. Maya being a positive entity has also been

taken simply to mean that It is not absolutely nega-
tive. But even admitting all this, it is a fact that the

followers of Sankara have alluded to Maya as a queer

power of the Lord or Brahman which is antagonistic to

all logic and reasoning and is the root cause of all mul-

tiplicity. Even ajnana has been regarded as the stuff of

the world. Brahman being unchangeable cannot be the

cause. Consistent with this trend in later Advaita, we
find certain controversies being raised amidst the Ad-

vaitins regarding the locus and the object [asraja and

visaya] of avidya, whether Maya and avidya are one

and the same, or different from each other and whether

avidya is one or many in number. We are again told of

the avarana and viisepa, that is, the covering or the

hiding, and the distorting powers of avidya, the im-

pression being created in mind, that avidya is an en-

tity having such and such powers. Taking the clue from

the longstanding Advaita tradition of the past, both

the critics and admirers of Advaita in the contempo-

rary period have also regarded Maya as an explanatory

principle of world-multiplicity. It is no wonder that the

admirers have been flabbergasted and stunned by their

finding that Maya as an explanatory theory is of very

little worth and rather of no consequence, being only de-

ceptive in appearance, while the critics have too easily

caught hold of this weakest spot in the Advaita and have

taken it easily to task for subscribing to such worthless

hypothesis for explaining the world. It is thus that even

great Advaitins of the present century like Radhakrish-

nan have referred to the theory of Maya .serving in the

Advaita context "as a cloak to cover the inner rifts of
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Ms [Sankara] system".
3 Pro! Dasgtipta points out that

"the Vedanta is both unwilling and incapable of explain-

ing the nature of the World-process in all its details, in

which philosophy and science are equally interested'
5

.

4

This problem has really become too difficult and even

somewhat impossible on the part of Advaitins either to

solve or dissolve. One can of course cut the gordian

knot by pointing out in the language of some famous

Advaitins that Maya implies what is inconsistent, and

that had it been consistent and explainable concept, it

would be reality and not Maya.
5 But this approach will

not do because it is difficult to understand how a con-

cept or a principle which is inconsistent and not itself

explainable can satisfactorily work as an explanatory

theory of the origination of the world. It is like an at-

tempt to explain a mystery with the help of a greater

and more intricate mystery. No wonder, therefore, that

Advaita theory of Maya has been taken as explaining

the universe away, rather than giving an explanation of

the world order.

The malaise is indeed grave, and a superficial treat-

ment of the situation will definitely not do. To my mind,

it appears that the whole situation has been looked at

from the wrong angle and hence the irresolvable diffi-

culty naturally confronts us in our face. The entire pro-

gramme of Sankara, to my mind has been represented

with an exaggerated emphasis on certain aspects, by his

own followers, not to speak of his opponents. It is how-

ever, to be admitted that in the process, much of philo-

sophical ingenuity, and even excellence, has also been

displayed by the brilliant followers of the Acarya, be-

traying their innovative ability at the same time.

Sankara was not at all interested in giving an
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explanation of the origin of the universe. As far as he is

concerned. Philosophy has nothing to do with cosmol-

ogy or cosmogony, and it is entirely useless, according to

him, to indulge in the enticing stories of creation.6 In his

Aitaxeya-Biasya, Sankara is quite explicit in pointing

out that different theories of creation are to be taken as

mere anecdotes and stories (aJdbyayOta), and are there-

fore to be taken only as artiavada. According Sankara,

Philosophy is neutral to any theory of creation and has

got nothing to do with an explanation of the world pro-

cess. So there is no question in Sankara, giving or trying

to give an explanation of the origin of universe through

Maya. When Maya was not meant to be a theory of

explanation, the question of adequacy as a theory does

not arise. If it were meant to be a theory it would be one

of the worst theories perhaps, for, instead of explaining,

it would simply shift the problem from the mystery of

creation to the mystery of the creator.

It is true that Sankara, at a number of places* speaks
of Maya as the power of the Lord.7 But this to my mind
is simply a concession on the part of Sankara, to the

popular view and nothing more, for the entire concep-
tion according to him is avidya-ialpita and is therefore,

to be understood on the level of loia-vyavaiara alone,

It is Sankara's view that even the Lord depends as Lord

upon the Hmitmg adjuncts of name and form, the prod-
ucts of nescience.8 When conception of the Lord itself

has its basis in ignorance, then the ascription of Maya
to the Lord as his sakti can only belong to the sphere

of ignorance. We have to admit that Vidyaranyasvami
had a rare insight into this Vedantic truth, when we

find him giving beautiful poetic expression to this idea

as follows: maya&iyayafc kamadhenor vatsau jivesvarav
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ubhan yatheccham pibatam dvaitam. tattvam iv ad~

vaiiam era ii.
9 Maya is a desire fulfilling cow indeed

from this point of view.

Ignorance or avidya consists in the confusion of re-

garding one non-dual reality as many.
10

Ignorance per-

vades out entire commence of Efe, according to Sankara.

Our ordinary language which is practically oriented re-

flects this ignorance. We classify, categorize and ascribe

predicates to one non-dual reality for our practical pur-

poses; the non-dual reality however, remains untouched

by these classifications, categorization or ascriptions.
11

Ignorance of this non-dual reality is natural, all-

pervasive, affecting one and all, and this universality

of ignorance is at times expressed in the terminology of

Maya by Sankara. In his Kathopanisad-bhasya, for ex-

ample, Sankara speaks of Maya as deep-rooted, incom-

prehensible, and strange only in the sense that every

one though identical with non-dual reality continues to

remain ignorant of this identity.
12 The fact that every

one sees multiplicity where there is unity, is deceived by
various linguistic forms which have only practical value

(vyavaharika) is called Maya* This is whit is a natu-

ral tendency on the part of jlva, according to Sankara.13

The further questions such as - to whom in particular

does this Maya belong or wherefrom does it originate?
-

are simply irrelevant. One word of caution here: This ig-

norance and its consequent error are not to be regarded
as merely linguistic.

There has been recently a tendency to interpret

avidya or adhyasa as simply a linguistic error. 14 This

is misleading. Language does not necessarily create the

illusion of which Sankara speakes, nor is it a fact that

the confusion is merely verbal. Hence to speak of avidya
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or adhyasa as linguistic is quite misleading. Expressions

suet as ta& tvam asi or aham brahm&smi, when Rfop-

erly understood, can lead to 'freedom from ignorance'

or Moksa, according to Sankara. It is true that ordi-

nary language reflects this ignorance but this is only

in case of those who take ordinary language to be re-

vealing the nature of ultimate reality, that is to say,

only in so far as the ordinary language is taken to be

something more than -vyavaiariia. A philosophically

enlightened person may use the same language know-

ing fully well that this is of practical value and all the

while he is never misled by the distinction created by

ordinary language.
15
Bondage or error due to ignorance

is deep-rooted and all-pervasive, according to Sankara,

and in this sense it may be regarded as a natural and

universal feature of jiva, but it will be misleading to

call it simply a linguistic error or a linguistic bondage.

Bondage or error consists in regarding the non-dual (ad-

vaita) as many, according to Advaita Vedanta, and this

is reflected in our entire commerce of life including our

ordinary linguistic usage and Moksa consists in free-

dom from this bondage. Vidya in Sankara Vedanta is

vastizsvarupavadharana 'ascertainment of the nature of

reality'. Fastusvarupavad&arana or the ascertainment

of the nature of reality is not a mere linguistic illumi-

nation; the issue is ontological, not merely linguistic.

The answer to the question whether Maya is identical

with avidya or different from it should be quite simple
from the stand-point of Sankara, although it is a fact

that the later Sankarites have raised a storm over this

issue. When we refer to the ignorance or error of some-
one in. particular we may speak of him as being affected

by avidya. When on the other hand we are required to

point to the ignorance as it affects all in a mass scale,
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there Is nothing wrong in speaking of the whole World

being nnder the spell of a universal magic (Maya) as it

were, so long as we remember that any further reference

to a magician (God) wielding this magical power is only
to be understood within that framework. If ignorance
is universal and all-pervasive this is as good as being
under the magical spell of the power of ignorance and if

Maya is conceived as a magical power there should be a

Mayavi 'wielder of the magical power
5

. Naturally, this

Maya should have no power over the Mayavi although it

may affect all others, and in this respect it may be dis-

tinguished from avidya or ignorance of the individual.

But all this is picture-thinking
- one picture leading to

another which may be of value only in so far as it clar-

ifies the point that there is an all pervasive ignorance
which seems to have a compelling character about it.

This does not however permit us to delight in further

speculation about its source and its relation to individ-

ual ignorance (avidya), for that will be entering into

what Sankara would call the domain of utpreksa (meta-

physics - a look beyond) which he denounces in clear

terms. The talk of Maya or magical power of God in

Sankara Vedanta is only an indirect way of saying that

every one is numbed and dumbfounded as it were by the

compelling ignorance which creates multiplicity.
16 The

conception of Maya as an 'indefinable mysterious stuff',

as Prof. Dasgupta calls it,
17
might have found a place in

the later Advaita; it certainly has no place in writings
of Acarya himself.

Similarly, coming to avidya, we find that the con-

troversies in later Advaita schools regarding the object
and locus (visaya and asraya) of avidya have no place
in the ^itings of the master himself. He is simply
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interested in pointing to an avidya or ignorance which

is ail per\asive and on which our entire commerce of life

is based, to the fact that distinctions are created by ig-

norance where naturally there is no noE-du&lity. What
is important from his point of view is to detect this er-

ror, this confusion created by ignorance and to try to

get rid of it through the realization of non-duality. It is

therefore, pointless to ask, to whom in particular do<?

ignorance belong? Whether the error -13 mine, yours, or

'has its origination under the supervision of a supervisor
called God? That the question is not philosophically

significant is evident from the frivolity with which the

Acarya set aside the whole issue in his Glt&bhasya. One
who raises such questions has simply missed the pro-

gramme of AHvaita philosophy to that extent for the

genetic and metaphysical questions leading to a sort of

picture thinking are of no concern to the philosopher.
We must learn to discriminate between philosophically
relevant and irrelevant issues in Advaita by taking the
clue from the Acarya Himself whose remarks suqh as;

avidyliasja drsy&te itipxsno nirartiaiah,
18

(it is point-
less to ask sudh questions as *In whom is avidya seen'?)
are extremely rigafficant and pregnant with implica-
tions. In the Braiiiri^iteabJi^syB also AcSrya clearly
points out how any inference to avidyg does not affect
the En-dmai1y of Ife self on the" PgramSrtiiia.kveL
As aviciyS las got po iadepe&dent status at all in the

'^ the question regiardiag its
,

etc. has
i^^jfefap< tlere; it is only when one is ig-

norant
<$ujjfc

life qtf^tiaa* about the locus of avidyg may'

|4ase ignorance or avidya obviously be*

tcHicerned. It is to be noted that

there is nothing mystical, myste-mm a^tap^rsical about this question of the
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locus of avidya In any case. It would be worth while

here to concentrate on the exact words of the Acarya
in his Brabmasutra-bhasya in this context in order to

get a clear idea about this question.
19 One of the main,

very first one of the anupapattis or objections raised

by Ramanujacarya against Advaita Vedanta, viz., the

asra/anupapatti, regarding the locus of avidya would

be simply out of place, rather irrelevant, in that case.

Above all, the following remarks made by Swami

Vivekananda long back in his lectures delivered in Lon-

don seem to me to be most illuminating in connection

with the Mayavada of Sankaxa, and could be taken as a

guide-line for our understanding of the doctrine of Maya
in its right perspective. "Maya", says Vivekananda with

rare insight, "is not a theory for the explanation of the

world; it is simply a statement of facts as they exist,

that the very basis of our being is contradiction, that

everywhere we have to move through this tremendous

contradiction".20 It reminds us of the famous statement

of Acarya himself in the Adhyasa-bhasya: satyanrte

initiumfciiya aiiam idam mamaidam iti naisargiko 'jam

JoJcavyavafiaraL In Mandfikya-biasja, Acarya has ex-

plicitly pointed out that avidya is the very nature of the

things as they obtain and beyond this nothing can be

said by the way of explaining why and how non-dual Re-

ality appears as the world of multiplicity: na hi avidya

svabhavavyatirekena rajjvadlnam sarpadyabhasatva-

karmam sakyam vafctum,
21

says Acarya, Here again,

avidya refers to the very srabhava or nature of things

as they are and here also Acaiya Indicates that there is

no question of treating Maya or avidya as an explana-

tory theory.
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SINDHU 5. DANGE

COLOUR AWARENESS
IN VEDIC RITUAL TRADITION

Enchanting effect of colours on the ancient mind can

be marked in many a re which are replete with beautiful

images, The goddess Dawn (lisas) leading a white eye-

bewitching horse, i.e. the sun,
1
the golden-handed god

Savitr,
2
the deity Apam Napat, when identified with the

sacrificial fire, with his golden hue (because of the colour

of his flames) and golden-coloured food
(i.e. yellowish

ghee, obviously from cow's milk)
3 and the bright Dawns

concealing the black
(asita) monster (of darkness)

4
can

be cited as some of the beautiful coloured word-pictures

presented by the Rgvedic seers.

This awareness of colours, however, has definite di-

mensions and purposes when it enters the sphere of rit-

ual. And this is specifically what the paper attempts

at. The awareness of specific colours can be noted in

the context of animal-sacrifices, intended to fulfil the

particular desires. A person desirous of attaining pros-

perity should offer (alabieta) a white beast
(i.e. goat)
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to Vayu (TaittSam. II.L1.1).
5 The verb alabheta means

'should seize
9

or 'should take hold of
?

;
but as this seiz-

ing is for offering or sacrificing, it is translated hence

forth as 'should offer*. Here white colour of the beast

seems to be connected to prosperity. In the rite of build-

ing the Great Fire-altar (Agnicayana), a horse is made
to smell a layer of bricks to be used for building this

altar. This horse has to be white, for it is a form of
/

'

the sun which burns yonder (SatBr. VTI.3.2.16). In

the Rajasuya sacrifice, having offered the oblations at

the dwelling places of the ratnin-s (various personali-

ties, which axe regarded as the
*

jewels of the kingdom'),
he offers a pap (cam) to Soma and Rudra, It is cooked

in milk from a white cow, which has a white calf. A
mythical account stated here points out that when the

a&ura Svarbhanu struck the sun with darkness and the

latter did not shine. Soma and Rudra were the deities

to remove his darkness. In the Rajasuya sacrifice, the

Mng also enters darkness when he brings some of the

unworthy officials (to whom the offerings are given in

the rite mentioned above) they being of sudra or low

caste, in contact with the sacrifice. Soma and Rudra
remove the ling's darkness and make him consecrated

(SatBr. V.3.2.1-2). The pap to them cooked in milk
from a white cow having a white calf, indicates the
total extinction of (black) darkness in the case of the

Mng, who is to be consecrated and also suggests his ra-
diance Eke that of the sun after the performance of the

Rajasfiya sacrifice. A white horse is given as daJbina
"sacrificial fee

5
in the Sadyaskri sacrifice. SadyaskrI sac-

rifice is an ekaha c

one-day' Soma-sacrifice at which the

consecrations, buying and purchasing of Soma are com-

pres^i into one day.
6 A mythical account occurring in

the SafBr, states that when the Angiras-es officiated
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as priests for the Aditya-s in the Sadyaskri sacrifice, to

them was Vac as da&szga, which they refused

to accept. Sflrya (the sun) then ww offered to them

as d&ksina* Hence in the Sadjaskri sacrifice^ a white

horse stands as the dafcsina (SatBr. 111.5.1.17*20). It

is said that he who desires splendour, should offer a

white cow (svetSm vasam) to Surya, for then he has re-

course to Aditya, It is said that when Aditya did not

shine, the gods offered a white cow to Surya and thereby

restored the brilliance of Aditya (TaittSamu ILl.8.1).

Here obviously Aditya and Surya are shown as different

from each other* The TaittSara. lays down that a per-

son desirous of the splendour of brahman (brafemarar-

casatamai) should offer to Brhaspati, a vas& (cow) with

white back (ibid. IL1.7.2). Here the white colour is as-

sociated with lustre or splendour. A white beast (goat)
with black neck (irsnagrivam)

7
is to be offered to Agni

and a brown one to Soma by a brahmana who in spite

of his study does not win. The beast (goat) with black

neck drives away darkness from the brahmana and being

white, bestows brilliance on him (ibid, ILL2.8 ,9). The
brown-coloured beast offered to Soma bestows splen-

dour and radiance on that brihmana (ibid. ILl.2.9),
The significance of the brown colour will be discussed

later. To turn to white colour again, this colour seems
to be of great importance in other countries as well as

in some tribes. In Europe the king of the snakes is

said to be white. (This can be compared with the con-

cept of Sesa
9
the great serpent in the Hindu mythology,

which is also white in colour). White horses were re-'

garded especially sacred. In Japan white animals have
a high importance and great fortune for the house is in-

ferred from their appearance, In Indo-CMna the cult of

the white elephant is well-known.8 White animals were
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preferred
as a victim. The Woguls offer a white

horse in autumn and the Shans of Annam sacrifice a

buffalo annualy. The Battas also select white

victims. White animals were thought for being sacri-

for sun-shine.
9

To turn to black colour, it is said that a person de-

sirous of rain should offer to Prajapati, a black-coloured

beast (goat), having spots on its body and low (i.e.

bent) horns. The black colour of the beast is said to

be the form of rain. Its having the spots is supposed to

produce lightning and shed rain. With its bent horns, it

brings the rain down to the earth for the person offering

it (SatBr. H.l.8.5). Here the image is clearly of the rain

phenomenon* for the black-coloured beast having spots

OE its skin stands for the rain-cloud, having streaks of

lightning shedding the rain-drops. This clearly is sym-

pathetic magic, for the black beast imitates the black

rainy cloud and on the principle, viz,
4Hke produces

like', is believed to bring rain. This becomes all the

more patent when the sacrifice named Kariristi is taken

into consideration. 10 The materials which are required

for this sacrifice are: a black garment, an upper gar-

ment with black border, a black horse, a black fetter,

a hide of a black antelope, black honey (i.e. honey

gathered by puttikS bees), flour of larira fruits (Jrarira

is a thorny plant growing in deserts and fed upon by

camels) ,
a black pitcher which is half-baked, a black

cart with three roofs (gadJba-s), a black female sheep a

black bunch of Varsahu faggot and sacrificial grass of

reed (veiasa). The daksina to be given in this sacri-

fice* consists of a black garment, a black horse and a

blade female sheep. It is quite obvious that the black

colour of the tMngs used in this sacrifice are for inducing
the black rainy clouds to shower rains, on the basis of
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sympathetic magic. With this in view, the Wambug-
wes of East Africa offer a black sheep and a black calf

when they want rain and the Garos of Assam offer a

black goat on the top of a very high mountain in times

of drought.
11 In the Rajasuya sacrifice, while giving of-

fering to the goddess Nirrti, the daksina to be given
is a black garment torn at the end (MaitSam. IL6.3).
It is significant to note that here the black colour is

associated with the goddess Nirrti, which is a deity pre-

siding over sin, misfortune and death (papabhimanini

devat&). The MaitSam, states that a person desirous

of rain should offer a spotted (female beast) sacred to

Agni and Maruts. Agni eulogizes rain from here and
the Maruts release it (from sky). This female beast is

^potted (prsnih), for the Maruts have Prsnih 'the spot-
ted Sky-cow

5

as their mother (MaitSam. II.5.7). In

this Connection, it will be interesting to take a note

of Bother female beast, which is black-spotted. Such

p, bl^ek-spotted female beast (krsnasabaSm) sacred to

JSajrth (Bhumi) is to be offered by a person desirous of

food (ibid. IL5.7). Here food is obviously corn or rich

cjpop. According to Dange, probably this is in view of

the patches of dark green trees and standing corn-stalk.

Though these are not strictly black, there is no other

W^ijr to symbolize the dark green colour in a beast ex-

cept black. 12 In the rite of building the Great Fire-altar

(Agnicayana), when Agni is about to be laid on the fire-

altar, he ^ives offering to Agni with milk from a black

cow, which has a white calf. The black cow with a white

ealf is the night and the white calf is the yonder sun

(SatBr, IX.2.3.30), In a special animal-sacrifice, a vasa

(cow) of two forms (according to Sayana, *a cow of two

colours') is to be offered to Mitra and Varuna by a per-
son desirous of offspring (TaittSam. 11.19.7.3). Though
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not mentioned here specifically, this cow seems to be of

two colours, viz. white and black, for it is said that the

day (meaning light, i.e. here white colour) stands for the

deity Mitra and the night (meaning darkness, i.e. here

the black colour) stands for Varuna (ibid. 11.1.7*3, 4). A
dusky-coloured cow is chosen for being the Anustarani

cow. This cow is called Anustarani (fr. arm + ^/sir
Ho

place on'), for it is immolated sacrificially and its limbs

are placed on the limbs of the dead ahitagm (the sac-

rificer who maintains the three fires) and the omentum
on the face of that ahitagm. Such a cow is aged, scurvy
and hornless or a dusky one, of two years with shorter

fore-legs (TandMBr. XXI.1.7). Here the dusky colour

suits the purpose for which it is employed and thus may
indicate inauspiciousness,

To turn to tawny (babhru) colour, we have already
seen that this colour is believed to bestow splendour and

radiance. A babhru (accroding to Keith as also Eggeling
4

brown', and accroding to Macdonell 'ruddy brown')
13

beast (goat) is to be offered to Soma by a person de-

sirous of food, for such a beast procures food for him, as

babhru is the colour offood and also of Soma (TaittSam.

11.1,3*3, 4). Soma is rightly said to be of babhru colour,

while food can be of multiple colours. And this is ver-

ily indicated by the TaittSam. when it says that a vasa

(cow) ofmany forms (accroding to Sayana, having many
colours, taking the word iUpa for 'colour' and not form)
is to be offered to All Gods (Visve Devah) by a per-

son desiring for food (ibid. 11.1,7.5). The Somakrayani
cow (a cow giving which Soma is purchased) is said to

be of babhru (tawny) colour and having red-brown eyes

(pingaksT) (SatBr. ffl.3.1.13-15).

To turn to red colour, a person desirous of brahman-

lustre (brahmavarcasakamah) should offer a red
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(rohinim) female beast to Brhaspati. This beast be-

comes for Mm the aspect of brahman for prosperity

(MaitSam. IL5.7). In the case of a beast, it is difficult

to imagine a purely red colour. Hence it can be reddish.

The TaittSam. in the context of the special animal-

sacrifices (which are performed for fulfilling various de-

sires), states that when the vasajkara (sound vasat)
cleft the head of the metre Gayatri, the sap thereof fell

away three times, giving rise to three different coloured

cows. The blood of Gayatri became a fierce red (roiinl)

vasa (cow). This cow is to be offered to Rudra by a

person, who practises witch-craft (TaittSam. IL1.7.1).

The rohini cow is said to belong to Vrtra-killer (SatBr.

III.3.1.14). Such a reddish cow (rohini) with reddish-

white eyes (syetaksi) is said to belong to the pitr-s (Fa-

thers) and is to be sacrificed to them (ibid. IIL3.1.14).
In the case of not getting a SomakrayanI cow, which

we have noted earlier, a dark red cow (aruna) can be

secured for being the Somakrayani cow. But the cow

belonging to the pitr-s should not be used as a Soma-

krayani cow (ibid. IIL3.1.15).

The Surya-hymn in RV speaks of the garment of the

bride, which is of black and red colour and is believed

to be haunted by the evil spirit called Krtya. This gar-

ment is to be given away, lest the female evil spirit, ob-

taining feet should enter the body of the bride-groom,

i.e. husband (RV. X.85.28, 29). This garment of the

bride is the one, she wears on the night of the con-

summation of marriage. The Atharvaveda also refers

to the bride's garment (AV. XIV.1.25-27). The AsvGS.

(1.8.13) and ApGS. (Ill 9. 11) mention the rite of giving

away the bride's garment after the marriage ritual, obvi-

ously on the day after the night of the consummation of
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marriage. The same Instruction occurs in the SkandaP.,

where it is said that the niH-r&kia garment (i.e. the

garment dyed with black colour or is of black and red

colour, keeping in tune with the Rgvedic nilalohita, gar-

ment) of the woman is to be thrown away at a distance.

Such a garment, however, is not inauspicious at the time

of love-sports in the bed (IV .40.142). It is probable that

the black and red colours were used to attract the at-

tention of the evil spirits, which are later on vanquished

by a mantra. This problem of giving away the garment
of the bride has been discussed by the present writer

elsewhere. 14

It is interesting to note that this same awareness of

colours is marked also in the sphere of metals. The

metal often mentioned and made use of in the ritual

context is gold, which figures here due to its shining

yellow colour, getting itself directly connected to the sun

and AgnL
15 Some occasions in the ritual context, when

the use of gold is enjoined can be cited here. In the

Sadyaskri sacrifice, in front of the white horse which is

given as daJcsina, a golden ornament is placed, whereby
an image (as though) is made of him, that shines yonder

(SatBr. III.5.1.20). The vasatiYari water (which is to be

collected on the earlier day of the sacrifice) is enjoined

to be taken from a flowing current before the setting of

the sun, the idea there being that such water catches

the rays, i.e. lustre, of the sun. In the event of such

water not obtained, he can take water while holding a

piece of gold close above it, thereby making it like the

burning yonder sun (ibid. III.9.2.9). In the context of

expiations, it is enjoined that if the fire were to go out

after the first libation has been offered, he may offer on

any log of wood (on the fire-place) or he may offer upon
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gold, for gold is Agni's seed. It is said that father is

the same as the son and the son is the same as father

(ibid. XII.4.3.1). These examples aptly bring out how
due to its shining yellow colour, gold is brought on par
with the sun as also Agni. Another metal significant

for its colour is silver, which turns black or assumes the

ash colour. A ritual detail from the AitBr. is to be

noted in this connection. The AitBr. while enjoining

expiations for errors in the Agnihotra, such as - if the

sun rises or sets on a man's fire before it is taken out, or

if being taken forward it dies out before the oblation -

says that he should place gold in front when taking the

fire out in the evening, for gold being pure light is the

yonder sun. Then having interposed silver (rajatam),
he should take the fire out in the morning; for, silver is

the symbol of the night (AitBr. VII.12 = 32.11), Thus

when the yonder sun is not there in the evening, shining

yellow gold serves the purpose of the sun. Again when

the night has disappeared in the morning, silver serves

the purpose of the night. It is quite patent that this

expiation is enjoined, taking into account the colours of

these two metals.

Prom the above information about colours from the

Vedic ritual texts, the following points could be arrived

at-

1. Whit$ colour stands for prosperity and for brilliance,

hence for the sun.

2. Black Colour stands for a rainy cloud and also for the

night, It in also associated with the goddess Nirrti.

3. Yellow colour stands for the blazing Agni as well as

the shining yonder sun. It is the colour of gold.
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4. Tawny colour (may be due to its having the basis of

the yellow colour) stands for Soma, food and lustre.

5. Red colour is used generally for warding off evil or

for practising witch-craft, though it is not regarded
as an inauspicious colour. Hence it is used in the

rite of the purchasing Soma or getting the brahman

lustre.

The same awareness of colours is observed in the

tradition of the domestic rituals. The AsvGS states

that the ground to be chosen for building a house, by
a brahmana should be of white colour, of red colour

by a ksatriya and of yellow colour by a vaisya (AsvGS.

IL8.6-8). The GobhGS however differs in the case of

a vaisya, saying that for him the ground should be of

black colour (IV.7.7). Here white colour signifies the

spiritual lustre of a feraimana, red colour indicates the

martial spirit of a ksatriya and yellow colour shows

the rich (ripened) crop as also the abundance of yel-

low ghee (made from cow's milk) enjoyed by a vaisya.

The black colour pointed out in the case of a vaisya

by the GobhGS indicates the land tilled by the vaisya.

The vaisya is assigned the works, viz. agriculture, tend-

ing the cows and trading. Hence the yellow colour or

the black colour (as per the GobhGS) perfectly goes
with him. Similar discrimination is marked when the

clothes for the initiates of the three varna-s are pre-

scribed. The AsvGS enjoys that in case these initi-

ates wear clothes, they should wear the dyed ones. A
brahmana should wear a reddish yellow (kasaya) gar-

ment; that of a Jcsatiiya should be a manjistha (dyed
red with madder) one and that of a vaisya be a yel-

low (Mridra) one (AsvGS. 1.19.9). In later period, the

VarahaP mentions these three colours for the umbrella
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to be used by these three varna-s though as per tradi-

tion, umbrella is taboo for the initiate. For a brahmana-

initiatc is prescribed umbrella o white colour, for a

Jbsatriya-initiate umbrella of red colour and for a vaisya-

initiate umbrella of yellow colour. The VarahaP pre-

scribes the rite of initiation also for a sudra (VarP.

chap, 127-128). A cloth of mla (blue or black) colour

is prescribed for a sudra and also a bluish black (nUa)
umbrella. 16

In the Sutra-tradition (GobhGS. IIL2.7-46; KhaGS.

IL5.23fL) a student observing one of the Veda-vrata-s

(vows) named Mahanamni, has to wear clothes of dark

(i.e. black) colour and partake of dark food. Kane has

pointed out that the virtue of the Mahanamni vrata is

centred in water. 17 This is seen from the observances

laid down for that student. He is required to bathe

thrice a day, not to seek shelter when it is raining and

not to cross a river without bathing in it. The Maha-
namni verses (AitAr. IV; JaimSam of the Samaveda

II.7) which are to be sung to the student, are all in praise

of the god Indra (the god of rain). The dark colour of

the student's clothes and food thus is connected with

water or rain even in the Sutra-tradition.

In the tradition of the Sutra-s and the Smrti-s, the

red colour finds place in the magical rites. The KatSS

(XXII. 3.15) says that the priests engaged in the perfor-

mance of magical rites have to wear red garments as also

red turbans.18 The YajSm. (II. 152) states
Jkhat

in the

case of dispute regarding the boundaries (simavivada),

persons residing in the nearby areas or the same village,

four or eight or ten in number, should wear red garlands

and red clothes (raktasragvasanah) and placing earth on

their heads, should decide the boundaries. The NarSm
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(XI.10.9) also states the same, TH HanuSm (VIII 256)

says that persons wearing gariatie's and red clothes, car-

rying (lumps of) earth on their heads should swear by
their accumulated merit. The reference to oath by one's

merit, made by ManuSm is important, for it falls in

line with the afaiicara-Jcarman. Swearing by one's merit

speaks of one's death or any other great calamity in

the case of failure of one to prove one's point and thus

could be taken as an aspect of abjhicara-Jcarman (witch-

craft). Reference to red colour in the context of dispute

between the boundaries is hence significant.

The purana-s mention various colours such as white,

red, blue, yellow and black, while laying down the prepa-
ration of a mandala or yantra.

19 The association of dif-

ferent colours with different deities
, following the main

trend of the Vedic ritual tradition, though this asso-

ciation at times is not identical with the Vedic ritual

tradition, occurs in the Mbh while prescribing the gift

of cows of different colours (Mbh, Annsasana. 79.8-20).

The Mbh echoes the Vedic ritualistic colour-sense,

when it says that a red beast (goat) is to be sacrificed for

Agni, a multi-coloured one for All Gods (Visve Devah)
and a iiHa bull (here n2a signifies black, for the c

blue*

colour will not fit in the case of a bull).
20 The Mbh does

not mention the deity to which the n2a (black) bull is

sacrificed. But it could be Siva as Mahadeva, from the

association of the n3a (blue or black) colour with him*

It has to be noted that Siva's proto-type Rudra is asso-

ciated with the nifa colour as far back as the SamMta

period. Rudra is called mlasikhanda. 'blue-tufted' in AV
(H.27.6ab). The VajSam mentions the deity nftagriva

(god having nzla neck) and the commentators take it to
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mean Rtidra.21 That the word iula may mean blue and

not necessarily always black, is pointed out in the Mbh
5

when Uma asks Sankara bout the cause, why the lat-

ter** throat ha turned u2a (here 'blue') like the feather

of a peacock.
22 Saakara says that it is blue like a pea-

cock (i.e.
a peacock's feather) because of his gulping

the poison churned out from the milky ocean,23

Prom the beliefs about colours, strewn in the Vedic

ritual tradition, and preserved later in the Sutra-s,

Smrti-s, Mbh and the purana-s, we can say that in the

case of some colours such as white, black, yellow, tawny
and red, the principle of sympathetic (also called home-

opathic) magic works to a great extent and this is in

tune with several such ideas found all the world over,

pointing out thereby that the human mind irrespective

of space and time, in many respects works alike.
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HUKAM CHAND PATYAL

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WATERS
AND WATER SYMBOLISM

1.0 An attempt is made in this paper to show the

significance of the waters and water symbolism in the

Vedas. In the Vedas apah 'waters* are said to be terres-

trial, atmospheric and celestial.

1.1 Water, the universal cleanser, is the most widely

employed means of ritual purification. It is a particu-

larly potent source of purification, when obtained from

holy rivers, wells, springs, etc. General requirement be-

fore worship is the custom of ritual bathing, either of

the whole body or parts of the body most exposed to

pollution, especially the feet. In most religions of the

World the deity must not be touched unless the devo-

tee is rituaUy dean. The devotee is expected to bathe

early in the morning, recite special mantras, and con-

secrate his day to the service of the deity. Water has

purificatory qualities; it absorbs pollution and carries

it away. The flow of running ^%ters determines its pu-

rificatory efficacy. The water which supports life is a

sacred source of renewal. It is the 'mother of being' as

against the accumulation of filth, pollution, defilement

decay associated with death.
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1.2 Waters figure mainly in magico-religious cults.

They dominate the cosmogony of almost all religions

of the world. In RV waters are something of life 'per-

fectly incomprehensible continuous fluid' which fills the

space in the ether, and which circulates with definite

unchangeable velocity,

2.0 In the Vedas the waters are called by the terms

apai, ambhah) etc., and the cosmic current is called

by sindlm, sarasvati, etc. The vast water collection in

the ether is called samudra, arnava, etc. (see Sharma
1948:1). Generally the term apai, 'celestial waters' and
iicfatam terrestrial waters', but ndakam (RV. 1.164.7)
and udan (RV. 5.45.10) refer to "celestial waters'. The
word vlr 'water' (SatBr. 6.1.1.9 < vr- 'to cover').

2.1 The waters are said to be the first creation of the
Supreme Self. In many cosmogonic accounts or myths
waters have been responsible for the creation of the uni-
verse, and are also treated as the Supreme Deity. In
Vedic cosmogony waters play a very significant role.

2.11 The cosmic waters are generally called fipo devih
praiiaimjsi or pr&thamzh <fpah (RV. 10.1091:
10.11L8). In RV. 10.125.7 it is said 'My origin is in the
water, in the ocean 1

(mama j<5nir apsvantaii samudre).
In RV 10.12L1 it is said 'Neither Non-Being nor Being
coasted then1

.

Neither air nor the firmament above existed; what
was moving with such force? Where? Under whose
ewe. Was it the deep and fathomless water? In AVS.
12.1.8 !t n menfaoned 'The earth was originaUy a wave"
S^S f^r^ the ***** * bifajfait W!th thetr mag*'. In a cosmogonic myth (SatBr.
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6.1.1,12) the life-sap (rasa) is identified with a tortoise.

Prajapati desired; 'May I create this (earth) from the

waters. He compressed this (earth which was in the em-

bryonic form, or in the form of the egg-shell) and threw
it into the waters. The juice (i.e, life-sap) which flowed

from it became a tortoise; and that which was spurted
upwards (became) what is produced above here over the

waters. This whole (earth) dissolved itself all over the

waters; all this (universe) appeared as one form only,
viz. 'waters' (see Patyal 1995: 981), In TaiA. 1.23.3 in

a dialogue between the primordial Purusa and Prajapati
- the creator, it is said that purusa appeared in the wa-
ters in form of a tortoise out of the bones and flash of

Prajapati (for various theories of creation, see Kuiper

197Q:98iL), In SatBr. 11.1.6.1. it is said: "Ij* the be-

ginning, the waters, and the ocean alone existed. The
waters had a wish: 'How shall we procreate?' They
m&de an effort. They practised penance (tapag), and so

it hud happened that a golden egg appeared". This egg
contused Prajapati. Thus not only is water filled with
the &$im for procreation, it is also capable of truly

creative pfprt and penance. In SatBr. 11.1,6.16-19,

Ppxames$hfi. f
son and hypostasis of Prajapati, desired

to become ^|J things on earth. So he became water.

Likewise Pmjipati will become breath, and Indra, the

world. These? notions are not contradictory; they rather

represent different stages in creation. The primordial

waters are formless and not especially substantive, since

Prajapati still remains an embryo with them. Later on
the God created more defined and concrete waters (cf.

1987 (ed.): 15.353). In some versions of cosmogo-

myth, Visnu, in his third reincarnation (as a giant

, goes down to the depths of the primeval waters,
and draws the earth up from the abyss (TaiBr, 1.1.3.5;
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SatBr. 14.1.2.11, etc., see Eliade ir
.?6:191). In AVS,

12.1.8 it Is said: 'She (earth) who ir He beginning was

sea (saliJa) upon the ocean (arnav&) /
whom the skilful

moved after with their devices'. In SatBr. 11.1.6.24 it

is said: 'The waters are the order of the world 5
.

2.12 In fact, water symbolizes the whole of potential-

ity, the source of aH possible existence. Waters are

the foundations of the whole world (SatBr. 6.8,2.2;

12.5.2.14); they are the very essence of plant life (SatBr.

3.6.1.7, etc.), the elixir of immortality (SatBr. 4.4.3.15,

etc.) like the nectar (SatBr. 1.9.3.7; 11.5.4.5), They
ensure long life and creative energy, they are the prin-

ciple of all healing, and so on (RV, 1.23.19ff.; 10.19.1ff.
s

etc.) 'May the waters bring us well-bring!
1

,
the Vedic

priests used to pray (AVS. 2.3.6).
6The waters are

indeed healers; they drive away and cure all illnesses
5

(AVS. 6.91.3). Water is symbol of creation, harbour of

all seeds; it becomes the supreme magic and medicinal

substance; it heals, it restores youth f
it ensures eternal

life. 'Living water 5
is the prototype of all water which

came to be seen as existing somewhere in the sky -
just

as there is a heavenly Soma, a white Haoma in the heav-

ens, and so on (cf. Eliade 1958:193). The 'ageless river*

(vijara-jiadl)runs beside the miraculous tree (KausiU.

1.3). Life, strength and eternity are contained in water.

2.13 The waters are invoked with other deities. They
appear as moon, young wives and who bestow

boon and come to the sacrifice. They are goddesses who
follow the path of the gods (RV. 7.47.3). Agni's origin in

the original waters is often referred to, Agni is also said

to be the embryo (garbia) of the waters (RV. 3.1.12-13);

he is kindled in the waters (RV. 10,45.1; AVS. 13.1.50);
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j c is a bull who has grown up in the lap of waters (RV.

10,81); he is an ocean girt (RV. 8.91.5) (see Macdoneli
-

, ??: 92
?
sec. 35). As mothers these waters mix their

milk with honey (RV. 1.23,16; cf. 10.30.7-9). Soma de-

lights in these waters as a young man in lively maidens;
lie approaches them as a lover, they are maidens who
bow before the youth (Macdoneli 1971:86, sec. 32).

2.14 The deity ApamNapat *the Son of Waters' is in-

voked in RV. 2.35, and also in RV. 10.30.3-4 addressed

to waters. ApamNapat is also called the embryo

(garbia) of the waters (RV. 7.9.3; 1.70.3, etc.). In

Avesta ApamNapat is a spirit of the waters, who lives

in their depths, and is surrounded by females and is of-

ten invoked with them, and he is said to have seized

the brightness in the depth of the ocean (see Macdoneli

1971: 69-70, sec. 24). 'The moon is in the waters' (RV.

1.105.1), and 4

rain comes from moon' (AitBr, 8.28 =

40.5), these two are main motives in Indian thought.

Originally ApamNapat was in primitive times the name

of a spirit of vegetation, but was later also applied to

the moon and to the nectar of the moon, Soma. Ardvi-

suta Anahita, the Iranian goddess of water, was a lunar

being; Sin, the Babylonian moon-god also governed the

waters (see Elide 1958:159).

2.15 In the rituals mostly the flowing waters are pre-

ferred, as against the standing or stagnant waters which

are unfit for use. In the Raja.sv.ya 'the Royal Consecra-

tion' seventeen different lands of waters are employed
to confer each some special power and the king and the

consecration (TaiS. 1.8.11.1; KatySS. 15.4.22E); like-

wise in the horse sacrifice also different kinds of wa-

ters find their use and efficacy. In the context of the

Viatopanayana the sacrificer does sipping of the water
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in order to be pure for commencing sacrifice (SatBr.

1,1.1.1). The purifying and protecting power of the wa-

ters is seen in some domestic ritual, e.g. a water is

placed near a woman in child-bed (HirGS. 2.4.5).

2.16 The Avabhrtha 'Concluding Bath' at the end of

the Soma sacrifice and also at the end of many other

rites is of great significance. The practice seems to have

existed in the Rgvedic times itself (see e.g. RV. 8.93.23).

In the ablutions the waters become charged with magic

potency and power. Thus at the end of the bath at the

horse sacrifice, those who go in, though evil doers, are

released from all their sins (KatySS. 20.8.17-18). This

too serves as the mode of driving out evil in a curi-

ous rite, which is recorded in the horse sacrifice (SatBr.

13.3.6.5; TaiBr.3.9.15; see Keith 1925 (=1970):303-4).

2.17 The rivers occupy a very important position. RV.

10.75 eulogizes the Sindhu, and RV. 3.33 is devoted to

the invocation of Vipas and Sutudri. Sarasvati, Sarayu
and Sindhu are invoked as great rivers (RV. 10,64.9);

Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Sutudri, Purusni are ad-

dressed (RV.1G.76.5); (see Macdonell
1971^86 fL, sec.

33; Keith" 1925 (=1970): I72ff.). Sarasvati, the river

goddess occupies an important position, as she being

one of the waters or representative of the waters (see

Gonda 1985: 54ff., chapter 5 'Sarasvati and the Wa-

ters'). The river goddess Sarasvati's transformation into

Sarasvati Vac appears to be a more complicated affair.

Rivers and seas contribute to defining the contours of

a country, so the dividing of the water helps to define

cosmic order.

2.18 Normally waters assume feminine character, for

example the Apsarasas of India and the Greek Naiads
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and Nereidas are young women, caught up in young
erotic adventures. But waters can occasionally be mas-
culine: 'They rest on sperm, as Varuna rests on waters*

(BrAralL 3.9.22). In Egypt the Nile is imagined as half

man and half woman. Its waters are male, and its arable

land is female. Together they are father and mother. In

Greece the rivers are strongly masculine, and like the

gods of the storm and of rain, have the attributes of a

buH (cf. Eliade (ed.) 1987:15.356).

3.0 Resume

Prom the foregoing discussion we are led to the fol-

lowing considerations argument! causa:

1. By and large the term apai is ^celestial waters', as

against the term udaka 'terrestrial waters'.

2. The waters represent the properties of the ether.

3. In almost all religions of the world waters are purifi-

catory means; they possess special remedial power,

4. Primeval waters are closely associated with the cos-

mogonic myth,

5. Waters symbolize the whole of potentiality, the

source of all possible existence.

6. The rivers are very important water symbolisms in

Vedism.
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M. SRIMANNARAYANA MURTI

GRAMMARIAN AND POETICIAN

ON LINGUISTIC VARIABILITY

'Linguistic variability' (aticarata) is the character-

istic quality of deviating from strict type in form and

meaning of the linguistic units of expression, because

of which 'ambiguity' (samdigdh&ta) becomes inevitable

and inherent in language. For the linguist
- either mod-

ern or traditional -
ambiguity is a formidable barrier in

describing the language in precise terms. On the other

hand the same ambiguity is the fertile field for the poet-

idan to develop theories of literary criticism. The poeti-

cian and the grammarian diverge and converge variously
%

in defence of their case.

I

The grammarian attempts at reducing ambiguity in

the language by defining the form and the functions of

words with a view to establishing norms for standardiza-

tionfor communication among the elite (astavyavjfca)

by narrowing down the variability.
1 But in fact the
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ambiguity in language cannot be overcome by the gram-

marian; for, the language is psychological and sociolog-

ical besides physiological and physical.

The ambiguity in the language .arises mainly because

of two reasons, namely transmutation and idiomization.

By transmutation a word or a phrase denotes a sense

over and above the lexical meanings without any mor-

phological change. In other words the understood mean-

ing of an expression is not expressed by the combi-
nation of the exact meanings of the individual words.
For example the non-epithetigsed phrases get crystal-
lized by becoming epithets.

2 In the growth of the lan-

guage a determinative compound (i.e. a tatpurusa or a

kaimadhSnya) changes into an epithetised compound
(ba&uvzi&i);

3 thus the meaning of a compound becomes
variable depending upon the qualificant or the context.
For example PatanjaK says that the compound tapara
in Panlni's rale: taparas ta.tkala.sya can be taken as a
tafpurasa (1st parah) and also as a bahuvnhi (tab paro
jasya). Applying this interpretation he resolves adfaic
in yrddiir adaic (Pan. 1.1.1) as a + daic and ad + afc
by which the specification of duration of time changes
form I to ai.< He also suggests that the sutras can be in^-

terpreted raxiously depending upon necessity. Similarly
Bhartrhari deduces eight definitions for sentence by tak-
ing the compound padaprairfi in the Rkpratisakhya
rule; samluta padaprakrtih (2.1).

5

(

IdiomiSation ?
is a process in which certain forms of

words, phrases or sentences catch the imagination of
speakers and get used in a distinct sense against thenorms of morphology and syntax. In other words the
iAomafec

exp^sions
flout at the rules in the social com-

munication and the speech community feels gratified by
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finding pleasure in such innovative forms. TMs process
continues so long as the intention of the speaker is un-

derstood in full spirit. Thus the idiomatic expressions
are ungrammatical and at the same time validated by
all the members of the speech community.

The difference between transmutation and idioxDisa-

tion is that the former is a semantic irregularity in which
the change is gradual and becomes regular, whereas the

latter is a morphological irregularity in which the change
is spontaneous and remains irregular. Each idiomatic

case has to be described separately by the grammarian.
6

The grammarian has no alternative than to accept
all the linguistic changes and account for in his gram-
mar. But at the same time he finds in. himself a custo-

dian and attempts at arresting linguistic variability by

imposing several rules on the speech community refrain-

ing from exploitation of ambiguity. The rules read with

va, vibhasa, anjatarasyam and bahulam attest Panini's

concern over linguistic variability. Even Panini's rides,

which are supposed to be crystal clear (asamdigdJia),
have become ambiguous in the succeeding generations
because of the linguistic variability on the one hand and

intermittent interruptions to the grammatical tradition.7

Some of Panini's rules perplex the readers to grasp their

correct functions.8 As early as by the time of Katyayana
and Patanjali, several doubts (samdeita) were raised

against the purport of several rules. For example Katya-

yana records that the rule anudattam padam ekavarjam

(6.1.158) is ambiguous because the word eJcavarjam is

an unacceptable usage.
9
Katyayana became too criti-

cal in some places and came forward with several riders

(varttikas) to resolve ambiguity in the rules, sometimes

even interpreting them from non-paninian nuances. 10
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But in order to reduce chances of variability in the

interpretation of Panini, Patanjaii opines that the rules

of Panini should be taken as an integrated and corre-

lated set, for being read after great contemplation for

public cause without any personal expectations.
11 So the

meanings of the rules are to be understood against the

philosophical speculations of Panini himself. Further he

imposes great restraint on the interpreters not to distort

the text by inconclusive arguments contrary to the spirit

of Panini, as it would end up only in ambiguity of the

rules jeopardizing the very function of grammar. His

fervency in reducing ambiguity is evident in Ms repu-
diation of many a varttika of Katyayana, For example
he sets at naught the varttikas against the inclusion of

the phoneme 1 in the prat/ahara ride rlk on the ground
of inconclusiveness in Katyayana's arguments, for main-

taining an entirely different stance from Panini. 12

Patanjali evolved several principles of interpretation
of Panini's rules, which ultimately resulted in the devel-

opment of interpretation as a separate branch in gram-
mar besides its main objective to showing the correct

words13
separating from the corrupt ones. The jjmpafcas

and parifeiasas (meta-rules) formulated by Patanjali
stand testimony to his avowed effort in solving ambigu-
ity. ,&s a part of his interpretative technique he allows
even splitting the rules (yoga-vibiaga) taking advantage
of the linguistic variability*

14

Even with regard to the idiomatic expressions, the
grammarians including Panijii, Katyayana and Patanjali
consider gamaiatva 'communicability (of the speaker's
intention (tatparja) to the listener)' in the speech com-
munity of the elite as the touchstone of validity $nd
acceptability of the irregular forms. 15 To arrest further
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distortions in the name of idiom, restrictions ranging
from tabu to prohibition are imposed disallowing further

analogical formations. For example grammatical valid-

ity is restricted to only such incompatible compounds

(asamartha-samasa) like asuryampasya *not seeing sun'

and irregular sentences like asanam adiitistiati, which

axe found coinage during their times. 16 The grammarian
became supreme in arresting the ungrammatical growth
of language by linking it with religion and philosophy

taking advantage of the intimate association of language
with ritual and holistic traditionalism. The religious

significance attached to the language is known from
the very nomenclature samskrta, and its derivation by
Panini, Katyayana and Patanjali.

17
It is further corrob*

orated by Bhartrhari by treating grammar as a sastra,

a smrti and an fgama.
18

The linguistic variability is concerned more with the

life of language, The language has to change, modify
and grow in forms and meanings to suit to the changing

society. No grammarian can halt its growth by rules of

grammar. No one can predict how a word or a phrase
could be tomorrow, save describing what it is today.
Even Panini, Katyayana and Patanjali in recognition

of the linguistic variability introduced several seman-

tlc concepts like svartia, anyapadartia, guna-vacana,

visesa, visesaiia, vrtti, ajaJhatsvartM vrtti,

vrtti and laraia, and the technical names
like upamana, upamiti, Jcarmapravacaniya, iarma-

diaraya, iatpurusa, bahuvrihi, dvigu, atmanepada and

parasfnaipada. Bhartrhari, while explaining sentence

sense and semantic functions of words in vrtti, gave
an exposition of the abhihitanvaya and anvitabhidhana

theories of meaning, which later were explained in
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full by the Bhatta and Prabhakara Mimamsakas

respectively.

But because of the religio-pMlosopliical overtones

grammar could not be freed from the Vedic language
and from the concept of purity of language. For exam-

ple Bharfrhari holds that the Prakrit dialects do not

have direct denotativeness except through the recollec-

tion of the Sanskrit cognates.
19 Thus in view of growing

opposition to the Vedic doctrine on the one hand and
of popularity of Prakrit as a medium of creative poetry
on the other, the Sanskrit grammar suffered several set-

backs causing interruptions time and again to the gram-
matical tradition.

II

Now Sanskrit literary criticism has taken hold of the

description of the language to take it to the common
man. The literary criticism is distinguished into two

types called JiataJca-laJrsana 'dramaturgy' dealing exclu-

sively with dramas and lavya-laJbana 'rhetorics' deal-

ing exclusively with creative compositions.
20 Bharata's

N&tya-sastra, is the earliest known work on Nataka-
laksana. We do not have any extant work on Jfavya-
laisana earlier to Bhamaha's Kavyalankara. In subse-

quent times some of the literary critics have combined
these two under one common nomenclature sahitya
"poetics*. Even though Sahitya is traced its origin to
the Veda,

21 the poeticians have given greater emphasis
on the linguistic variability and promoted Prakrits and
regional vernaculars on a par with Sanskrit.22

That the poetician continues the mission of the gram-
marian

Js
confirmed by the technical names in the

Natyarsastra of Bharata which are analogous to those of
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Panini and by the confession of Anandavardhana that

the grammarians are the 'former holders of scholarship
5

(prafiame vidvamsai).
23 Even though Bharata opens

his Natya-sastra with tracing the origin of dramaturgy
to the Vedas, Brahma, Siva,

24 he begins from where the

grammarian concludes. 25 His theory of gnna in contrast

to laksana, alamfcara and dosa can be traced back to

Panini's theory of gnna and vrddii.26 Anandavardhana
uses the philosophical term vivaria in the same sense as

used by Bhaxtrhaxi27 and takes many a semantic inter-

pretation of the grammarians as conclusive and final.
28

Anandavardhana's commentator Abhinavagupta con-

fesses that the dhvani theory of the poetician is mod-
elled on the sphota theory of the grammarian.

29

The two poetic concepts abhidha and laksana based

on linguistic variability are known earliest from the

MaJbabiasja, wherein Patanjali uses vrtti in the sense

of poetician 's laksana-vrtti and classifies it into jahat-

svartia vrtti, ajahat-svartha vrtti and jahadajahat-
svartha vrtti and expounds two syntactic relations

(abhisambandha) called tasyedam Hhis is of that' and

so 'jam Hhis is that*.30 Similarly the figures of speech
like slesa,

31
vyajastuti, vyajaninda, paiyayoltt and

samasoiti, the poetic theories like Dvani, Rasa, Alam-

kara, Vakrokti, Aucitya and so on are based on the lin-

guistic variability inherent in the language. The mani-

festation of diavjoi, rasa, etc., depend upon ambiguity
because of which the language presents itself differently

to different people causing varying aesthetic pleasure.
32

Bhaxata not only recognizes the communicability and

acceptability to Prakrit but also stresses need for rep-

resentation in dramas of dialects, vernaculars of other

regions,
33 variations rooted in caste and profession of the
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speech community, of regional mannerisms, manners,

traditions, beliefs, superstitions, music and dance.34 He

opines that they axe to be Mended with Sanskrit, but

for which the literature cannot be a representation of

the contemporary society,
35 The same view of Bhaxata

is advocated by Vatsyayana in his ICama-sastra,36

III

The introduction of Prakrits and over emphasis on

aesthetic experience on the basis of ambiguity relieved

monotony in Sanskrit compositions. But no sooner the

Prakrits and Middle-Indo-Aryan dialects took over the

reigns of literature by displacing Sanskrit, the poeticians

felt a need to refine it again by reimposing sanctions on

poets, playwrites and connoisseurs as regards the lan-

guage and norms of usage. New lists of poetic blemishes

in poetic expressions and norms of appropriateness for

Sanskrit words came to be included in the books on

poetics beginning from Bhamaha, Bhoja wielded his

shield as a grammarian and sword as a poetician. In

his Sarasvatiiajatiajbiarajaa and Sriigaraprakasa he has

retold the whole grammar of Sanskrit language from the

point of view of a poetician and a poet.

Sriharsa recommends for the resurgence of Sanskrit

in a poetic fancy.
37 The gods descended from Heaven to

witness the syavamvara 'self choosing (of husband)
1

of

Damayanti. The spectators thought that they could dif-

ferentiate the gods from human beings by the perfected

language (samskrtnma. vak= Sanskrit) they speak* But

on observation they found that even the human beings
have resorted to use the same perfected language of the

gods, lest they would not be understood if spoken in
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their regional vernaculars, The satiric tone of Sriharsa

foreshadows the fate of Sanskrit in coming centuries.

Increasing craze for and overwhelming public res-

ponse to vernaculars on account of full play of linguistic

variability on the one hand and the diminishing employ-
ment of Sanskrit for creative writings, Sanskrit poetics

also suffered the same fate of the Sanskrit grammar. It

has grown for its survival into a branch of learning called

Alamkara-sastra as much as the Vyakarana-sastra, or

as a matter of fact any school of philosophy, linking up
with liberation as the final purpose.

38 As a result San-

skrit poetics acquired a new lease of life when Gram-
marians and Naiyayikas started quoting the views of

the poeticians.
39

Conversely the poeticians also began
using the terminology and logic of the Naiyayikas.

40

In conclusion 'linguistic variability' is the life breath

of language and it is the criterion to decide whether

a given language is dead or alive. This phenomenon is

aptly described by the grammarian Helaraja and the po-
etician Anandavardhana by two significant descriptive

terms sabdasakti-vsddtrya
41 and bianiti-vaidtrja

42 re-

spectively. The linguistic variability is higher in live

languages than in dead languages. Further neither the

grammarian can out right arrest linguistic variability

and dismiss ambiguity, nor the poetician can afford to

allow ambiguity to grow leaps and bounds. Thus both
of them work at one goal, namely determining the in-

tention of the speaker (
vaiiur iccha) from the language j

but they work out their theories with different points of

view.
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by which the doubling is obligatory upto three consonants and
thereafter optional. By this the rule 8.4.64 does not operate in

case of first doubling and operates over and above the conjunc-
tion of three consonants.

9. It is unacceptable because the listener is unable to understand
the intention of the speaker on account of its being not used in

<jh speech of the elite of the day (eiavarjam iti capiasiddhih,

saqideh&t, 6.1.154, vt. 3, vol. 3, p. 99). Similarly we find

a virttika: acaryopajane 'nekasyapi purvapadatvat samdeiafi,
vt7

^
1 under the rule: icaiyopasarjanas cantevaaf, 6.2J6^

yiiii;

yi

l^ p^
125. The answer is suggested by Katyayana hini-

sett by drawing an example in the common parlance practice

(lokavyavaiara). Cf. the usage of the compound word:

aa^eharnvrttyartha, MB. 2.2.24.
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10. Cf. anyatha krtva, prayojanam uktam. anyatha kxtva pari-

haiah. ... saiuane carthe sastranvito 'sastianvitasya nivartako

bhavati, MB. 1.1.1, p. 20.

1 1. pramanabhuta acaryo darbhapavitrapanih suc&v avalcase prari-

mnkha upavisya mahata yatnena sutram pranayati sma. t&tra-

sakyam varnenapy anarthakena bhavitum. Mm punar lyata

sutiena, MB. 1.1.1, p, 39. Therefore even though the succeed-

ing grammarians could suggest various alternatives to the rules

of Panini but none dared to change them. For example for the

rule aiai savarae dugiah, 6.1.101 Bhattoji Diksita suggests a

change as
l
ako 'ki(rghah\ Siddhantakaumud^ 85. Similarly he

remarks idam sutram tyaktum sakyam against the rule dvigus

ca, 2.1.23, ibid. 685,'

12. Patanjali says that Panini included 1 m rlk on the presumption

that there are four types of words, namely jati-s'abda, gujaa-

sabda, kriya-sabda and yadrccha-sabda, Katyayana maintains

1 is superfluous on the ground that there is no fourth cate-

gory called yadreciia-s'abda; cf. MB.1.1.1, PratyahararsutTa 2,

pp.19-21.

13. So he holds that no rule of Panini should be discarded on the

grounds of ambiguity, instead the commentary should be re-

ferred to for clarifications; for, ambiguity cannot make a rule

invalid; ci samdeiamafcram ead bhav&iL sarvasamdehesu

cedam upatisthate
- vyakhyanato visesapratipattir na M sam-

deiad aJa&sanam, MB. 1.1.1.

14. cf. yogavibhagah karisyate. anudattanita atmanepadam. te^o

bhavakarmanoh, tatra Jbrte", MB. 1.3.12, p. 277.

15. etemaddJieior brumo 'gamakatvad iti na brumo 'pasabdah

syad iti. .... gamaiatvad iha vrtfcir biiav%ai mun^ayati

manavaiam iti, MB. 3.1.8, pp, 18-19.

16. cf, sud anapuipaiasja (1.1.43) % etan wyanmtham biavi-

syati, etasyaiv&saniaTthsLsaniasasya nansaniasasya gamakasya

sadhukvam bhavati nanyasyeti^ MB. 2,1.1, p. 361.

17. See my article
C0n the Nomenclature Sarnskrta', Adyar library

Bulletin, 57, 1993.

18. Ctsastre 'smwn upavaimtah^VP, 1.26; seyam vyafcaranasmriih,

ibid. 1.158; parvatad agamam labdfeva, ibid. 2,486; aviccMnna

agamah, ibid. 3,8,24. The three words sastra, smrtiand agaoia

have distinct significations, each defining the nature and scope
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of Panini's AstadhyayL It is a smrti 'recollection
5

,
for it is an

ancillary for understanding the Veda. It is a sastra 'science'

for it deak with the dbarma as mentioned in the srntis and

smrtis. It is also called agazna, for it is written on the agama
'tradition' which has come down concerning with the concept

of moksa 'liberation' derived from the Vedas.

19. paramparyad apabramsa vigunesv abhidhatrsu/

prasiddhim agata yena tesam sadhur avacakah/ VP. 1.181.

20. kavyesu bhavarthagatani tajjnaib

samyak prayojyani yatharasam tu /
Natysastra (NS), 16.4, p. 216, Parimal Publications,

Delhi 1984.

sa mithyadhyavasayas tu procyate kavyalaksane/
ibid 16.16, p. 223;

sajneya, hy upapattis tu laksanam natakasiayam/
ibid. 16.35, p. 231.

He also remarks that some features of dramaturgy are common
and applicable to iavja also; cf. natakadyesu kavyesu prok-

tavyaw suribhih, NS. 15.227, p.208. For dramaturgy, for ex-

ample, only four alaiiJcaras are useful (16.41, p. 234). Therefore

he recommends for further elaboration on the alariiaras to the

kavyalaksana (cf. sesa ye laksanair noktas te grahyah kavya-

lokatah, NS. 16.52, p". 235).

21. -For example Bharata holds that Natyam is a fifth Veda

(natyakhyani pancamain vedaxn setihasam. karomy aham/
NS. 1.5, p. 12.) He opines that this science is aimed at the

same goal of life as the Veda and its ancillaries, ibid. 1.14-15.

22. sabdarthau sahitau kavyam gadyam padyam ca tad dvidba/
samskrtam prakrtam canyad apabhramsam iti tridha/

Bhamahalankara^ 1.16.

23. The grammarian came to be called by special epithets like

vidvan, surf and pandita. When spoken Sanskrit underwent

so much of change that it could no longer be connected with

the Vedic without the help of exegesis, the poetician took over

the role of the grammarians to describe the language. Hence

Anandavardhana calls the grammarians prafchame vidvamsai

(Dhvanyaloka, 1.19) which implies in contradistinction to

adyatana-vidvamsah who are naturally the poeticians. But the

poetician differs from the grammarian in scope, technique and
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terminology, which axe indeed built on the model of the former

(cf. Anandavadhana's conclusive remark: vyakaranamul&tvat

sarvavidjaoam, ibid. 1.13), Suribhih referred to in 1.13: sa

dhvanir iti suribhih kathitah is explained by Anandavardhana

himself with its synonym vidvat in 1.16; suribhih kathita iti

vidvadupajneyam uktih, na tu yathakathamcit pravrtteti pr&ti~

padyate. In his paraphrase of Anandavardhana's usage sruy&-
manesu in 1.16 Abhinavagupta refers to Bhartrhaxi with the

epithet of highest reverence tatrabhavan (yathaha tatr&bhavan

bhartrharih; some editions have a variant reading attracting
still greater respect: yathaha bhagavan bhartrharih). Sainkara
in his Brahmasutrabhasya, (1.1.1 intr.) refers to the grammar-
ian by the word pandita (tarn ekam evamlaisanam acfiyasam
pmdita avidyeti manyante, tadvivekena ca vastusvarupavar
dharanam ridyam ahuh). This is in corroboration with Patan-

jali's illustration: aham pandito bravimi (MB. under the rule

1.2.58).

24. In view of the historicity, Vyakarana is claimed as a common
science of language on all the Vedic recensions (sarvaved^pari-
sadam hidam sastram, MB.2.1.58) and the Natyasastra is held
as produced by taking out whatever is applicable from all the
sastras (sarvasastrarthasampannam, NS. 1.15). So also Abhi-
navagupta says: tatra sastra&taraprasiddhan api rasang&tvena,
kavisiksartham natasya ca tatra tatrabbinaye visrantikaran

itikartavyatayopadesartham agaman nirdisati frgametyadi,
Abhwavarbharati on NS.14.4.

25. For example in recognition of the significance of language and
grammar, Bharata says in NS. 14.2-3:

varimayanfia sastrani vannisthani tatbaiva ca/
tasmM vacah param nasti vagghi sarvasya karanam/

26. See my article 'Concept of Guna according to Bharata', Vishve-
shvarmand Indological Journal, vol. 26. pts. i-ii. 1988
pp. 177-185,

27. The theories of causation called parinama and vivarta axe ob-
jective and subjective respectively. As an advocate of baud-
dJiapadartia, the graimnarian takes the viVar^avadaonly. Thus
Bhartrhaxi defines vivarte as: eJcasya tattvad apracyutasya
bhedmuk&enasatyavibhaktaiiyafupopagrahita vivartah, Vrtti
on VP. 1.1. Vlvarte thus means the appearance of a thing* as
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something else without undergoing any change. Now Ananda-
vardhana uses the word vivarta in the same sense in: tesam

caikaskaprabhedapeksayapi tavaj jagadvrttam upanibadbya-
manam sukavibhis tadicchavasad anyatha sthitam apy
anyafciaiva vivartate, Divanyaloia, 4.3.

28., For example in approbation of the grammarians' theory of lib-

eration, Anandavardhana, concludes his discussion on the po~
eticians' theory of liberation with the words: nirmtas cayam
arthah sabdatattvavidbhir eva, DivanjaJoia, 4.5.

29. Cf. vyaktasabdanam tatha sruyamana ye varna nadasabda-

vacya antyabuddhinixgrahyah sphotabhivyanjakas te dhvani-

sabdenoktah . asi&abhir api prasiddhebhyah sabdavyapa-
rebhyo 'bhidbatatparya-laksanarupebhyo 'tirikto vyaparo
dhvanir ity uktah, Loc$na on Dhvanyaloka, 1.16. The Kavya-
purusa concept of Rajeiekhara (880-920 A.D.) is again compar
rable to the Sabdabrabman concept of the grammarian. For

example compare VP.1.1 with:

yad etad vwmayam visvam arthamurtya vivartate/

so 'smi kavyapuman amba padam vandeya tavakam/

Kavyammiamsa, Adbyaya 3,

Further elaborations of the Kavyapurusa are based on the prin-

ciple of prafa'lopasana 'symbol meditation', which had its seeds

in the Taittmya~Arany&ka, 1.23, wherein Prajapati is described

in the same way.

30. See my article: 'Contextual referent and relation of identity*,

Adyar library Bulletin, vol. 52, 1988, pp. 61-82.

31. yas cayam upamisksadir alamkaravargah prasiddhah sa

bhanitivaicitryad upanibaddhyamanah svayam eva anavadhir

dbatte punah satasakham, Dhvanyaloka, 4.7.

32. avasthadesakaladivisesair apijayate/

mantyam eva vacyasya suddhasyapi svabbavatah/ ibid. 4.7.

33. Anandavardhana holds that novelty of poetry enhances when
a word of one language gives several other meanings by be-

ing associated with other languages wherein the same word ac-

quired new shades of meaning; cf. bbanitis ca svabhasabhedena

vyavasthita sati pratiniyatabhasagocararthavaicitryar
nibandhanam punar aparam Jravyartianam anantyain

apadayati, Divanyaloia, 4.7.
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34. NS. 14.7, 17.1. In this respect Bhartrhari as a grammarian dif-

fers from the poetician Bharata. Bhartrhari dqes not reconcile

to admit denotativeness for the Apabhramsas; cf. VP. 1.145-

147.

35. Cf. NS. 1,14-15.

36. The sbctyfour fine arts enumerated in the Kamasutra, L3.16 de-

pend on practicability in the contemporary society; cf.

NS.1.2.46-49.

37. axiyonyabhasanavabodhabMteh

samskririmabhiz yyavaharavatsu /
digbhib sametesi} naresu vagbhib

sauvargavargo zta narair adhni/ Nalsadha, 10.34.

38. The poeticians/ have also come forward with such tabus like

kavyalapams $a. t varjayet 'reading of literary compositions
should be abanidon^V by which they ventured to oust the liter-

ary compositions for mere aesthetic pleasure, without affording

support to the foiiifold human goals of life purusarthas. The

inspiration to this has already been given by Bharata; cf.

dharmyam artham yasasyam ca sopadesyam sasamgraham/
bhavisyatas ca lokasya, saivakarxnanudarsakam/

saxvasastraxthasampaimam sarvasilpapravartakam /
natyakhyam pancamara vedam setibasam karomy abam /

NS. 1.14-15, p. 12.

39. For example Kondubhatta in his Vaiyakaranabhusana quotes
the following verse in connection with the discussion of Samasa-

sakti:

satyasaktamanah pravrddhanarakacchedi dvijendrasrayo

yas cwekamukhodbhavasrayatanuh, srir yatia, sainrajate/

jo gangam ca sada bibharti sa'sivo yah kamadehasrayah

sadyah samyam ayam p^ayafu bhavatam krsnena rudrena va/
Yaiyakaraiiabiilsana, ed. Vidyaniwas Misra,

Bharatiya Vidya Prakasan, Delhi, 1987, p. 141,

40. For example Mammata in his Kavyaprakasa refers to Vaiya-

karanas in 1.2 (sloka 4) and 2.10 (sloka 8) in connection with

the meaning and classification of words. Similarly while dis-

cussing about sentence sense (vakyartha) according to poeti-

cians, he refers to the theories called abhMtanvaya-vada and

aavitabhidhana^vada of the Bhatta and the Prabhakara Mima-
insakas (2.7. sloka 6). Vidyanatha in his Prataparudriya traces
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the anumanalankara to Taxka (p. 301), the yatiasamicfija,

arthapatti, parisamfciya, uttara, and vifcalpa to

Mlmaipsa (p. 304-307).

41. Helaxaja's Pratiriiapraiaaa on VE 3.14 (Vrtfti).36. This lin-

guistic principle can be generalized from several such passages
of Bhartrhari like:

samfciyasamanyarupejpa tada so 'msai pratiyate/

axthasyanekasaktitve sabdair niyatasaktibhih/
VP. 3.14 (Vrtti).104.

42. JDivanyaloia, 4.7.





C RAJENDRAN

INFLUENCE OF BUDDfflST

PHILOSOPHY ON MAHIMABHATTA

I

Mahimabhatta, the author of Vyaktiviveh was a

versatile scholar erudite in a number of disciplines like

Saivism, Grammar, Mmamsa and Buddhism. A pe-

rusal of Vyaktiviveh is enough to vouchsafe this fact, as

is evident from the learned discussions contained in the

text, on a variety of philosophical and technical prob-

lems like the nature of language, syntactical structures,

verbal cognition, perception and inference.
1

Mahimabhatta not only betrays familiarity with philo-

sophical stand points taken by various systems, but also

makes use of technical terms and key concepts evolved

in various systems. The influence of the tenets of Kash-

miri Saivism on Mahimabhatta has been brought forth

by K.C. Pandey.
2

However, a study of Vya&tiviveJb

shows that the medieval logic evolved by the Vaibhasika

philosophers Dinnaga and Dharmakirti has also exerted

much influence on Mahimabhatta's thought. This
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paper aims at to trace the extent of Buddhistic influ-

ence on this most remarkable poetician belonging to the

antagonist camp of the DhTani Theory.

II

It is Bhattagopala, the commentator of Kavya-

prakasa who for the first time points out that Mahima-

bhatta was indeed influenced by Buddhistic thought.

When discussing the views of Mahimabhatta on

vyanjana in the Vth UUasa of Kavyaprakasa, Bhatta-

gopala introduces the former as saugaiamatanusare-

nanumanaikapradhano maiuma,3
Similarly, Ruyyaka,

the commentator of Vyakiiviveka seems to assume on

several occasions the Buddhistic orientation of Mahima-
bhatta's thought. Thus, commenting on Mahima-
bhatta's conclusion oflaksana in anumana, he makes the

interesting observation that though Buddhists accept
laksana as an ariiavyapaxa, it should actually be con-

sidered as anumana, thereby suggesting that

Mahimabhatta subscribed to Buddhistic positions in

such matters.4
Again, on Mahimabhatta's comment that

pain is a specific form of experience, he observes that

'this has been stated as per Buddhistic principles*.
5 Sim-

ilarly, when Mahimabhatta points out that we cognise a

particular type of bird characterized by garudatva from
the line moham harer vihangamo hantu, Ruyyaka ex-

plains that garndatva is reckoned as a class character-

istic as per Buddhistic principles according to which

garudas are many.
6 Prom all these, it is obvious that

Buddhistic philosophy exerted great influence on

Mahimabhatta, though he was Saivite in his basic ori-

entation.
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in

The Influence of medieval Buddhistic logic as de-

veloped by Dinnaga and Dharmakirti is discernible in

a pronounced manner in Mahimabhatta's concept of

anumana, wherein he includes all varieties of Dhvani.

Accroding to Anandavardhana, the so called suggested

meaning (vyangyartha) is revealed to a man of taste

by a power called vyafjaiia, which exists in word and

sense, in addition to the normal functions of abhidha

and JaJcsana. Mahimabhatta disputes this claim and es-

tablishes that words do not have any power save

abhidha^ the denotative function and all the other senses

are just intelligent deductions from the denoted mean-

ing, made by a discerning reader. Mahimabhatta avers

that both the secondary meaning (laksyartha) and the

suggested meaning (vyangyartha) are thus deduced

meanings, inferred from the expressed meaning. He also

demonstrates that there is invariable concomitance be-

tween the expressed meaning and the secondary/sugges-
ted meanings.

Mahimabhatta's concept of invaxiabale concomitance

is based on the notions of causality (tadntpatti) and

identity (tadatznya). Accordingly, two facts are deemed

to be invariably related if one is the cause of the other

and if both are identical. Thus smoke and fire are re-

lated through causal connection; and since there will

always be fire if there is smoke, we can infer the for-

mer from the latter. Similarly, amra 'mango tree' and

'tree
3

are having the relationship of identity and when

we know that a thing is amra, we can infer that it is a

tree. This is an instance of the identical relation exist-

ing between genus and species. Mahimabhatta follows
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the above Buddhist position In Ms concept of aBtimana,

wherein he Includes ail Instances of Fjaiigya-vyafjala-

biava. The following
of Vyaktivivcka

make his position clear:

Facyapratyayayor nasti vyangyavyanjakatarthayoh/

tayoh pradzpaghatavat sahityenaprakasanat//

paksadharmatvasambandhavyaptisiddhivyapeksanat
vrksatvamratvayor yadvat yadvac canaladhumayoh//

anumanatvam evatra yuktam tallaksananvayat/
7

The main difference between the positions of Bud-

dhists and Naiyayikas is that the former insists that in-

variable concomitance, there should be can inner neces-

sity connecting the two terms of the relation'. While to

the latter mere invariable presence is necessary between

the major and minor terms. To illustrate, the former

will not accept propositions like 'all animals with cloven

hoofs have horns', which will be perfectly acceptable to

the latter.8 This major difference is lost sight of by some

historians of poetics who wrongly make Mahimabhatta

a follower of Nyaya logic,

Mahimabhatta makes use of the cause-effect relation-

ship to explain most of the instances of Dhvani and the

relation of identity to explain the artiantarasanirami-

taFacya - sub-variety of avivaksitavacya. We can illus-

trate his concept of vyapti based on causal relationship
in the following example:

4

O, ascetic, you can wander freely since that dog
has been killed by the lion on the banks of Godavarl.'

Here the presence of the lion is the probans; the

undesirabHity of wandering the probandum; and their
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invariable concomitance is based on direct cause-effect

relationship.
9

Mahimabhatta makes use of the relationship of iden-

tity to explain the cognition of meaning in instances like

the following, which employ proper nouns like 'Rama'
in a suggestive manner.

'I am Rama, I shall withstand everything'.

Here the word rama does not simply give forth the

idea of an individual called Rama. On the other hand,
it conveys the idea of the person Rama, who has en-

dured many calamities and mishaps in his life, all of

which are understood by the reader on consideration of

the context. The relationship between Rama the indi-

vidual and Rama who is hardened by the endurances

of calamities of life is that of identity (tadatmya), as

between a tree and a simsapa.
10

IV

Another salient feature of Mahimabhatta's logic

which shows Buddhistic influence is that it allows the

possibility of indirect relations also, based on negation

just like direct relation based on the presence of the mi-

nor term. Dharmaklrti speaks of eleven of such exam-

ples, viz. (1) svabhavanupalabdhi (simple negation con-

tained in all types of negative perceptual judgement),

(2) karyamipalabdhi (negation of effect, on the basis

of which negation of its efficient case is inferred), (3)

yyapalcanupalafcdlii (deduction of the negation of one

fact from the negation of another fact), (4) svabiava-

viruddhopalabdhi (affirmation of an incompatible fact,

from which the negation of its counterpart follows),
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(5) viruddhakaryopalabdhi (affirmation of an Incompat-
ible effect from which the negation of the counterpart
of its cause follows), (6) viruddbavyaptopalabdbi (af-

firmation of an Incompatible subordinate), (7) karya-

viruddhopalabdhi (affirmation of incompatibility with

the effect), (8) vyapakaviruddhopalabdbi (affirmation of

incompatibility with an inconclusive fact), (9) iarana-

nupalabdhi (negation of cause), (10) karanavirnddho-

palabdhi (affirmation of incompatibility with the cause

of the denied fact, and (11) karanaviruddhopalabdM

(affirmation of effect, produced by something incompat-
ible with the cause of the denied fact).

11

Mahimabhatta makes use of some of the above for-

mulae in his explanation of tl\e cognition of the sug-

gested meaning. The following instances may be cited:

*O mendicant, wander freely, since that dog has been
killed by the lion'.

Accroding to Mahimabhatta, this is an example of

either svabhavaviraddhopalabdM or vyapakavixuddho-

palabdhi. In the former case, the cause is the presence of

the Kon and the effect is free wandering, and since they
are mutually incompatible, the presence of the former
leads one to the conclusion of the absence of the latter, 12

In the case of vyapakavirnddhopalabdM, the inferred

meaning - the absence of the act of wandering - is gen-
erated by misgivings of danger, the absence of which is

the major premise for action.

An instance of karanannpalabdbi:

'Himalaya could not give his daughter to Sliva

since the latter had not requested for it.
5
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Here the absence of the request is the reason for the

absence of the act of giving.
13

There are many other minor points in Mahima-
bhatta's Vyaktiviveka which also indicate the extent of

the influence of Buddhistic philosophy on him- Thus.,
Dharmakirti's argument that illustrative example is not

a necessary part of syllogism is accepted by Mahima-
bhatta also. Mahimabhatta, while substantiating the

argument that all linguistic statements are propositions,
refers to the opponents view that in that case, all sen-

tences should also contain illustrative examples. He
counters this view by citing the arguments of Dhar-

makirti himself, who maintains that examples are not

necessary for a learned person. ,

tadbhavahetubhavau hi drstante tadave&inahf

khy&pyete vidusam v&cyo hetur eyphi tadrsah14

The relationships of identity and ^causation a^e, made
known through illustrative examples only in the clase

of an ignorant person.- In the ease of really learned

people, the mention of^reason will suffice.

Mahimabhatta also maintains that in a syllogism, it

is not necessary to mention pratijna Hhesis' and niga-

mana ^conclusion' separately, as they are implied. He
cites a relevant passage from an anymous source:

pratijnayah eva tavad gamyamanarthayEh
vacanam punarvacanam. Jam punar asyah

punarvaceuiam ity aparthakam nigamanam
15
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Diiinaga and Dharmakirti also maintain that 'the

real members of a syllogism are the general ride and its

application to an individual instance
9

,
viz. avinabiava

and paJcsadiarmata.
16

Evidently, this must be the

source of Mahimabhatta's position.

Another important philosophical position adopted

by Mahimabhatta on Buddhism is the difference he

maintains between the objects perceived in direct per-

ception and comprehended through language. Accrod-

ing to him, objects have got two aspects,, viz. the generic

and the specific. The former is a mental construct

(vxbJpa) and can be understood only through the use

of language, The latter is vealed only through di-

rect perception. However, poets endowed by the gift

of imagination, are able to visualize this specific aspect

and depict it through the figure of

It seems that Mahimabhatta's views ajre influenced

by the distinction made and maintained in Buddhis-

tic thought between svalafcsana, the Hhing-in-itself
'

di-

rectly comprehended in perception and samanya-

lalbsana, the generic aspect, the asped comprehended

through inference. In the words of TL Stcherbatsky:

"The doctrine that there axe two and only

two sources of knowledge means that there

are two radically distinct sources of cogni-

tion, the one which is a reflex of ultimate

reality and the other which is a* capacity

of constructing the images in which this

reality appears in the phenomenal world.

..... In perception, the image of the ob-

ject is cognised directly; i.e. vividly
1

. In
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inference, it is cognised indirectly, i.e.

vaguely, or abstractly through its mark."

(Buddhist Logic, p. 74.)

MaMmabhatta 'maintains that the meaning compre-
hended through language is also is generic, as in in-

ference, but in svabhavokti, this limitation is somehow

transcended.

VI

We see decisive influence of Buddhistic outlook in

Mahimabhatta's thought at a deeper metaphysical level

also. Mahimabhatta maintains that even though the

vibiavas, anufeiavas and vyabhicaribhavas presented

through poetry are unreal, they give forth inference of

Rasa, which culminates in moral instructions of the do's

and don'ts of life. As to how an illusory knowledge can

serve such a practical function, Mahimabhatta refers to

the following karika of pramanavarttika which reiterates

the practical efficacy of even false knowledge.

manipracSpaprabiajor manibuddhyabhd-
dhavatoh mitijajnanavisese *pi viseso

'rthakriyam prati
is

Between two persons who run towards the lustres of

jewel and lamp, mistaking them to be jewel, even

though there is agreement in false knowledge, there

is difference with regard to practical efficacy.

Thus, the person mistaking the lustre of jewel for

jewel itself finally takes hold of it following the leads

given by false knowledge. This illustrates the
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Buddhist position that 'Knowledge may have value for

life, but its metaphysical significance is next to iio-

thing'.
19 Mahimabhatta finds this a handy formulae to

explain the aesthetic world, which, bereft of objective

reality still possesses practical utility. He maintains4hat

it will be ridiculous if we apply the test of validity to

the facts presented in fiction and designates inference in

the realm of imagination as
Jcavyapjpniti,

thus bracket-

ing it from ordinary inference, whidk is a means ofTaBd

knowledge.

VII

Thus, a close study of the Vyafctivivefca will bring

forth the extent and depth of Bud<ibistic influence on

Mahimabhatta. Nevertheless, Mahimabhatta does not

seem to be influenced by the religious side of Buddhism

in the least, as he was a staunch follower of Kashmiri

Saivism. He does not seem to .be Influenced by the

Apoia theory of language either, as he believed that

words denote positive meanings- In short, Mahima-

bhatta can be taken to be a logician anchored to tra-

ditional theology and religion, who nevertheless made

profuse use of concepts of medieval Buddhist logic,
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SR1RAMULA RAJESWARA SARMA

TRANSLATION OF SCIENTIFIC TEXTS

INTO SANSKRIT UNDER
SAWAI JAI SINGH

1.1 Translation played an important role in almost all

encounters between cultures. A comprehensive account

of this role has yet to be written. Some aspects of this

are very well known, in others our knowledge is still

fragmentary.

When China discovered Buddhism, a large corpus of

Buddhist texts in Sanskrit and Prakrit was translated

into Chinese during the first millennium after Christ,

by Chinese as well as Indian monk-scholars. In his

Catalogue of the Chinese IVansJation of the Buddhist

Hipitaia (Oxford 1883), Bunyiu Nanjio listed as many

as 1662 texts thus translated. A later catalogue by

Sylvain Levi and J. Takakusu entitled Hobogrw (Paris

1929 ff)
raises this number to 2184 texts.

1

According to

Professor P.C. Bagchi, "some of these translations also

had great literary value and came to be looked upon as

classics in Chinese literature".
2
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Tibetans took to Buddhism somewhat later - in the

seventh century under the reign of King Sron-bstan-

sgam-po (b. 617 A.D.). His courtier Thon-mi Sam-bho-
ta is said to be the first translator of Buddhist texts

into Tibetan* Prom his time to the fourteenth century,
some 4566 texts were translated into Tibetan, by Ti-

betans and Indians. These were arranged by Bu-ston

(1290-1364) into two groups called respectively Bkah-

hgynr or Kanjur (the Word of the Buddha) and Bstazz-

hgyur or Tanjur (the Treatises).
3 Tibetan translations

were not only more numerous than the Chinese, they
were also more accurate, so accurate that the original
can be reconstructed from the Tibetan without any loss

in nuance or in verbal flavour.4 Many of these Buddhist
texts survive today only because they have been thus

translated into Chinese or Tibetan.

1.2 Thus oftentimes translation was not just a tool for

exchange of ideas; it was also an indispensable means of

preservation. A notable case in this sense is the preser-
vation and later dissemination of Greek science through
Arabic translations in the eighth and ninth centuries

AJX xinder the Abbasids. This momentous enterprise in

the history of ideas was well chronicled by De Lacy O
!

Leary.
5

Arabs had a parallel encounter with Indian scientific

ideas about the same time or a little earlier. This en-

counter gave rise to the Sindhind school of astronomy,
to the dissemination of the Indian number system and
Indian mathematics, and so on. This has been discussed

often enough, but there are still many grey areas in the

historiography of this encounter.
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1.3 Nearer home, the history of translation within In-

dia has had an abysmally poor documentation, although

literary composition in many regional languages began
with translations from Sanskrit. An important mile-

stone in the history of translation in India is the trans-

lation of texts from Sanskrit into Persian and vice versa.

The last phase of this activity took place under the aus-

pices of Sawai Jai Singh (1688-1743).

2.1 Sawai Jai Singh's majestic astronomical instru-

ments6 overshadow his achievements in other realms of

intellectual activity which also merit attention. One
such activity is the translation into Sanskrit of scientific

texts from Arabic and Persian, and to a lesser extent

also from European languages.
7 In this programme, Jai

Singh had the support of two long traditions. First,

the eclectic approach of the Indian jyotisis who did not

hesitate in borrowing extensively from diverse sources

like Mesopotamia, Greece, the Islamic World, and later

also from the modern West. The second tradition that

supported Jai Singh's translation programme emanates

from the Islamic culture area where scientific texts were

more systematically rendered into Arabic from the

eighth century onwards. The translation or adaptation

of Sanskrit astronomical and medical texts at Bagh-
dad under Caliph al-Mansur in the eighth century and

somewhat later of Greek astronomical texts, and subse-

quently their transmission to Europe is too well known
to be reiterated here.

2.2 In India also Muslim kings sponsored

knowledge from Sanskrit before Jai Singh
-

similar work. Notable among these are Fir"
7

luq (reign: 1351-1388) and JalSiuddln

1556-1605).
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3.1 In the second half of the fourteenth century, Firaz

Shah Tughluq gathered at his court at Delhi a number of

Muslim, Hindu and Jaina scholars and attempted a sys-

tematic exchange of ideas. The names of some of these

scholars and the texts they translated are available if

not always the translations themselves. A booty of 1300

Sanskrit manuscripts from the Jvalamukhl temple in the

Nagarkot kingdom in Kangra Valley aroused Firuz's in-

terest in Hindu learning.* From these manuscripts he

got translated into Persian the following six works, as

reported in the SSrat-i-Firuss Siafai, an anonymous but

contemporary chronicle:
9

i. Varahamihira's Braiatsamiitl was translated by

'Abdul 'Aziz Shanis, 10

ii. Another Sanskrit work of identical content was ren-

dered into Persian under the title DaJail-i Fiinz Shahi

by Tzz al~Dm KhaUd Khan! 11

iii. A Sanskrit work dealing with good and bad omens

for hunting was translated with the title Siiiarnama

Fatai Khan.

iv. Likewise, the Saravali, obviously of IfaJyanavarman
. 800), was also rendered into Persian.

v. So also the flarameiiala which "deals with various

kinds of miracles and many wonders of prophecy."
12

vi An astrological text was translated but its name can-

not be deciphered from the expression "dastaia"

used in the Sirat4^Firu# Shatl.

Of these six titles, only the first two appear to be

extant. The translation of the Briatsamiita is available

in several manuscripts. Eight chapters dealing with idol
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worship and the Hie were not translated as repugnant

to Islam. However a proper study is still wanting on

the accuracy and quality of translation of the remaining

chapters.

3,2 Two Jaina monks, Mahendra Suri and Ms pupil

Malayendu Suri were at Flruz's court. These two must

have helped in the translation of the Sanskrit texts.

They were also responsible for the transfer of knowl-

edge in the reverse direction, namely, from the Islamic

world to Sanskrit. In 1370 Mahendra Suri composed
the first Sanskrit manual on the astrolabe, a versatile

astronomical instrument which enjoyed a great reputa-

tion among the Muslims, after consulting, as he says,

the ocean-Eke vast literature produced by the Yavanas

on this subject.
13 We do not know exactly what these

Islamic texts on the astrolabes may have been. Per-

haps they included the various works Al-Biruni wrote

on the astrolabe. 14 But it is certain that both Mahen-

dra Suri and his pupil Malayendu Suri, who wrote a

commentary on his teacher's work around 1382, were

helped from the Muslim side by persons like the anony-

mous author of the Sirat-i-Mrife SiafaT, which contains

an interesting chapter on Flruz's experiments with the

astrolabe. A comparison of this chapter with Mahen-

dra Suri's manual is essential in order to understand

the level of interaction between the Muslim and Indian

scholars at Firuz's court. 15

4.1 More details are available from the reign of Akbar

on the nature of exchanges of ideas through translation.

Akbar desired that the Muslim intelligentsia be made

familiar with the classics of Hindu thought so that they

have a better interaction with Hindus and therefore es-

tablished the MaJrfablhana or bureau of translation. 16
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This is not the place to discuss the Sanskrit texts

that were rendered into Persian in this Maitabttlna,
17

although it will be quite instructive to know which works

from the vast Sanskrit literature aroused the interest

of the Muslims. What is immediately relevant for our

purpose is the procedure of 4ranslation, as reported by

two of the chief participants, viz. AbuTFazl and Abdul

Qadir Badayuni.

4.2 According to these writers, translation was not per-

formed by single scholars proficient in both source lan-

guage and the taiget language, in this case, Sanskrit and

Persian. Rather the task was accomplished by teams of

scholars, some proficient in Sanskrit and others in Per-

sian. They did the work in three stages. First, Hindu

or Jaina scholars prepared a paraphrase in Hindi of the

Sanskrit text to be translated. In the second stage, this

Hindi paraphrase was translated into Persian by one of

the several Muslim courtiers. Finally, the Persian trans-

lation was polished and put into elegant prose and verse

by one of the more accomplished scholars, often the em-

peror himself supplying the felicitous phrase. The Hin-

dus who prepared the Hindi paraphrase were known as

ma'baran (interpreters) and the Muslims who rendered

the paraphrase into Persian were styled mutarajtfiman

(translators).
18

r
What resulted in this process cannot be termed an

exact translation but rather a Persian paraphrase into

which often the mediator's explanatory sentences crept

in. Rrancis Gladwyn says of the Razmnama, the Persian

version of the Maiabiarata, that "it was nothing more

than an extract, very indifferently executed, many beau-

tiful descriptions and episodes being entirely omitted".
19
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4.3 One scientific work was also translated in this man-

ner. It was Bhaskaracarya's Lilavati on arithmetic,

which Faizi, Abul FazPs brother, rendered into Per-

sian.
20

Faizi is said to be a scholar of Sanskrit but John

Taylor who studied the Persian version says that it has

many omissions, and departs in some passages so far

from the original as to "induce the suspicion that Faizi

contended himself with writing down the verbal expla-

nation afforded by his assistant".21 Besides the L2avati,

one more scientific text appears to have been trans-

lated into Persian. Unfortunately, its name is variously

misspelt as tajak or najair; perhaps it is some work on

jatafca, i.e. horoscopy.
22

4.4 In the reverse direction, at least one scientific work

was translated into Sanskrit, namely Ulugh Beg's Astro-

nomical Tables. While Abul Fazl and Fatullah Shirazi

explained the meaning of the original text, Kishan Joshi,

Gangadhar and Mahesh Mahanand wrote it down in

Sanskrit.23 This translation seems to have been made
use of by jyotisis like Kamalakara and Nityananda later

on.

But many more Sanskrit works appeared outside the

confines of the Maktabkhana, which betray a knowledge

of Islamic astronomy. These have been studied by David

Pingtee in his "Islamic Astronomy in Sanskrit".24 In this

context, the foEowing questioBS^^rise, for which we do

not yet have adequate answers. Who were the Mus-

lim interlocutors of these Hindu jyotisis, especially in

Varanasi? What were the Islamic texts that were made

accessible to Hindu jyotisis through oral explanation?

4.5 A number of Hindu astrologers were, of course, of-

ficially connected with the Mughal court at Agra and
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later at Patehpur Sikri and Delhi. As I have shown

elsewhere,
25 Akbax introduced a system of appointing

Hindus as royal astrologers with the title Jotik Rai (from

Sanskrit Jyotisaraja/raya). The Akbarnama reports

that the Jotik Rai prepared the horoscopes of Akbar, his

heir apparent Salim and also of other sons. The identity

of this astrologer is not revealed but it is quite proba-

ble that he was MlaJbnfia, the author of the Tajila-

wiakanthl, the most popular work on the TajiJb (i.e,

'Islamic* system of astrology).

Jahangir had two Jotik Rai-s; perhaps one succeeded

the other. These were Kesava and Paramananda. The

latter composed Jaiangira-vinoda-ratnatara in honour

of his patron. Krsna Daivajna, who wrote learned com-

mentaries on Bhaskara's Bljaganita and Kesava's

Jatakapaddhatij was a favorite of Jahangir. He must

be identical with the Kishan Joshi who took part in

the translation of Uliigh Beg's astronomical Tables into

Sanskrit.

Shah Jahan's royal astrologer Srimalajit enjoyed a

more bombastic title Vedangaraya instead of the mere

Jotik Rai. This tradition was continued by the feuda-

tories also. For example, Kevalarama received the title

Jyotisaraya at Sawai Jai singh's court. These Hindu

astrologers and astronomers who were patronized by
the Mughal rulers and by other Muslim noblemen had

the opportunity of exposure to Islamic astronomy and

astrology aim inay have disseminated this knowledge
to their kinsmen and colleagues at Varanasi and other

places.

4.6 This interaction at the Mughal Court, coupled with

Todar Mai's introduction of Persian as the bureaucratic
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Ianguage 9 gave rise to a new kind of literature. These are

hand-books for learning Persian through the medium of

Sanskrit. These contained generally bilingual vocabu-
laries in verse, though one or two provide also grammat-
ical rules couched in the sutra style. Notable among
these are Bihari Krsnadasa's Parasifcapratasa, which
contains both grammar and vocabulary and was dedi-

cated to Akbar;
26 and Srimalajit Vedangaraya's

SamsJcrta-parasifca-padapraJrasa which was composed in

the reign of Shah Jahan and aims to teach Islamic cal-

endar and technical terms related to Islamic astronomy
and astrology.

27 About fifteen such works are extant

today.
28

Thus, already before Jai Singh's time, some ground
was laid for translation of texts, both scientific and

non-scientific, from Arabic/Persian to Sanskrit and vice

versa.

5.1 But Sawai Jai Singh aimed higher. Realizing the

superiority of Islamic observational astronomy, he

wished to have accurate and full translations of Islamic

texts on astronomy and not just a paraphrase. There-

fore, he collected many Islamic texts29 and gathered

Hindu, Muslim, and - later on - European astronomers

at his court.30

5.2 The translations that emerged from the joint en-

deavors of these astronomers axe as follows:

i. Rekhaganita, a Sanskrit translation of Euclid's .Ele-

ments from the thirteenth century Arabic version of

Nasir al-Din al-Tusi by Jagannafia in about 1727.31

iL Uiaxa or Katara, a Sanskrit translation of the Spier-

ica of Theodosius from the Arabic version of Qusta
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ibn Luqa al-Ba'abaki by Nayanasukha Upadhyaya in

1729.32

iii. Saraha-tajkara Varjandf, Sanskrit rendering of chap-
ter 11 of the second book of Nasjr al-Din's TacfMira

together with the extensive commentary (Sharh) of

al-Barjandl by Nayanasukha also in 1729.33

iv. Sajtnraisiddaanta or Siddhantasarakaustubha, trans-
lation of Ptolemy's Almagest from Naslr al-Dm's
Arabic recension by Jagannatha in about 1732.34

v.
yan*raraja-rjsa/a bJsa bafaa or yantraraj'a-vicara-

vimsadiyayr, Sanskrit translation of Naslr al-Dm's
Persian, manual on the astrolabe, Risalat al-Usturlab
in twenty chapters.

35 At the end of the manuscript
copy of this work, no. 81865 of Varanasi Sanskrit

University, there occurs the Mowing sentence:

iti nayanasukhopadbyayakrta yantraraja-
vicaravhnsadhyayi arabitah samkrte nita/

"Thus
[ends] the Nayanasukha Upadhyaya's compo-

ntion, the
yantraraja-vicara-vimsadijayT, which has

been rendered into Sanskrit from the Arabic."

This sentence led to the erroneous ascription of this
translation to Nayanasukha. However, this sentence
does not merit credence as it is clearly a late ad-
eution, in a different hand writing, by one who was
unaware of the fact that, unlike Nasir al-Dm's other
works, this tract was originally written in Persian
and not m Arabic. Other manuscripts do not con-
tain this sentence. Therefore this translation has to
be treated as anonymous, at least until other evi-
dence is available.
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At the beginning of his Sanskrit rendering of Thedo-

sins' Spieiica, Nayanasukha explains how he made the

translation:

seyam maiamada-afcida-sajpjnena iatjhita

najanasuJciopadijaii nibadiyaie.
43

"This [text]
was explained by one named Muham-

mad Abid and is being rendered [into Sanskrit] by

Nayanasukha Upadhyaya."

The same fact is repeated at the end of the book:

Mam arabfbiasatai abida-samjnaii k&thitam

nayMasntiopadiyaii samsirte gratiitam.
43

"This [text],
which was explained by one named Abid

from the Arabic language, is composed in Sanskrit by

Nayanasukha Upadhyaya."

Again, at the conclusion of his translation of Nasir

al-Dln's TadMira, Nayanasukha informs:

idam maiamadaa-abida-samjnaii k&thitaxn najana*

suiiopidiyaih samsirfasabdair nibaddiam.44

"This [text] was explained by Muhammad Abid and

was put into Sanskrit words by Nayanaswkha

Upadhyaya,
w

Thus the procedure adopted was somewhat similar

to thai in Akbax's Mattabihana and perhaps at other

Mudim courts as well* At Jai Singh's court also there

were interpreters (ma'baran) like Muhammad Abid aad
translators (mutarajpman) like Nayanasukha, But there
are two essential differences. First, both the interpreter
and the translator at Jaipur were well versed in as-

tronomy; they only had to cross the linguistic barrier
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through a third language which must have been some
form of Hindi. At Akbar's Maktabkhana, the mytho-

logical and theological implications of the Sanskrit texts

were not easy to understand and were often repugnant
to persons like Badayuni.

45
Again, at the Maktabkhana

what were translated were not full Sanskrit texts but

short paraphrases in Hindi.

Jai Singh's translators, if at all, erred on the other

side. After comparing Nayanasukha's rendering of the

Tadhkira with the Arabic original, David Pingree con-

cludes that 'Muhammad Abida and Nayanasukha did

not simply render the Arabic into Sanskrit literally, but

expanded those passages that they found particularly

difficult
7

.
46 Modern translation theory would call this

semantic as well as communicative translation; 'seman-

tic* because it is faithful to the original in the source

language and 'communicative' because it addresses it-

self to the needs of the audience in the target language

by providing explanation of difficult concepts.
47

5,4 Furthermore, the Yantrapralcara, which contains

descriptions of several astronomical instruments culled

from diverse sources, demonstrates that occasionally

first drafts of translations were prepared by junior pun-
dits which w-ere later polished and edited by accom-

plished scholars like Jagannatha or Nayanasukha who
then gave their name to the translation.

At the beginning of his astronomical investigations,

Jai Singh seems to have got only those portions of the

Almagest translated which dealt with instruments and

collected such passages in the Yantraprakara. Thus this

manual contains, among others, translation of passages
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of the Almagest dealing with the following five instru-

ments:

i. Yamyottara-yantra (solstitial armillary)

ii. Yamyotiara-biitti-yantra (mural quadrant)
iii. Dhat aJ-Halag (armillary sphere)

iv. Dhat al-Shu'batayn (triquetnim)

T. Dhat al-Thnqbatayn (diopter).

At a later stage when Jagannatha translated the entire

Almagest, he incorporated into it the already translated

passages, after editing them.48 This becomes evident

from the following facts:

In the Yantraprafcara, the description of the Dhat al-

Tiuqbatayn is followed by a marginal gloss explaining
the literal meaning of the Arabic name of the instru-

ment:

jatnh-sabdena sahebah svam sidba-sabdena

ciidrazrL taefdvayam stdtavatama-sabdeiiocyate.

fayoi svami chidradvayasya svannty arthai.49

The word jatui means lord1

(sSheb) or 'owner*

(savaml); suka means 'aperture*; Hwo apertures' is

denoted by the expression suJcavataiiia; Hheir owner',
i.e. Hhe owner of two aperturers* is the meaning [of
the Arabic name of this instrument].

50

Note the word saieb in the explanation here. This
must have been the word used by the Muslim interpreter
while explaining the Arabic dhat. The pundit rendered
it as svami but retained the saheb also. This explana-
tion of the name is, of course, not part of the text of the

Almagest
- it was just given by the Muslim interpreter

to the Hindu pundit
- and Jagannatha dropped it from
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the translation of the Almagest,
51

for such an explana-
tion is necessaxy only when one encounters the foreign
word for the first time.

Had Jagannatha himself translated the passage in

question, he would not have made the clumsy construc-

tion lord of two apertures'. With his reputed mastery
of Sanskrit and alleged familiarity of Arabic, he could

have drawn upon the analogy of Sanskrit compounds
of the BaJmvrlti class and explained the name as 'that

which has two apertures
5

.

In another instance, the etymology of the name given
is clearly off the mark; either the mediator did not know
the history of the instrument well enough to explain
its name or the jyotisi did not understand the explana-
tion. This is the etymology of Suds Fakhri given in the

Yantraprakara,:

asmin yantre vrttasastha.msa.sya dasaghati-

kayah pxayojanam. tasmat phakannamakas ca

tatpmbhuh* sudas nama sasthamsah. tena

B^hSmiay&ntram krtam. t&sya nama sujasa-

piaJbxftl
52

In this instrument, a sixth part of the circle, i.e. ten

gJmfliSs, is made use of. Hence he who is named
FaJdm is its lord. Sujas means 'sextant'. He made
this sextant instrument and its name is Suds Faiiri.53

In actual fact, however, Abu Mahmud al-Khujandi

invented this instrument in 994 and named it after his

patron Fakhr al-Dawla.54
Probably the mediator was

explaining that the expression 'Fakhri* refers to the pa-

tron/lord of the maker, and the translator may have

confused between the maker and Ms patron.
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Be that as it may, a comparison of the description of

this instrument as given in the YajtitrapraJrara on the one
hand and in Jagannatha's Yantradfayaya on the other

will show that Jagannatha polished the former version

considerably.
55 The same is the case with the description

of the instrument called Jayapra&asa.
56

.Does that mean that the entire Almagest, as well

as other texts, were translated by hacks with the help
of Muslim interpreters and that Jagannatha, Nayana-
sukha and others edited the translations subsequently?
It is difficult to answer this question but such possibility

cannot completely be ruled out.

5.5 Regarding the accuracy of translation, I have com-

pared the description of the five instruments in the

Samcatsiddhata with those in the English translation of

the Almagest, In spite of the fact that the Sanskrit ver-

sion was made from an Arabic translation of the Greek

Almagest and that the English translation was made

directly from the Greek, there does not exist great di-

vergence. But this has yet to be established for the

entire text. Indeed, other texts too need to be studied

from the viewpoint of accuracy of translation and the

terminology must be compared in the three versions,
viz. source language, mediate language and the target

language.

5.6-A few more words need to be said about the ver-

nacular translations undertaken at Jai Singh's court. He
caused a large quantum of religious and devotional lit-

erature translated into Brajabhasa and Rajasthanl, and
this practice was emulated by his son Madho Singh also.

Besides these, a few scientific texts also seem to have
been translated. The Khas Mohor collection of Sawai
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MaEsixigh II Museum at Jaipur has two vernacular ver-

sions of Bhaskara's LttavatL The first is the LSavati-

pati-parilcrama (sic! read -pariJcarma; No. 5074) and

jthe second Lttavati Bhasa by Lala Canda (Nos. 3626,

~5075).
5T

An interesting case of translation of a book on per-

spective drawing, probably from the Portuguese, into

Hindi was noticed by Virendra Sharnia.58 Another in-

teresting case of translation into the vernacular can be

seen in the plaques attached to some portable instru-

ments in the stores of the observatory at Jaipur. These

finely engraved copper plaques explain the function of

eachinstrument in simple vernacular.59

5.7 In sum, Sawai Jai Singh understood the value of

translation in the exchange of ideas and his pundits

achieved a high degree of accuracy in translation. With

the scientific knowledge expanding at an ever rapid rate

today, Jai Singh's method of transmission of science

offers a workable model.
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D. SATYANARAYANA

KRIYAYOGA

I

Manuscript Material: The New Catalogues Cat-

alogorum (vol. 5, p. 137) notices the following under

the title Kriyayoga:

(1.) Kriyayoga quoted in Anandatirtha's Biagavafa-

tatpaiyajiirnaya, Sarvamula edn., p. 78a.

(2.) Kriyayoga by Vallabha. Udaipur II. 134,1 (36).

(3.) JKriyayoga in two chapters on greatness of Rama-

taraka-mantra by (M)Venkatayogin, pupil of

Svayamprakasendrayogin, Burnell 112b. TD. 6716.

(4.) Kriyayoga by Vitthala Acarya. Hall p. 200.

(5.) Kriyayoga Bud. Cordier III. p. 261.

(6.) Kriyayogasamvada quoted by Raghunandana in his

Titiitattva.

'
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(7.) Kriyayogasara paur, claiming to belong to Pacfma-

pnrana; but really a distinct and independent

purana-like work attached, most probably at a later

date to the Padmapurana; sometimes mentioned as

an Upa-ptuana (e.g. see lOi, p. 1229a). See R.C.

Hazra, Studies in the IJpapuranas, and Om Prakash,

Journal of Ganganatfa Jia Oriental JResearci Insti-

tute, XXII, i-iv (1965-66), pp. 151-3.

(8.) ifriyayoga printed in edn. of Padmapurana by

Venkatesvara Press, Bombay.

(9.) ICriyayoga printed in edn. of Padmapurana by

Vangavasi Press, Calcutta.

(10.) Kriyayogasara mentioned as not forming part of

Padmapurana Decca 282a. 1464,

II

Kriya-yoga as a subject is dealt in the Mahabiarata,

Visnu-purana, Agni-purana, Matsya-purana, Brai-

manda-purana, Biagavata-purana, chapters 26-27 of

Sianda-purana, Visnudiarma and in several works of

Pancaratra and Vaikhanasa literatures, as also in the

Yoga-sutra of Patanjali.

The two chapters in the Yaisnava-ihajadfa of Sianda-

purana are named as Irnyayogadlhifcara-varnanam and

Jcriyayoge pujamandaJa-racana-rldiana-nirupanam. In

the 67th verse of the 25th chapter it is said:
cFor the

purpose of eJcanta-diarma be devoted to Jbiya-yoga'.
1

Kriya-yoga has been defined as the process of worship
of Vasudeva.2 This is elaborated in 101 verses.
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t _
EJkanta-diarma occupies a special position in Sri-

vaisnavism furthering spiritual growth and elevated

station.

An appendix is added to the Padama-purana. This

appendix has 26 chapters containing 3064 verses. Inter-

locutors are Jairnini and Vyasa. You also, O Viprendra!

worship Kesava by adopting the process of kriya-yoga.
3

In the third chapter kriya-yoga is defined. Jaimini solic-

its Vyasa to enlighten him on the aspects of kriya-yoga.

He states both kriya-yoga and dhyana-yoga are yoga.

The kriya-yoga is yielding all the desires. By practis-

ing dhyana-yoga exclusively 'nothing can be achieved.4

There are then two subdivisions, named kriya-yoga and

dhyana-yoga. In short kriya-yoga is "worship of

Ganga, Sn and Visnu, offering gifts, observing Ekadasi

fasts, respect towards Brahmanas, veneration to holy

basil and Emfalica QfBcinalis, hospitality and reverence

to guests". Looking after the parents is also a part of

kriya-yoga.
5 'Om namo narayanaya'Is the eight lettered

mantra and repeating this mantra awards all the cov-

eted longings.
6 The theory of grace has superseded the

karma theory. Nothing can displace the grace of the

Lord.7 Even a wretched on adoring the Lord shall be

freed from all the unrighteousness.

Briaddiarma-purana 1.25.24 maintains that the

Kriyayogasara, is an independent upa-purana. It con-

sists of 26 chapters and all the chapters deal on some

specific item of kriya-yoga and the third chapter com-

prises eulogistic commendations.

BriannaradSya-ptirana (page 466, verses 13-15) guar-

antees felicitous prosperity and super mundane achieve-

ments heralding efficacy of kriya-yoga.
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Bhagavata-purana XL27 describes kriya-yoga.

Uddhava entreated the Lord to enlighten him regarding

kriya-yoga. Lord said. "Men can adopt either Vedic,

Tantric or mixed course". This is most efficacious in

achieving highest felicity. Sridhara on introducing this

chapter succinctly opines that kriya-yoga is worship of

the Lord.8 The commentary Anvitaxthaprakasika in-

troduces the term sattvata restricting the process of

adoption of kriya-yoga practice to Sattvatas only.
9 The

term sattvata has not been cogently explained. An-

other commentator Radharamanadasa Gosvamin states

that kriya-yoga is a way to emancipation by adopting
the worsljip (arcana) the traditional practice of pfija.

10

Another commentator Viraraghava calls kriya-yoga a

medium of grace and individual devotion. 11
According

to Visvanatha Cakravartin/ 1 -another commentator,

kriya-yoga is a type of devotion. This devotion is in the

form of worship (
arcana-bhakti)*

12 This arcana-bhakti

is a potent medium and is a theology of infinite details.

It is a iarma-Jcanda of special type.

In Agni-purana in the chapter on kriya-yoga tinder

the topic Yamannsasana it is described,

In Matsya-ptirana 52.12, it is said that kriya-yoga

promotes jnana-yoga.
13

Matsya uses both the terms

karma-yoga and kriya-yoga and may be synonyms. This

was first narrated to Manu
5
son of the Sun, by the

Lord. 14 One who pursues kriya-yoga acquires everything
that is covetable either in this world or in the other. 15

Knowledge cannot be obtained without action. Action

again is taken to mean yogic exercises. The chapter 258

is named as devarcanuMriana or describing the method
of worship of the Lord. It contains 75 verses. On
the request of the sages Suta explains how kriya-yoga
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flourishes for tlie householders. 16 The third and the

fourth quarters are the same as contained in the fifth

verse of the fiftysecond chapter.

It is noteworthy that the Matsya-purana uses the

term yoa in botfi neuter and the masculine genders.

In the 258th chapter it is neuter whereas in 52nd chap-
ter it is in masculine gender. The term used in the

258th chapter is in neuter and denotes making idols.

But when used in the sense of philosophy as in 258.1 it

is masculine. In 258.3 again it is in neuter in the sense

of idol making. It is noteworthy that the_term yoga
is used both in masculine and neuter in Gita also. It

may signify some technical shade of difference in mean-

ing. Gaxuda-pirrana, 98.9 says: "Brahmanas are com-

mendable and irijaparas deserve greater praise thaa

brahmanas" (anyebhyo brahmanah sresthas tebhyas ca

kriyaparah).

Again kriya-yoga is dealt with in the Maiabiarata

in its Anusasana-parvan. One achieves perfection in

knowledge through the operational agency of kriya-

yoga.
17 Mahabharata also sub-divides -

1) dispelling

the demerits and 2) accumulating felicity by constant

concentration. 18

In Visnn-purana also efficacy of yoga has been de-

scribed. There is no better means other than yoga for

elimination of afflicting demerits.19 In 6.7.30 an exam-

ple of magnetic action is given to illustrate the meaning

fully. Since yoga removes all the impurities of the soul, it

is easily a potent factor in attracting towards the Lord.

In 6.7.31 yoga is defined . The mental state blended

with the efforts unites with the Brahman.20 Even in

the Yoga it is said: tattvadajsanopayajb, yoga is the
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instrumentality thorough which the highest substance

can be realized, Yama, niyama, etc., which are more

or less physical efforts embody mental efforts also in

the same category (6.7.31). Panini has also used the

term in 1.4.59 meaning verbal action.

In Visnudharma, kriya-yoga is dealt in detail. In

eight chapters, i.e. 1, 2 and 76-81 it is spoken. The

importance of the first chapter is all the more signif-

icant since it is quoted at length by Al Beruni in his

Kitabe-Hind, Almost whole of the first chapter has

been translated. It can be confidently presumed that

the kriya-yoga as delineated in the Visnudharma was so

much popular in the society of his time that he thought
it apt and appropriate to include in his book.

"Marici said: Having been addressed so,

Brahma explained to the sage the kriya-

yoga for the beneficial advantage of all

the men. Adore Hari who is unborn, the

Supreme ruler of the world with the sup-

port of physical paraphernalia, by sacri-

fices, worship, prostrations, services day
and night, vows and fasts, pleasing Brah-

mans with all such things that are pleas-

ing to one's own self. Worship Hari by

being dedicated to him constantly by con-

centrating upon Him and engaged in ac-

tivities only for him (Visnndharma.

1.51-54)."

In the chapter 79 once again the topic of kriya-yoga is

raised.
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**!n the first Instance endeavour on a point

which is all blissful and free from pains;

if you cannot concentrate try yoga, prac-

tise day and night, and if you are unable

to attend to it then take to kriya-yoga,

which has been recommended by Brahma
and then devote fully to it

( Visnndharma,

79.29-33)."

Again in chapter 80 Bali asks:

"
Grandsire! you had already told me

about kriya-yoga earlier. This I want to

listen once again (Visnu-dliarma, 80.1)."

Replying to this, the following six items have been

spoken of:

1. Worship of Lord in temple

2. Full concentration while performing worship

3. Elevating of psychic level achieved by this

4. Tapas 'austerities*

5. Brahmacarya
'

celibacy
5

6. SvadJiyaya 'study of religious texts'.
21

In 80.28 Yama, the Lord of death, prohibits his staff

attendants to go near those who are devoted to Kesava

since they have no room here in the regions of Yama-

ioka, "Those who recite the name of Govinda, those

who worship Krsna with incense, flowers, clothes, or-

naments they are not to be disturbed. Those who be-

smear the floor and clean the temple of Krsna are not

to be harassed as also their three generations, Please

do not cast your evil eye on those who have constructed

a temple of Visnu since you administer a commanding
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role over the world consisting of the whole mankind and
armed with pasas."

22 At this point a distinction between

kriya-yoga and yoga is drawn.23 Blended together kriya-

yoga and yoga may yield fruits. In Visnudharma, 1.12:

'By what means of expediency or hymns or mysterious

incantations, magical formulas, adorations, presenting

charities, observing fasts, devotional austerities, repeat-

ing prayers, sacrificial offerings, He could be pleased,
the remover of all the anguishing sufferings".

24 These

puzzling questions were answered in 1.51.

In JKatflopanisat, 2.3.1825 along with vidya, yoga-
vidni is also enunciated, i.e. yoga-vidhi and vidya are
two different disciplines. But in 2.3.11 the regulating
control over the sense organs is also said as yoga.

The first aphorism of Jhe Sfdfiana-pada of the Yoga-
sutra defines

-Jcriya-yoga' as'; comprising of tapas,
svadiyaya and Svara-pranidiana,

26
austerities, study of

religious texts and concentration on the divine essence.

Vacaspati, the renowned commentator, elaborating the
meaning of it quotes the conversation between
Khaadikya and Kesidhvaja as given in the Visnu-
purana, 6.7.33. BHirther the operative efficacy of't'he
knya-yoga is limited to reducing the effect of the Mesas.
The analogy is the scorched seed which is unable to ger-
minate. Seedness in the seed is there, but its potency
to sprout is misspent.

Bhojadeva propounding further says, 'a yogin must
practise and pursue kriya-yoga as a preparatory stepowards absolute substantiation of yoga. This assistsm performing yoga exercises (not merely physical) of
higher order, anceH&f originate in Avidya and prac-tice of yoga shall loosen the grip of Avidya
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Chiefly tapas, sv&dhy&ya and isvara-pr&nidh&na

amalgamated constitute kriya-yoga but jama, ni/ama
- the constituting components of yoga-anga or aggre-

gated enterity
5

. Nagoji Bhatta says on commenting
Yog-a-sutra, 2.1 that concentration on Isvara or bhakti-

yoga is distinctly mentioned to include it in kriya-yoga,

though yama-niyazna are also kriya-yoga. But these

three (tapas, sv&dhy&ya, and isv&ra-pr&nidhana,) are ef-

ficient and effective; therefore
, separately read28 and it

is easy.
29

t

Sankara on BS. 1.1.4 has used the term iiiya-yoga
and the editor refers to two terms: 1. samhara-iriyayoga
and 2. vrddH-kny&yoga (Anantakrishna Sastri edn,

p 19, note 5). May be the terms are not used in the

technical sense in which employed by yoga or other sys-

tems; but it definitely
1

suggests a meaning of action.

Thus action is not a spiritual exercise by an individ-

ual. Nagoji Bhatta, a commentator on YogasQtra has

included bhakti-yoga in kriya-yoga.

Sarvadarsanasamgraiia also deals with kriya-yoga,

but restricts its exposition to the details of Yoga

system.

Bhus&n& commenting on JVyayasara also describes

kriya-yoga, but the definition is extended. For exam-

ple study of Yoga discipline is included in svad&yaya,

isvara-pranidfaana as worship of the Lord by prayers,

japa, offering flowers or resigning all fruits of the ac-

tions performed to the Lord.30

Nagoji Bhatta has quoted a verse on commenting Yo

gasOtra, 1.1 which says yoga leads to emancipation,
31

Here yoga has been spoken of as a direct cause for
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emancipation, a stage of perfect wisdom and knowledge.
Are two stages, i.e. mukti and samyak-jnana different?

Yoga is considered maintenance of the immobility of

the senses. Mind is also taken to be an organ; thereby

any mental activity is also included in yoga. Sankara

commenting on Katia. 3.10 has given meaning ofmanas
or mind.32 The process of thinking is yooted in the mind.

The sense organs work in the presence of sense objects.

It can be a physical activity or even mental. SamJralpa
and vikalpa are also thought processes. SanxfcaJpa is a

notion formed in the mind after the sense organs have

contacted the sense objects. Viialpa is hesitating ir-

resolution formed and unformed. Any thought either

in the forming stage or in the stage of dissolving is an
act. If an idea can be

'

conceived in Uiiy possible form
of existence

1

if't&ri be mental activity. \Concepts make
it possible for the mind to achieve'a 'cognitive purpose
and organize the thoughts and the thought process al-

ways strays into new methods and new resolves. Mind

brings thought and its object into concrete relation-

ship. Katha says when this relationship is not external-

ized and is restricted to mental status only that position

may be the highest.
33

Vaikhanasa system has enumerated four ways for the

attainment of the supreme goal. All these axe paths
of puja 'worship*. They are carya, iriya, jnana and

yoga. Worship is carya, installations of idols is iriya,

knowing the self is jnana and purification of the body is

yoga. The difference can be noticed. In other systems

yoga is a direct cause for emancipation. Most of the

Indian systems accept the efficacy of Yoga as a discipline
in elevation of the spiritual status and in contrast to

this generally accepted view of the Indian philosophy,
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Vaikhanasa restricts to bodily equipment or a cosmetic

refinement.

Yoga is eulogized profusely. Daksa-smrfi states: 'The

country wherein a yogin resides, or even one who is ex-

pert in yoga that country shall be righteous land and
all his relations shall also be devout and pious

3

,
34

Gita speaks of an old tradition of yoga being lost

and what Lord Krsna preached to Arjuna was this an-

cient tradition of yoga which is now lost.
35

Again in

Gita in chapters VI, verses 16, 17, 23, 33 and 36 yoga
is referred. Even in Bha.ga.vata, it is recognized,

36 Basic

definitions have not been modified. Patanjali is not the

author of yoga but
<pnly

an editor. Therefore it has to

be accepted,,that yog^,
in Indian spiritual disciplines is

old and it has facets, of varied hues. Gautama before

becoming the Buddha had also practised yoga and sub-

sequently elevated himself to Buddhahood. Evan today

yoga occupies a prominent place in Buddhist religion.

Yoga is one of the disciplines that is uniformly and

unanimously accepted by quarreling systems as a very
effective method assisting spiritual growth. Outwardly

galloping sense organs are difficult to be controlled. Any
further progress in spiritual path is possible only by him
who can control fully and perfectly the area of work-

ing of all the organs including mental faculties which

propose and dispose the secondary stage of information

received through the sense organs. This functioning is

coloured and biased* Therefore, the final decisive con-

cept is defective. Concepts thus formed are leading to

tertiary activity which result in harming the right basis

of thinking and thought forming.
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There sprang up many schools of yoga.
37 The earliest

references are found in Maitrayam, Katha and Sveta-

svatara upanisads and all the three belong the Black-

Yajurveda branch. The yoga practices are suggested to

be related to Samkhya though the term samidbya used

here may not necessarily be the Samkhya philosophy as

is popularly known todayl' The term samkhya is used

in the sense of wisdom or spiritual knowledge in earlier

literature.

/ f

Sankara in his introduction to the Svetasvatara says
that the self-realization is effected by action taken for

the purpose and towards pleasing the Lord and these

actions in their turn result in cessation of the mundane
bindings.

38 ....'.,

Vaikhanasa system maintains meeting of the individ-

ual self with the god to be yoga.
3a The nature of this

meeting is not exact. Possibly the stage wherein the

individual self and the universal self meet is a situation

where it is free from the mundane forces - the objects,
the qualities, etc. In some Vaisnava schools the soul

and the god are taken as two separate categories be-
cause of the proximity, the self acquires the divine aura
or aroma and the individual soul graduates itself to a
divine stage of the sarupya-class, and does not identify
as in the Advaita School. At this stage the individual

soul is segregated from the worldly snares,

Visnusahasranama also reads joga and yogavidam
neta as two names of the Lord. Each chapter of the Gita
is stated to be a yoga and in conforming at the final

end the whole of the Gita is called yoga
40 and Krsna

is attributed as yogesVara.
41 Sankara commenting the

term yoga in the Visnusahasranama 16 elucidates the
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name yoga. Since the God, can be achieved or discovered

through this process of yoga, this name yoga.
42

43The Jfurma-purana calls the Lord as yogatma,
KOrma-purana enunciates a stage categorized as maha-

yoga wheji the psychosis is iked to only one item to the

exclusion of all other things.
44

Mantra-yoga, Laya-yoga, Hatha-yoga and Raja-yoga
are the established schools from the ancient times. Sub-

sequently many upanisads came into existence like

Sandilya, Diyanabindu, flamsa, Amrfanada, Varaia,

Mandala,* JVadabindu, , Yogahindafi, Tejobindu, etc.

A$yar has published a bunch of Yoga upanisads along
with the commentary of Brahmendrayogin.

Tejobindu-upanisad has given 15 items called paSca-

dfasanga-yoga which includes topics such as yama,
uiyama, tyaga, dri, stiiti, pranasamyamana, prafya-

iara, dfcarana, manna, eianta, asana, etc.

Maitrayani-upanisacf
45 has advocated six parts of

yoga, namely pranayama, pratyafiara, d&yana,

diarapa, tarlra and samadM* Yoga-sfitra 2.9 recounts

yaxna, niyama, asana, pranayama, pratyahara, diarana

and dtyana. Yama, niyama, asana and taria are con-

spicuously distinct items.

/

Manu-smrfi also reads pranayama? dfearana, prafya-
Jiara and diyana.

46 In VL74 the term samyafc-darsana
is also used. Gita also uses the term samyaL

47 Is this

term made current and popularized by the Buddhists?

It is strange that Manu-smrti, VI.72 and Biagavata,
111.28.11 are identical. Sablja-yoga or

4yga ^t seed'

is described in th^ 28th chapter and bhakti-yoga in the
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29th chapter of the BMgavata-ptirana, 3rd siandha,"

BAllgav&ta, IIL29.35 classes bhakti-yoga and yoga as

two extinct categories.
48

Giia, VL46 also states "the yogin is greater than

the ascetic and he is considered to be greater than the

jianin. The wise who is superior to an action-prone
man. Therefore, Arjuna! become yoginV9

Biasjotiarsa-dipiia, a commentary on Gfta explains
the term yoga as dfayana-yoga 'yoga of concentration'.

50

The yoga as practised in the Buddhist religion is

called asfariga-marga or eight-fold path and this con-

tains three classes: a) jnana, b) s2a and c) samadM.

Jnana includes samyak-drsti and samyak-samkalpa. Stta

constitutes samyak-karma, samyak-jlvika and samyafr-
vacana. Samadhi includes samyak-smriti, samyaJc-

prayatna and samyaic-samadii.

The Sarvadarsana-samgraia also explains kriya-

yoga.
51 On coming to Ramanuja he says concentration

on the God is yoga. So jhe term Jcriyayoga as

adopted by Narada-pancarStrins has come to mean

something which is neither originated in the Yoga sys-
tem nor adopted by other systems of religion or

philosophy.

Maia&karala speaks of two types of kriya-yoga.

They are jnana-siddhi and iarma-yajna,
52

In the Kriyadhitara of Bhrgu, the 35th chapter
named J&iyayoga-pialasniti-Jbtianam contains 603
verses. Probably what Visnudiarma has said in 105

chapters has been said here in these 603 verses. This has
no relation with kriya-yoga as enunciated by PatanjalL
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Only isvaxapramdhana can remotely be said to be re-

lated. Snprasna-samhita, speaks of a system of -Karma-

samldzja,
53 and Ananda-samiita of Marici speaks of

Vkisnava-joga.
54

Kriya-yoga, then, is a sacred observance, a solemn

engagement, a mystery, creation and dissolution, a bod-

ily exercise as Hatha-yoga, etc., a mental operation, a

verbal action, concentration on God, etc. meaning ac-

tion of any type particularly religious in different facets,

either by body, mind or even soul if soul can act or react.
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Valmiki's JRamayana like Vyasa's Maha.bhara.ia and

Milton's Paradise Lost belongs to sacred literature. The
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In the Eamayana Valmiki presents Rama mostly as

a human being, but of a transcendent nature. The two
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his adherence to dbaima, Sita with her essential pu-

rity symbolize all that is best in humanity. In the epic

VaLnuki shows Rama as a dutiful son, an ideal husband,

brother, friend, protector and king. Unlike Krsna who

preaches, Rama actively participates in every aspect

of life and becomes a source of emulation for succeed-

ing generations. In revealing human Rama as divine,
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peal and it is relevant to every age as a dharmars^stra
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CHAPTER I

THE RAMAYANA
AND THE EPIC TRADITION

Vahniki's Eamayana has an auspicious, imaginative

beginning. On one occasion when the sage Narada vis-

its ValmikPs hermitage. Valmfki asks him, 'Tell me,
saint! who is at present the most accomplished, learned,

powerful, noble minded, truthful, firm in vows, of excel-

lent character and of grateful turn of mind'. Narada

cognizant of the^hre^worlds cheerfullyjsays; that the

person answering to that description is the famous kiiig

Rama of Iksvaku dynasty. Narada adds that Rama is

noble, generous, upright, 'deeply versed in Vedas and

Vedarigas
3

, He is highly skilled in archery, compassion-

ate and valiant. Narada then narrates the eventful life

of Rama, and ValmiE's mind is given to contempla-

tive thinking. Later he goes with his disciples to the

river Tamasa and sees there two birds sporting happily.

Suddenly he finds the male bird killed by a hunter and

the female bird hovering about in agony. On seeing the

pitiable state of the forlorn bird VahniM utters some

words overwhelmed with grief. Peculiarly these words

uttered in a spontaneous fashion figure with equal feet

and measure, capable of being sung in accompaniment

to a stringed lyre. As these lines express grief they have

acquired the name slofa and this becomes the forerun-

ner of verse writing in Sanskrit. Valmiki thus becomes

adikavi *first poet
5

in S&nskrit.
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Brahma, tlie creator o the Universe, realising

Valmiki's poetic talent, appears before Mm and tells

Mm that he has to celebrate the life of Razna, as nar-

rated by Narada. He blesses Valmiki by stating, *So

long as the mountains and the seas exist on earth, the

sacred Mstory of the Rimayatia shall endure'. Valmiki

describes the deeds of Rama in thousands of melodious

verses. The Hamayana de&ls with the glorious sons of

Iksvaku who ruled over India for countless years from

the days of Manu. Valmiki's Ramayana elaborately dis-

cusses the various aspects of dfaaima, like raja-diaraia,

Jbsariya-d&arma, ajad grha^kha-dharma.

The two Indian epics - the'Ramayana and the Maha-
bharata* - and Milton's . Paradise Lost with their the-

matic content, and insistence on'man's willing submis-

sion to God's will3
can rigltly b,e called sacred poetry. In

these three 'jioemfe God fi*Mttidns as a speaking charac-

ter. A sacred poerii, *not only enshrines certain etMcal

values, but becomes the source of virtue in the succeed-

ing ages
5

.
1 TMs is trtfe of the three epics, the Ramayana,

the Maiabiarata and Paradise liost. Especially in the

two epics, the Mahabharata and Paradise Lost God re-

veals himself as God, whereas in the Ramayana Rama's

divinity is given to us only in the last section of the epic,

Rama acts mostly like a human being for Ravana can be
killed only by a man. Neither Gods, nor Gandharvas,
nor any of those superior beings can kill Mm, That is

the boon he acquires from Brahma, Some anthropomor-
pMc form becomes necessary in any poem where God is

introduced, for he has to accommodate himself to the

level of human understanding.
2 So these three epics> as

sacred poetry, reveal to us the reasonableness of God's
actions and the justice involved lii them, though we may
often wonder 'what the unsearchable dispose of Mghest
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wisdom brings about'. These three epics demonstrate
the fundamental axiom that buffering for Truth's sake'
is fortitude of the highest kind.

Like the two Greek epics, the Biacf and the Odyssey,
the two Indian epics, the JRamayana and the Ma&a-
biarata come from a heroic age when man's militant

heroism was glorified. But unlike the Greek epics, the
two Indian epics reflect ethical idealism and moral sen-

sitiveness. Homer describes warfare in the Iliad, quite

realistically but with absolute moral indifference. He
does not indicate whether the Greeks are right or the

Trojans are truthful. Even the gods and goddesses, pre-
sented in the Iliad, fail to reveal their transcendence.

They seem to be petty minded and whimsical in their

attitude towards men and women.

The Hamayana. and the Ma&abiaraia, even though
they are authentic epics }

reflect a highly refined cul-

tural background often found in the literary epics. The
conflict of virtue and vice, of good aoad evil, is clearly

reflected in the Indian epics. In the Ramayana Rama
is symbolic of everything virtuous and Ravana displays
evil propensities. No doubt Havana is great as a war-

rior, but not good in Ms relationship with others. Rama
is both great and good. Similarly in the Mah&bharata
the Pandavas and the Kauravas symbolize good and evil

in a marked fashion. On the whole the Indian epics up-
hold the truth: jato dharmas tato jayai *where there is

virtue, there is victory'. Such an ethical background is

not to be found in Homer's Iliad or the Odyssey.

In general all epic poetry is the same whether it

comes from the east or the west, from the north or

the south. Its blood and temper are the same. It is
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'a narrative dealing with great actions and great char-

acters ~m a style commensurate with the lordliness pf
the theme which tends to idealize these characters and

actions and to sustain and to embellish its subject by
means of episode and amplification

5
.

3

Epic poetry is classified into two categories, the au-

thentic and the literary. The authentic epics are oral,

and the literary epics are written. Authentic epics hare

an audience before them and often they may be a col-

lection of all the lays and floating material available at

that time. So the authentic epics reveal more of emo-

tional fervency, whereas the literary epics reflect cool,

calculated thought. The literary epic is written by a

single author, whereas the authentic, epic may often be

the production of a single writer t or ia,number of writ-

ers working together. Much of the spontaneity in the

authentic epics compensates , for, their otherwise loose

structure.

A poem meant for hearing naturally will have sev-

eral episodes and each episode can be a poem by itself.

In the Maiabiarata the stories of Rama, of Savitri and
of several other past historic persons figure. It is gen-

erally said that what is not found in the Mairabiaraia

is not to be found in the land of the Bharatas, It is

encyclopaedic relating all the episodes of the past. In

Beowulf, the old English epic, there are two episodes
-

the slaying of Greridel and his mother, and the killing

of the Firedrakes. These two episodes can be treated

as independent poems altogether. The same is true of

Homer's epics. In almost all the authentic epics struc-

tural unity may be missing. But in & literary epic like

Paradise Lost we find the two episodes dovetailed into

the main narrative. The Hamayaiia, on the whole, has
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a cogent structure and resembles a literary epic in this

aspect.

As regards the machinery of the epics, in both the

epics, the authentic and the literary, there is the super-

natural element, the intervention of gods. In Beowulf

reference is always made to the Wyrd. Virgil follows

the same convention as Homer, but in Virgil's Aeneidf

gods are not so whimsical as in Homer's Iliad. Tasso in

his Gerusalemme Liberata introduces angels who hap-

pen to be ministers of help. His God answers prayers.

Milton's God is a hard task master, pitilessly stern to

the disobedient. Krsna takes a prominent role in the

Mahabharata. Rama offers help to all those who seek

his protection. The Ramayana is often called the poem
of saranagatL

f Rama 4s a benevolent lord even though
he has to kill many Raksasas who torture the rsis and

ruin their sacrifices. Rama is the lord of dharma.

Almost all the authentic epics display a spirit of hero-

ism, mostly of a militant type. Beowulf says:

The end of this mortal span
Must we all await, so let each man win

all the fame he can

Ere cometh his death.

Most of the central figures in the authentic epks long

for renown on the battlefield. Homer's Iliad with Hec-

tor, Achilles and several other heroic spirits gives us

an idea of the old world of chivalry and gallantry, The

two Indian epics describe warfare. Rama's glorious fight

with Ravuna in the Ramayana, the Kuru-Pandava war

in the Mahabharata give us a brave world of undaunted

courage. But these wars are fought for a noble cause, for

establishing righteousness and for subduing evil forces
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in the 'world. IE this respect the jRamayazia and the

Mahabharata slightly differ from Homer's Iliad even

though they are equally heroic. Warfare figures in all

these three epics. In the literary epics heroic spirit is

seen to be of heroism that consists in the purification of

one's own self and in surrendering to the will of gods,

Tasso in his Gerusalemme shows his solemn aspirations

for Christian heroism. Milton's Adam has to face the

bitter odds of life with faith in himself and faith in God.

In a way the writers of the literacy epics 'are almost

forced to point a moral, Their heroes are examples of

what men ought to be or types of human destiny whose

very mistakes must be marked and remembered'.4

There is a didactic tone in the Hterkry epics, Virgil's

Aeneas, Milton
5

? Adam are by no meaiis infallible, They
commit mistakbs thereby putting thei'selves to trouble.

Their very mistakes and achieVem&its indicate to us

what we may accept and disregard in life. The Indian

epics relect through Raina and Yudhisthira the need

for maintaining diarma at all levels. The epics read like

dhaxma-sastias ennobling mankind through their lofty

idealism 'and moral elevation. Krsna's dynamic role in

the Maiabiarata is another striking feature of the epic.

On the whole it may be said that we cannot sum-

marily classify epic poetry as authentic and literary,

Whether it is authentic or literary, an epic
c

is a long
narrative or a great and serious subject, related in an

elevated style, and centred on a heroic or quasi-divine

figure on whose actions depends the fate of a tribe, a

nation, or the human race'.
5 In their ethical idealism,

rich poetic imagination, vivid characterization and de-

scriptive accounts of warfarej both the Ramayana and
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the Mababharata deservedly figure in the world of epic

poetry.

Valmiki's Ramayana has six cantos or kandas, of

which the first canto, Bala-kanda is intermixed with in-

terpolations and additions, So the epic is supposed to be

ValmiH's production completely from canto 2 to canto

6, Canto 2, Ayodhya-kanda is full of moving domes-

tic scenes. Dasaratha wants to have his first son Rama
declared as heir-apparent to the throne. Everything is

planned in a grand manner, but all expectations crum-

ble when Kaikeyl, the third queen, demands the two

boons promised to her by Dasaratha on a prior occa-

sion to be fulfilled. So Rama is obliged to go into the

forests for fourteen years and Bharata, Kaikeyi's son has

to be the heir-apparent. Scenes of tenderness, grief and

desolation experienced by Dasaratha and the people of

Ayodhya are described vividly.

Bharata on his return from Ms uncle's place con-

demns his mother and staxts for the Gitrakuta forest

with the three queens, people of Ayodhya and the

priests> hoping to convince Rama to come back and

accept his responsibility as a ruler. But Rama is un-

moved. Rama is loved by all and he is the embodiment

of diarma. Suffering for truth's sake has greater signi-

ficance for Mm than kingsMp. He wants to uphold the

promise of Ms father to KaikeyL NotMng can deterMm
from Ms duty.

In the Aranya-kanda Rama is shown as a warrior*

Slta like Eve is deceived. She takes a fancy for the

golden deer. Ravana in the guise of a hermit carries her

away in the absence erfRama and Laksmana. TMs is the

only scene where Sita is unreasonable in her attitude
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towards Laksmana. Rama's association with Sugriva,

Haatiman and other vanaras is given in the Kiskindha,-

kanda. Rama's slaying of Vilin is the only situation

that puzzles us. But Valmiki himself offers a plausihle

explanation through Rama, and Valin regrets for his

attack of Rama. Angada, the son of Valin is made the

heir-apparent to the throne, ,

The Sundara-iandfa, often considered to be the most
* * *

religious one, refers to Hanuman's success in finding out

Sita in the Asoka forest and he carries sigu.s of recog-

nition from her to Rama* The Yudha-kanda, the final

one, describes warfare between Rama and Ravana and

the defeat of Ravana, Even before the war Vibhisana,
the brother of Ravana, surrenders to Rama. Though
Sugriva first hesitates to have the company of Vibhisana,

Rama, the noble lord, takes (Vibhisana under his protec-
tion.

Valmiki sums up his epic, the Jtamayaaa?
with a

reference to Rama-rajya showing Rama as an illustri-

ous ideal king. The characters of Rama and Sita are

portrayed by Valmiki in the most human form as the

noblest exemplars of mankind. Womanly love, essen-

tial purity, inviolable chastity and unquestioned loyalty
to Rama endear Sita to the rich and the poor alike.

Womanly grace, beauty, intellect and all other refine-

ments in Sita make her the ideal woman. In fact the

tale of Sita 'was a tale of womanly faith and abnegation
which claimed and fascinated the Hindu world'.6 Rama
is equally loved, admired, venerated and idolized by all.

Valmiki chooses to close the epic with a benediction.
c
lf anybody reads or adores the old history (of Rama)
he or she will be absolved from all sins and will enjoy
longevity*. The immortal epic endorses the conventional
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blessing; sarve janai sukhino bhavantn 'may all people

be happy
5

.

The IJttaxa-ianda in all likelihood is a later addi-

tion written by some other poet or poets (other than

Valmiki) and it is an unnecessary intrusion into the

main epic. Valmiki's epic is over with reference to

Rama-rajya as a blessing to the people by the ideal king

Rama. Like the ifarivamsa, it is reasonable to treat the

Uttara-kanda as a poem by itself. Peculiarly enough,

half of the IJttara-landa relates to Ravana's heroic ex-

ploits and romantic excesses. Only a part of the iandais

concerned with Rama, and that too not in a respectable

manner. In the Uttara-ianda we find Rama abandon-

ing Sita to her fate especially when she is expecting a

child. This does not speak well of Rama who has been

kind to all, even to Ravana on the battlefield. Rama

hearing some unpleasant comment about Sita's stay in

Lanka for a year, decides to send her away in a surrep-

titious manner. On the pretext of sending her to see

hermitages again, as a wish fulfilment of Sita, he tells

Laksmana to leave her in the -forest. Laksmana who has

nothing 'but adoration for Sita is obliged to play this

hoax and Sita is abandoned by Rama cruelly. Rama

tries to justify his position like an ordinary human be-

ing by telling Laksmana, 'Everybody hates ill-fame and

worships fame. Every'noble man aspires for fame. Not

to speak of Sita I can even give up my life for fear of

infamy .:. . So my brother, take Sita tomorrow morning

in the chariot drawn by Sumantra and leave her in some

other country'.

This sounds unkind and uncharitable of Raina es-

pecially when in the previous iasda Agni brings Sita

from fire unpolluted and Brahma tells him that she
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is Laksmi, Rama, in this contest, behaves no better

than the Elizabethan jealous husbands like Othello and

Leontes who unnecessarily suspect and harass their pure

women, Desdemona and Hermione. Apparently the

Uttara-kanda belittles Rama and he suffers in contrast

with Ravana. Presumably the late acceptance of Rama
cult with the first temple built for him by a Chola king
in the tenth century, seems to be due to this negative

picture of Rama in the Uttara-kanda. So to be fair to

Valmiki and his characterization of Rama as the symbol
of ideal kingship and ethical purpose, and as an avatara

of Visnu we have to treat Uttara-kanda as a separate

poem, in no way connected with Valmiki's epic, the

Ramayana.

In a similar manner we may ignore the contention

that the Ramayana is a nature myth where 'the whole

story is clearly the account of how the full moon waxes

and finally disappears from sight during the last fort-

night, fourteen days of the lunar month which are the

fourteen years of Rama and Sita's exile'.
7
However, fas-

cinating the theory may be of the approximation of four-

teen days and fourteen years, it has no validity at all,

for the epic Jiamajazia is a realistic account of Rama,
and Indian tradition in general, has accepted that Rama
did belong to an ancient Indian dynasty. Valmiki re-

gards Rama c

as a historical figure in a sense
5

.
8 So the

Ramayajaa is no myth at all.

Nor is it feasible to accept the Ramayana as an al-

legory indicating the Aryanization of the South. This

looks fantastic for 'never an epic so full of traditions

and historical memories, so intimately connected with

the life of the people, as the Ramayana^
9 can be an al-

legory. Rama is generous to Vibhlsana and Sugnva by
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making them rulers of their own lands. In a way Rama's

association with the South is the prelude to a national

spirit in India and Rama is the first grand king of the

Indian nation.
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CHAPTER II

RAMA - DHARMAJNA

Rama is an embodiment of diarma. To him diarma

is everything. Valmiki's Eamayajsa introduces varied

ifc of diaraia, like rajVdfaanziaj ifatrija-diarma,

dhaxm&, lauiijta-diarma and vamasrama-

diarma. The word diarma is a comprehensive term.

It mja$ 'religous ordinance, principles of conduct, the

wh^Mhody of religious duties, truth, the duties peculiar

to each stage of life',
1 Rama is the supr&tae example of

diaqpa ejnbodying within himself all 'thfe'Varied func-

tions of religious, ethical and moral practices of the day.

So JJatoly^na is hot traly a diarma-sasira, it is also a

R|qia does what is right. He was 'willing to undergo

succipye experiences of suffering, in order to fulfil what

he pobidered to b the highest diarma'.2
Suffering for

truth's sake is RSina's ideal, he is truthful, Rama goes

to D^aratha in a cheerful mood for he will be declared

heb-apparent thftt morning. Instead, he finds his father

Dasaratha in a doleful state, Rama looks bewildered.

Then Kaikeyi tells Rama,
(

If you agree to carry out

without questioning what he may ask you to do, then I

can tell you everything. The King himself will tell you
all. But if you respectfully observe what I may speak
on behalf of the king, then I can tell everything'. Rama

readily agrees to KaikeyPs stipulation. Then Kaikeyi
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tells Rama of two boons that Dasaratha has granted
her formerly and she likes to have them fulfilled by the

King at that time. She asks for Bharata*s installation

and Rama's exile for fourteen years into Dandakaranya
forest, Rama considers his father to be god and he

readily accepts to go to the forest that very day.

Rama tells Kaikeyl, 'I love religion like a rsi and there

is no greater religion than to serve one's father and to

carry out his orders. ... I shall even now leave for the

forest after taking mother's permission and consoling
Sita'. Rama willingly accepts suffering for fulfilling his

father's pledge to Kaikeyi on a former occasion. It in-

troduces Rama to a life of suffering, but to him truth

is of greater significance in life. It may be said that

*Rama the paradigmatic Hindu, completely in tune with

dhaxma?? leads; an idealized life.

Raitna, Laksmana and SM leaving eyeryq&e in Ayo-

dhya in a bewildered state start for the forests. Guha,
the lord of the forest, helps Rama to cross the river with

a boat. They reach the hermitage of Bharadvaja. Fi-

nally Rama with his brother and wife settles down in

Citrakuta. Dasaratha dies of grief. Bharata refuses to

be the ruler of Ayodhya. Bharata with a huge following

proceeds to the forest hoping to bring bade Rama to

Ayodhya.

Peculiarly enough Rama poses several questions to

Bharata about the administrative arrangements he has

made in Ayodhya. Rama asks Bharata, 'Don't you

entrust most responsible works to ministers who are

men of character, above bribery and have been holding

the office through hereditary succession from father to

son?' Rama's views on administration clearly indicate a
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Rama-rajya as Ms ideal. This is a lengthy section deal-

ing with all aspects of kingship and how benevolent the

king should be to the rsis, women and people in gen-
eral. Rama questions Bharata, 'My boy, are the wom-
enfolk safe through your care? Don't you honour them?
Do you confide any secret to them?' Rama elaborately
refers to the welfare of the people and the need for the

King to protect them from all their cares and anxieties.
This is a venerable document on kingship as envisaged
in the days of Valmiki.

Bharata then informs Rama of Dasaratha's death
and the people's sincere wish to see Rama rule Ayodhya
like Indra. Requesting Rama to return to
Ayodhya Bharata falls at Rama's feet with tearful eyes.
Rama

-affectionately embraces Bharata and later moves
to Mandakini to offer watery rites to

,his, father.

Bharata solemnly requests Rama to return to Ayo-
dhya and rule the kingdom. He talks as though it is
the duty of Rama to accept kingship. But Rama does
not want to be untrue to his father's pledge to Kaikeyl.Jabala the pnest ventures to suggest that Rama is not

r S
tell. Rama,,was nobody to you, so you were none to

ta ^^ yOM father
' ?

than his son. So act as I tell you to o ama ars

!

>
,

- s

to

atheist, but he hs 11

^^ that he is no
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This situation is effectively produced by Valmiki
Bharata with his sincere pleas, Rania with his innate

belief in truth become lovable. Both the brothers seem
to be supreme in their ideological beliefs. The first

born is the rightful person to the throne, so Bharata

wants Rama to accept his responsibility to kingship.

Rama can never be untruthful, he has to honour Ms fa-

ther's promise to Kaikeyi. So finally Bharata chooses

to carry Rama's sandals on his head and place them on

the throne. For fourteen years Bharata wants to be the

agent of Rama ruling the country on Ms behalf. Valmiki

is at his best in the Ayodhya-kanda where familial rela-

tionships, loyalties to people 5
with all that old world of

moral convictions are presented with tenderness and un-

derstanding. The Ayodhya-kanda is the most domestic

of all the kandas in the Ramayana. Human relationships

are given considerable importance in tMs Jcanda. Only

Kaikeyi seems to be sinning against 'degree' upsetting

the normal human relationsMps that exist 'between fa-

ther and son. She creates disorder and Bharata chooses

to rule only from Nandigrama, a few miles away from

Ayodhya, We admire Rama for Ms adherence to truth,

even if it means suffering. We appreciate Bharata's

gesture in being loyal to Ms brother in thought, word

and deed. Bharata wants to spend Ms days in Rama's

service. With matted locks he instals Rama's sandals

on the throne. Bharata carries on the government as

a subordinate to Rama. Bharata's loyalty to Rama

and Rama's implicit faith in dharma and truth axe epic

examples of human behaviour.

The moment Rama reaches Dandaka forest, the as-

cetics appeal to Rama for help. The Raksasas haxass

the hermits, ruin their sacrifices, and even eat them.

The TSIS can curse the Raksasas, but thereby they lose
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their religious merits. So patiently they wait for Rama.
It looks as though they have been expecting Rama to

come to Dandaka forest. Rama's jfcsatiiya-diarma im-

mediatly goads him to accept the challenging task of

protecting the rsis. But Sita, out of affection for Rama,
does not want him to be involved in the affairs of the

Raksasas. She tells Rama that the presence of arms

highly inflames Ksatriya valour. She gives the example
of an ascetic who is left with a sword by Indra in dis-

guise. This sword gradually tempts the ascetic to be
crueL So she tells Rama, 'Please hold in respect what is

proper to an ascetic. Resume the duties of a Kstriya af-

ter your return to Ayodhya
5
. Intelligent Sita offers the

right advice to Rama. Sita though loyal and devoted

to Rama does not hesitate to express her own opin-
ions firmly and fearlessly. But Rama with his unswerv-

ing loyalty to ksatmya-dharma, cannot very much rel-

ish the advice. So he tells Sita firmly, 'Without the

slightest -remorse I can even:irenounce '

you along with

Laismana, but cannot swerve frordPiny promise given
to the Brahmanas. How can I act otherwise when I

would have done that even without their asking'. Re-

alizing that Sita is not convinced with his arguments,
Rama tenderly appeals to her,

cYou are dearer to me
than life, so please approve of my desire*. Noble Rama
never breaks his promise. This is another instance of

Rama's unquestioned faith in truth. In fact, 'outstand-

ing among Rama's qualities is his devotion to truth 3

.
4

He is unequalled in truth, he keeps promises and speaks
the truth. Truth is the highest dharma for him and he
is intent on truth.

After the abduction of Sita the theme of suffering and
separation assumes an important role in Rama's life. He
is advised by Sabari to establish contact with Sugnva
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and the vanaras* Rama is portrayed as the ideal ally

of Sugriva. When he hears that Valin has taken away
Sugriva's kingdom and his wife, Rama, the exemplar of

diarma, sympathizes with Sugriva. Sugriva is encour-

aged by Rama to challenge Valin for a combat. Rama
realising that Sugriva is overpowered by Valin and is

looking for help, takes up a dreadful shaft for destroy-

ing Valin, Valin being struck by Rama falls prostrate
on the ground,

Valin attacks Rama of injustice. He tells Rama, 'You

are born of a noble family, you are heroic. .... I did not

know you to be a hypocrite feigning piety, and addicted

to vicious deeds I am an innocent denizen of the

forest; a 'vanara* living on fruits and roots. ... I am not

at all sorry for my death, but tell me what hast thou

gained by my death?'*

Valin is full of vituperation against Rama. Rama
first refers to raja-diarma. He tells Valin, 'This land,

with all its MUs and forests, belongs to Iksvakus

You are irreligious, passionate and characterless and you
have committed breach of kingly virtues. .... By violat-

ing eternal principles of righteousness, you have ravished

your younger brother's wife. .... You have committed

great sin by securing her. You are a libertine, and have

violated religion. I have therefore punished you. ... I

have punished according to the sanctions of morality;

we axe not free but governed by religion'.

Rama insists on raja-dhanna in the slaying of Valin.

But there are critics who feel that Rama is not the ruler

of the vanaras. His kingdom is restricted only to Ayo-

dhya. If it is not raja-diianna, at least from a human

angle of establishing right relationships and religious
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practices, Rama is justified in Ms arguments for pun-

ishing Valin. Rama also adds
?

*I am not at all sorry

for striking you from concealment. People capture deer

(mrga) by means of noose or trap either openly or by

tying in ambush. ... I have struck you since you are

a znrga'. Then Rama reiterates raja-dharma where the

'king is a god who visits the earth in the form of a man.

..... I have only performed the duties appertaining to

my class'. Valin gets spiritual enlightenment after hear-

ing Rama's repeated references to dfearma. He accepts

Rama's verdict and Rama in a humane manner makes

Angada, Valin ?

s son, heir apparent to the throne.

This is another interesting scene that Valiniki

presents, fully endorsing Rama's confirmed view of t$jst-

diarma and Valin's accusation of Rama and ultimate

surrender io Rama. Valmiki's Ramayana is full of eth-

ical idealism, ennobling Rama as a greater* man, a per-
fect man, an ideal man. Throughout the epic Valrniki

presents Rama as a human being but endowed with rare

gifts of compassion for others, heroic virtue and kingly

nobility. Among the vanaras Hanuman becomes faith-

fully devoted to Rama.

When Vibhisana comes to Rama for protection^
Rama wholeheartedly offers him shelter. Sugriva and
other Vanaras cannot understand Rama's view of

diarma. They naturally fear that Vibhisana may be
a spy of Ravana. Rama's reply to the vanaras is again
an instance of his profound adherence to diarma. He
tells Sugriva and other vanaras, 'You see, Vibhisana has
come as a friend. Even if some fault may be detected

in him, still I cannot forsake him now. It is ignoble
for the good not to give shelter even to a bad man if

he seeks protection
5

, Rama enlightens the vanaras on
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apad-diarma, and explains how it is expected of good
men to give shelter to anybody who asks for protection.
This truth uttered by Rama has universal validity even

though one may not have Rama's nobility and magna-
nimity. Rama also adds, 'if an enemy ever seeks pro-
tection with folded palms, you should give him shelter.
It

is^the duty of the virtuous to protect the enemy'.
Sugriva can only say, 'Rama you are virtuous, honest
and there is nothing to wonder that you will speak like

this 5
. Vibhlsana proves himself to be a faithful devotee

of Rama,

The fiamajana as a Gospel of saranagaii, and Rama
as a devotional lord, engage our attention. Rama is

not only an embodiment of dianzia, he is also a noble
man in establishing human relationships. Rama is an
ideal example of a protector and friend of the oppressed
persons Hke.Vibhlsana.,

Even on the battlefield Rama reveals himself as an
ideal foe. When Ravana comes for the first time to

fight with him he finds that Ravana is a little tired

and fatigued. He tells him, *I refrain from destroying

you now. Now I ask you to withdraw immediately for

rest. After that come back on your chariot with your
warriors and witness my prowess'. Ravana having his

pride humbled enters Lanka with a sorrowful heart. The

Devas, Asuras, all other celestials feel delighted on see-

ing Ravana thus worsted in fight. Rama's amazing sense

of justice and diarma reigns supreme even on the bat-

tlefield. When Vibhisana is hesitant to oifer funeral rites

to Ravana after the war, Rama tells Vibhisana, 'Enmity
ends with death. ... Know that Ravana was dear to me
as he was to you'. Noble Rama thus advises VibhTsana

to do his duty.
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. Rama's behaviour towards Sita after the war is an-

other puzzling situation in the Jiamajana. Like the

killing of^Valin,
Rama's indifferent and almost callous

talk to Sita baffles our imagination. At the end of the

war with Ravana, Rama instructs Vibhlsana to bring

Sita to him. He also insists on Sita coming to Mm fully

adorned. By the time she comes in the palanquin he

finds that Vibhlsana is creating a lot of inconvenience

to the onlookers. He is annoyed with him. In that mood
he tells Sita that she can go to any place she likes and

that he is not keen on retaining her as his wife. Sita,

shaken with grief, asks Mm,
cAs a low person abuses

a low woman, why do you use all such unmentionable

rude expressions against me? I am not what you take

me to be'. Like Desdeniona in Shakespeare's Ofiello,

she cannot even utter the word
3
let alone being unfaith-

ful to Rama. Her refined sensibility is shaken and finally

she asks'Laksmana to 'prepare a funeral pyre
5

. As she

jumps into the fire, Sita boldly says, 'If I am pure, let

Agni protect me'.

The great gods above, Indra, Brahma and others

rush to Rama hurriedly and inform Rama that he is

an avatara of Visnu and Sita Is LaksmL Agni brings
Sita from the fire, and assures Rama, that Slta's heart

is pure and he should not suspect her even for a minute.

This is a great scene of imaginative construction,

ValmiM presents Rama as a human being, a histori-

cal figure who lived on earth- Griastia-cfiarma, as

Rama visualizes, is an unblemished Efe with Sita. While

proving the essential purity and womanly grace of Sita

Valmiki conveniently informs the readers of the divinity
of Rama and Sita. It can fairly be said that 'the liter-

ature of the world has not produced a higher ideal of
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womanly love, womanly truth and womanly devotion*,
5

than that of Sita. To Rama dliarma is the highest truth,

ValmiM succeeds in revealing the divinity of Rama and
Sita before he brings the sacred history of Rama to a
close. Rama explains Ms position, *Had I accepted her

(Sita) without her purification, then people would have
accused me saying that the son of King Dasaratha is

foolish and lustful
1

, Rama tells the celestials, *G Gods!

you are adorable beings, and you speak just formy good.
Now I shall protect her (Sita) for ever.6 Heroic Rama
receives JanaM with delight and satisfaction of having
followed grhastha-dharma. This is the happy ending to

an interlude of suspense and anxiety. Valmlki prepares

artistically the gradational process of elevation of Rama
to an avatara of Visnu. Raina transcends the limitations

of earthly existence.

Valmiki brings Rama, Sita and all their followers to

Ayodhya. Rama's raja-dfcarina is revealed in his estab-

lishment of Rarna-rajya where people live in peace and

prosperity. Rama stands for the ideal of righteous king-

ship. Rama-rajya, like the millennium, is the golden
aSe of golden deeds. Rama> dharmajna, is an ideal king

establishing Rama-rajya, *at a time of great harmony
when aE the castes cooperated together in mutual trust,

It is a time free from untimely death at the hands ofman
or beast or nature 9

*

ValmTki's Rama is an ideal man but through Ms en-

nobling acts of dfaarma and Ms suffering for the sake

of truth he is elevated to the position of an avatara of

Visnu. When Rama is mentioned as an avatara of Visnu

or that he is Visnu Mmself we are neither puzzled nor

perplexed, The narrative of the epic is so woven that

only as a human being Rama can kiE Ravana
?
and only
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after the death of Ravana^ revelation can be made of

Rama's divinity. Rama himself does not know that he

is divine. Brahma has to inform Mm that he Is an in-

carnation of Visnti. Rama as Visnu is revealed to us

in the last verses of the sixth kanda where reference to

him as Brahman is made. Vaimiki's Rama is an ideal

son, husband, brother, friend, protector and foe. The

Ram&yana appeals Ho the head and heart of the com-

mon man as well as the elite and the intellectual'.
8 It is

a grand treatise on personal qualities and conduct .The

epic like Milton's Paradise Lost refers to the three goals

of life, dianna, axtia and &ama. The two epics are con-

cerned with the establishment of a better world of hu-

man existence, where peace prevails and justice is done

to everyone. The Aajnayazza with its Rama-rajya and

Paradise Lost with its concept of a millennium show

greater involvement in good living than in personal sal-

vation as in the MshUbharata. Rama, the ideal king
is renowned, majestic, illustrious^ noble, resplendent,

loved by the world like Indra* This is Valniikfs Rama.
The story of the epic is ^a paradigm, expressive of a

classical archetype\
9
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CHAPTER III

RAMA AND SlTA

EXEMPLARS OF DOMESTIC VIRTUES

Valmiki's Rama and Sita represent the Indian ideal

of monogamous marriage. The JRamajana is a verita-

ble record of domestic bonds. Especially the Ayodhya.-

Jcandfa reflects tender affections and 'noble sentiments.

The 'Ramayana exhibits pictures of'domfestic life and

manners. It is observed that in presenting domestic

life, Hhe Sanskrit epics are more trae'&nd real than those

Greek and Roman epics
5

.
1
.. The Greek

1

aric^Roman epics

axe mostly governed by the tirhims and fancies of gods
and goddesses.

Rama's installation as heir-apparent is fraught with

negation through KaikeyPs last minute demands for the

granting of the two boons promised by Dasaratha ear-

lier. Raina accepts the conditions imposed by Kaikeyi

of going into the forests and installation of Bharata as

heir-apparent in his place.
'

Rama wants to console Sita and make her stay in

Ayodhya. Sita's relationship with him is partly based

on diarma, and partly on love for Rama. So Sita first

talks ofwhat her parents have told her that a wife's duty
is to be with her husband in times of woe or bliss, She

wants to be a shadow for Rama all the time> in adversity
as wdS as prosperity. When Rama is still hesitant to

take Sita kto the forest, Sita says tauntingly,
c

lf father
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knew that you axe a man only in form, but in nature
a woman, he would not have certainly conferred me on

you*. And she questions, 'why are you so sad? For

which fear you are willing to leave your devoted wife?'

Later she assures Rama, 'Know me as devoted to you
as Savitri to Satyavan*. Slta is all devotion to Rama.
She loves Rama and she cannot be separated from him.
Rama finally agrees to take Slta with him to the forests.

He thinks he will be like the royal saints who repair to

the forests with their wives.

In Citrakuta, swayed by the idyllic atmosphere of na-

ture, Rama reveals his innate love for Slta. Far off and
remote from social .conventions Ramat)

feels free to ex-

press hisj joyousness
f
in the,company of Sita*- Rama has

affinity with nature. TL'he ^natural phenomenon of rocks

and caves, trees and^jreepers indicates to .him supreme
bliss. In the first year. of Ins stay in Chitrakuta Rauaa

sees the Kimsuka flowers adorning the trees making the

forest look fiery red. The Bhallataka and Bilva trees

bend with the weight of the flowers and fruits. Big hon-

eycombs hang from the trees. The peacock responds to

the cries of the woodcock. The elephants move about

freely. Rama and Slta experience a new delight in wit-

nessing the sylvan pomp and splendour. Rama tells

Sita, 'Look Slta, the flowery vale seems to be a pleasure

haunt of sylvan gods and goddesses. Look the whole for-

est kas grown resonant with the sweetness of the cuckoo,

Bhrngaraja and other melodious singers of the wood*.

Rama explains to Janaki, *Here flows MandakinL Its

banks axe most beautiful. Look how the thirsty deer

drinks from the muddy water from the bank. .... Look

how hosts of flowers being moved by the branches are

kissing the crystal stream of MandaMni 1
.
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.: The q>ic is full of these beautiful descriptive accounts

associated with Rama and Sita in their period of ex-

ile. The wedded love of Rama and Sita gets intensified.

Rama tells JanakI, 'At the sight of these beautiful hills

I don't so much feel for the loss of the kingdom, nor

so keenly for the separation from friends'. Rama adds,

'Bathing thrice in the river 'and living on wild fruits and

roots, and drinking honey in your company I do not even

crave for the kingdom of Ayodhya'. Rama and Sita be-

have as though they are free from social restrictions and
conventions.

In Chitrakuta they enjoy the bliss of conjugal life.

Looking at Sita with lovingness Rama exclaims, 'Look
how the creeper has twined its

1

delicate tendrils round
the blossoming mango tree' as you throw your arms
round me when there is no^'nearby'. Thus saving
Rama embraces Sita and loving' S;ta, bashful as the god-
dess ofwealth and beauty, recurs on her husband's arm
and they enjoy each other's company as beloved lovers!

This is amagnificent scene of happy married life, and
tto reminds us of the delightful picture of Adam and

^enjoying
paradise bliss in their prelapsarian statem Book IV of Para&e lost. The

relationship of Rama
itutes oneone of

^ bonds '-
2 Whae

a "ve by <**"* With* t
<*"* tener
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line! my pleasure is to do thy will. It is enough, for me
to knpw your wish 5

.

When Sita sees a monkey she gets frightened. Rama
places his mighty arm round her waist snd drives away
the monkey. In the close embrace the gleaming mark on
Sita's brow gets painteii on Rama's chest. Sita seeing
the red mark on Rama gleefully laughs. Rama's love

for Sita is pure, ethereal and magnanimous* Sita's de-

votion to Rama is unique, unparalleled and wholesome.

Valmiki describes these deEghtful moments of love of

Rama and Sita with tenderness and poetic imagination.

After moving to Dandaka forest Rama promises the

rsis all help against the Raksasas pestering them and

ruining their sacrifices.
t
Sita feek that Rama should not

liave involved himself in the cause ofthe rsis. She thinks

that *a ksatriya hero should do only that much which

might be necessary for the protection of the ascetics liv-

ing in the forest, and nothing more'. She adds,
*Please

hold in respect what is proper to an ascetic. Resume the

duties of a ksatriya after you return to Ayodhya*. Sita

is quite clear in her mind that unnecessarily Rama may
get involved in a conflict with the Raksasas, and what

she fears comes to be true* This counselling is another

aspect of Sita's relationship with Rama.

The only occasion when Sita fails to act according

to her reasoning power is when she sees the golden deer

and takes a fancy for it. She sends away both Rama
and Laksmana and gets into the clutches of Havana.

Surpanakha, defaced by Laksmana, first gets her broth-

ers, Khara and Dusana engaged in a battle with Rama.

Rama by himself kills thousands of Raksasas. Surpa-

nakha therefore tempts Ravana to get Sita, the most
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beautiful woman, for Mmseli This abduction of Sita

leads to the great warfare in Lanka-

Rama's grief is inconsolable when he loses Sita. In

his bewilderment he asks every flowering shrub about

Sita, Human Rama
f
bewails for the loss of Sita from

Pancavati.

Peculiarly enough after having won the battle with

Havana, and after getting Sita in a palanquin led by
Vibhlsana and other Raksasa guards, Rama talks to

Sita in an uncharitable way. On seeing Sita, Rama is

overwhelmed with grief, joy and anger. While grief and

joy in Rama axe 'understandable, "Rama's anger seems

to be unusual. Apparently he is angry 'with Vibhisana

who seems to be creating unnecessary aclo'^Bbut Sita's

coming. Eve^this trait. in Rama is quite human. We
often,show, piuj Danger on others wlio do no^ deserve it.

Prince Haxnletj^s Ophelia after a long time, so his first

reaction is one of love, So te addresses her, 'Nymph in

thy orisons', but soon he detects two persons behind

the arras, watching and overhearing him. So he talks

rudely to Ophelia even though after her death he con-

fesses boldly that forty thousand brothers with all their

love cannot be equated with his love for her. Rama,
who is all love for Sita and for whom he has fought with

Ravana, talks unkindly.

lady it was not love for thee

That led mine army over the sea

I battled to avenge the cause

Of honour and insulted laws.

My love is fled, for on thy face

Lies the dark blot of sin and shame.

Go where thou wilt but not with me.
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These are indeed unkind words from Rama. His crude-

ness perplexes us as well as Sita. We have known Mm
to be urbane, friendly and lovable. Especially to Sita he

has been the lord of tender affection. Valmiki manages
this scene as a prelude to the greater heights of divin-

ity to which Rama and Sita have to ascend. It is likely

that some of the Vanara and Raksasa onlookers may
have been whispering something, and Rama may have

taken it as an adverse criticism of his behaviour* SitS

like Shakespeare's Desdemona and Hennione protests

against Rama's verdict on her. She says:

Such words befit the merest hind
f

Not princely birth and genterous mind.

By all my virtuous file I swear

I am not what thy words declare,

Slta's refined senstbilityfk^ d^vbiion to Rama, ill get

perplexed.

'

Finally she Ms Laksmana ttfprepare the

sacrificial fire. The Vanaifas, the Raksasa*, all look a*

Rama bewildered, but he* is unkoved. Sita enters the

fire.

Valnuki creates this situation so that human Rin

can be elevated from this humiliating state. The gods

above, Brahma, Indra, Yama and other celestials appear

before Rama. Brahma questions Rama:

Dost thou not yet, supremely wise,

Thy heavenly nature recognise?

Rama can only say:

I deem myself a mortal man;

Of old Iksvaku's line, I spring

Prom DaJaratha, Kosala
f
s King.
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i presents Rama as a real man who lived on

this earth - an ideal king. He also makes BrahmS reveal

the divine providence of Rama and Sita, Brahma says:

Thou art the Lord Narayana, thou the God

In whom all creatures bow

and he adds:

Queen Sita of the lovely brows

It Laksrai thy celestial spouse.

Immediately after this revelation, much to the amaze-

meat of the onlookers, Sita rises from the fire resplen-
dent and glorious. Agni, the God of fire, presents Sita

to Rama and he accepts her with supreme joy. Rama is

glad that Sit$ has demonstrated her unblemished chas-

tity>|o the world and he promis.es tQ.be lalways faithful

toiher,-!Valni3c| thi^s gives to the ftionogamous marriage
of Rama and Sitji a uniqueness/feanQtity, and divinity,

r Rama's behaviour in the last] moment 'of Ms stay in
Lanka baffles us, but very soon the presence of gods
revealing the divinity of Rama and Sita helps us in

finding Rama iying with Sita and other trusted follow-
ers

jo Ayodhyl. While flying Rama shows to Sita the
various spoti jrf

warfare with Ravana, then they reach
Kiskindha. Sita wants Sugrlva's wife Ruma and Tara
to follow them to Ayodhya. Glorious Rama is all af-
fection for Sita. The momentary suspense about Sita's
inviolable chastity is clean forgotten by both of them.
Rama and SitS symbolize conjugal felicity and domestic
harmony,

Wdcomng Rama
5 Ayodhya takes a festive look.

auspicious return to Ayodhya is signalized by

^joicmg
'AH the barren trees brought forth

those that were devoid of flowers were covered
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with blooms, and those that were dry became adorned

with green leaves'* Happiness is spread everywhere,

Truthful Rama, suffering for truth's sake adorns the

throne. This reminds us of nature becoming fertile after

sixteen years of barrenness when Perdita touches the

land of Sicily in Tie Winter's Tale. Sita like Laksmi

sits by Rama in all her splendorous glow. The gods

above participate in the investiture ceremony. Rama
sits on the golden throne directed by Vasistha, The

priest places on Rama's head a glittering crown with

which Manu and other kings have been crowned in suc-

cessive generations. The gods and the Gandhaxvas sing

joyfully while the Kinnaras dance in ecstasy. Rama

offers to Brahmins various gifts of cows, -rich apparel

and glorious- ornamtents.- Rama gives to Sugriva a jew-

elled necklace,-JanaU presents a jewelled necklace to

Hanumaiii Rama feels 4*appy about it/*

The sacred 'story' of^RSma and Sita as an ideally

married pair and as exemplars of the Indian ideal of

a monogamous marriage is celebrated by VilmiM in a

glorious manner. Rama and Sita symbolise a magnani-

mous human relationship through an ideal marriage.

Unlike the kings of his day, Rama views marriage

as sacred. Valmlki with his poetic excellence describes

the scenes of domestic love imbued withjyrical
ecstasy,

It is indeed gratifying
to note that VilmiM

promts
the

refined sentiments of love With delicacy and understand^

ing. The poet is equally goad in presenting
the rugged

scenes of warfare between Havana and Rama.

as contrasted witt the arnae laws
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conventions observed by Rama and Sita. Hanuman, in

search of Sita in Lanka, enters the palace of Ravana and

sees in utter amazement women lying in all sorts of ro-

mantic poses. He sees one beautiful woman embracing

the lyre (vina) like an amorous girl hugging her lover

to her bosom. Hanuman gets a jolt. But to his great

admiration and veneration he finds Sita, in the Asoka

forest, surrounded by Raksasa women. In the Asoka for-

est 'Sita is like a cairavafea bird being separated from

her mate
1

. When Ravana visits her and tries to win her,

Sita boldly tells him, *I am another person's wife and

am chaste. Don't take me for a common woman. ...

Your wealth and resources will be of no avail when thou

hast contracted enmity with Rama':^Ravana becomes

furious and gives her -time to change ihernmind, or else

his cooks will serve her for- his morning' meal.: flanuman

watches the whole scene unobserved!'

- Hanuman after showing Rama's ring and after con-

vincing Sita that he is sent by Rama, ventures to sug-

gest,
l

l shall rescue you from suffering at the hands of

the Raksasas as I shall be able to cross the ocean easily

taking you on my back'. Sita replies,
C

I do not wish

to touch the body of a third person. Wicked Ravana

forcibly touched my person, but what could I do? Then

I was quite helpless and overwhelmed with grief and

fear. It is now Rama's duty to come personally and

rescue me from this place'. Hanuman is delighted with

Sita's words. He finds her a fitting consort to Rama.
The Ramayana is as much the story of Sita as of Rama.
It is siiayas caritam mahat. Valmiki chooses to elevate

Janaki to a triumphant position in her sacred partner-

ship with Rama.
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Apart from describing the domestic harmony of

Rama and Sita in a monogamous marriage, Vakaiki

refers to other aspects of domestic life very vividly in

the epic. Domestic life in its totality is depicted by

Valmiki, for we find that 'children are dutiful to parents,

younger brothers are respectful to elder brothers, par-
ents are fond of their children*.

3 When Dasaratha has to

accede to the demands of Kaikeyi, he faints, and when
Rama comes he can only look at him in a bewildered

state. He is speechless. Dasaratha is extremely fond of

Rama, and Rama considers his father to be a god. It

is only Kaikeyl who dictates the terms to Rama and he

willingly accepts the conditions for he has to honour the

pledge of his father, i That is more important to Rama
than owning a- kingdom.* -Rama's mother :Kausalya is

shaken with griefs She wants to follow Rama into the

forests as a cow follows the calf.

Laksmana requests Rama to be allowed to accom-

pany him to the forest. He says,
c

Arya! if you are thus

resolved to repair into the forest full of wild animals,

then I shall go ahead of you with bow in my hand, and

you will roam about with me. ... Being separated from

you I do not wish for heavenly bliss or immortality nor

all the wealth in the triple World*. This is Laksmana

paying his supreme homage to Raina. His loyalty to

Rama is a glorious example of brotherly love. Equally

moving is the sincere love of Bharata for Rama. In-

stead of accepting the throne as his mother Kaikeyfhas

contrived, he along with the priests and the people of

Ayodhya runs to Cirtakiita to make Rama yield to raja-

diarma. Bharata humbly suggests to Rama,
c
lt wont be

possible for me to rule the vast kingdom or to please the

subjects. As the cultivator anxiously waits for rain, so

all the people are eagerly waiting for you. Therefore
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accept the kingdom'. But Raire , steadfast in Ms ob-

servation of cLharma
5
.rinds Ms adherence to Ms father's

pledge to Kaikeyi as Ms primary obligation. Rama does

what is right accroding to Mm. Bharata finally places

Rama's sandals on the throne and rules Ayodhya for

fourteen years as an ascetic from Nandigrama. Before

returning to Ayodhya Rama feels that after fourteen

years Bharata may have developed a liking for the king-

sMp. So he sends Hannman to find out Bharata's re-

action to Rama's return to Ayodhya, Bharata is the

happiest person in Ayodhya on the day Rama returns.

He places the sandals on Rama ?

s feet and touchingly

observes,
4TMs day my life has been blessed and my

desire has been fulfilled seeing you again back in Ayo-

dhya'. Brotherly love is >giorified ihrough Bharata and
Laksmana. The Eamayaca appeals to the young and
the old, to the edtieated

l

ds"^ell
l

'as tie^tinediicated for

tfife 'domestic -.elationships are realistically presented in

the epic. Rama, Sita
9 Laksmana, Bharata and all the

major characters in the epic have become proverbial for

their domestic virtues.

Especially Rama is a a ideal example of human re-

lationships, as son, husband, brother, friend, protector
and enemy. Rama and Sita are loved and venerated as

perfect human beings, exemplary in their character, and

ennobling in their ethical ideaiibUL In depicting scenes

of human affection Vaimiki's fiaraajana is magnificent.
In expressing *uni'versal feelings p-iid emotions wMch be-

long to human nature at all tiroes and in all places San-
skrit epic poetry is unparalleled e?en by Greek epics

5
.
4

The Ra.ma.yana, on the whole is not of an age but
of all times. The social conventions and domestic re-

lationsMps ?
as mentioned^ especially in the Ayodhya-
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ianda still have relevance to the Indian society today.

Rama and Sita serve as archetypal figures for the In-

dians even though it may be difficult to emulate their

righteous conduct. In fact 'no book can be a book of

veneration unless it both speaks to the spirit
of the peo-

ple and reflects that people's values'.
5
This is true of

the ftamayana that remains as a monumental exam-

ple of human behaviour in all its grandeur. The epic

has become a national epic. Both the Indian epics, the

ftamajazia and the MaLablzaraia have an undying ap-

peal to the millions of Indians. Rama and Sita partic-

ularly enrich the Indian tradition of monogamous mar-

riage with all its sanctity and solemnity.
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CHAPTER IV

RAMA, SUBLIME HERO
AND IDEAL KING

Valmiki presents Rama as an ideal hero and a no-

ble king. Valmiki's Raina is mostly human with typical

human feelings and emotions. He is a sublime hero,

dhirodatta, who fights only for establishing good over

evil. Only towards the close of the epic revelation is

made that Rama is an avatara of Visnu and that Sita

isj
L'aksmi. This process of elevating human Rama into a

supreme god is artistically rendered oy Vahmki, through

an' oddity in Rama's character. In the last section of

the sixth ianda* Rama behaves ilk? a typical jealous

husband in attacking Sita's essential purity. Out of

this common domestic situation Valmiki brings about a

transcendence and sublimity to the two epic characters

Rama and Sita as Visnu and Laksmi. This transforma-

tion, this metamorphosis of a human into a divine being

is essentially necessitated, for Ravana, the terror of the

three worlds at that time, can be subdued only by a

man, a perfect man.

Rama functions as a great hero, unassailable, and

unconquerable. Vahmki gives a detailed description

of Rama's handsome, physical appearance. Rama is

'broad shouldered
1

and long armed', with a 'conch

shaped neck*. He has *a strong breast' and 'well pro-

portioned limbs
5

. This gives us a good picture of Rama
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as a warrior unsurpassed In his grandeur and majesty,
Valmiki's Rama has specific heroic qualities and he is

like Indra in valour. Valxmki idealizes Rama as a grand

hero, and this is indeed the transcendent admiration

given to a great hero. It may be said that in all epochs
of tfee world's history^ we shall find the great man to

have been the indispensable saviour of Ms epoch
1

.
1 That

is Rima in his age, saving the rsis and the gods from

tiie tyranny of Ravana,

exhibits the heroic deeds of Rama when

Visvamitra takes him and his brother Laksmana at the

tender age of sixteen, to.' project his sacrifices from the

unruly Raksasas. Rama succeeds in saving the sacrifi-

cial fires from the onslaughts of the Raksasas by killing

them or by driving them away, Later Rama bqpds the

^tiofa in Janaka's palace, gets, married to Janaki* Ms

daughter; and irt m^riy temples Rama is' still portrayed

as 'KodanWdhanf'.pr 'Kqdknda Rama*, [the-.bearer of

tiie supifeme 'bdw^ This is' the superb heroic Heed of

Rama in the conftotidnal sense/

*
u In the epic Rama hj'not only known for his mar-

tial heroism, but also for his heroic virtue. The growth

in Rama from a purely physical hero to an unrivaled

huero of undaunted courage is significant,
This reflects

Rama's refined sensibility and moral consdousness. It

is 'this sharp focus on to the central figure in his mas-

sive isolation that gives the great epics their graadmr

and universality'.
2
Raina, the resplendent hero,of tfie

epic, reveals himself as a perfect man when he accepts

Kaiey?s stipulations
and willingly fulfils hi fathers

pledge of two boons to Kaikeyi The people of Ap~

dixya, Ms mother Kausalya, Ms father Dasaratha, allU
bewildered by Rama's unhesitating heroic action. The
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people of Ayodhya follow Rama upto the river Tamasa,

Already they express their supreme admiration for the

truly great hero Rama. Rama is good in establishing

human relationships. At the human level Rama is
6an

ideal example of a hero and a king. He is the eternal

wielder of the bow, the archetypal Ksatriya who fights.

... There is some continuity between Rama and Indra'.3

Rama's love of nature is equally admirableIn Cit-

rakuta Rama spends time joyously with Sita while ap-

preciating the phenomenon of nature. Despite all the

suffering he accepts and undertakes for truth's sake,

he has also a few moments of relaxation in the wide, >

open spaces of nature, untrammeled by the cobwebs of

royal customs. Apparently Rama enjoys the company
of Sita better in the wide forests and<nature's glorious

spots. He is In tune with n'atureViloveliness and beauty.
When Sita is carried away by Ravana he goes to every
tree and shrub searching for Sita. 'This is- typically hu-
man of Rama. Rama is humane in his relationship with
others. '

Bharata comes to Citrakuta with the hope of taking
back Rama to Ayodhya. Rama is very affectionate to

Bharata, but he is true to his heroic virtue and he does -

not yield to Bharata's entreaties. For the first time we
get a peep into Rama's mind as a ruler by the ques-
tions he puts to Bharata. Valmiki reveals an amazing
world of kingship to which Rama is the legitimate suc-
cessor. Rama questions Bharata, 'do the people even
when severely punished show any disrespect towards
you? Do the priests scorn you as women hate lustful

people who use force against them?* The large num-
ber erf questions that Rama puts to Bharata are varied,
comprehensive and indicative of the supreme knowledge
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that Rama possesses about kingsMp. He has given up
,kingsMp not as though he is unsuited to it, but he is firm
'in

fulfilling the pledge of Dasaratha to Kaikeyi. The in-

quisitiveness and the awareness with which Rama poses
questions to Bharata unmistakably reveals to us the fu-

ture ideal king of Rama-rajya.

In the Dandaka forest Rama promises protection to

the rsis from the evil forces in the forest. He realizes

that it is Ms diarma to
] protect them. The Surpanakha

episode also compels Rama to kill thousands of Raksasas
in Janasthana. Even before Rama exMbits Ms valour

on the battlefield in Lanka he amply proves Mmself
to be the great hero of the epic. His association with

Hanuman, Sugriva and other vanaxas is another aspect
of human,Rama rwho establishes friendly rdationsMps
with vanaras and" later-with <VibbIsana that most 'tra-

ditions regard Rama as a real man, who lived on tMs

earth, an ideal king'.
4

In the Kisjfa'ndia-landa of the epic, the most contro-

versial aspect of Rama's character as a hero is the killing

of Valin, that too from beMnd a tree. VilmiH no doubt

explains the killing as a part of raja-diarma. Especially

when Rama tries to argue that he has killed Valin as

a injrga, that is often killed by a hunter from beMnd
a tree, we feel that the explanation is unsound. But

what compels the generous Rama to kill Valin is the

prior commitment he has with Sugriva. The moment

he sees Sugriva surrendering to Mm, Rama, the devo-

tional lord, is all sympathy for Mm. Rama promises

Sugiiva that he will restore to Mm, Ms wife and king-

dom held unlawfully by Valin. The justness of the deed

pleases Rama. Also the JauJdia-diarma demands that

he should help Sugnva for he expects full support from
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Mm and his vanaras in rescuing Sita/ On the whole

Rama has to suffer in fulfilling Ms promises and in ob-

serving cUiarma. He is the embodiment bf ofiariqa and

he acts accordingly. Rama makes Angada, Vi^n^s spi|,

heir apparent to the throne. Sugriva's sejf-s^irender fol-

lows the doctrine, prapatti, and hdbecgmes a devotee

of Rama.

Rama's anger for the Lord of the ocean is another

instance of Ms human nature* Even tliotighRama is

generous and tolerant, occasionally he
ex!h|b;ts

Ms rage.

When Sagara delays in allowing Rama*s?army to go on

the sea, Rama naturally loses ^is patienc^ with M;qa. On
all such occasions Rama is seen more as*a human being
than as a divine person.

the Battlefield when he seesjLaksina^a lying*prosr

trate s unable to move abput,, ^Ranjta exprcsssts^Jiumaii

emot-iops and feelings, compellingfUSito sympathize with

himan Ms mon^ent of grief. Garuda acomas tp the res-

cue of Laksmana. Be tejls Ramai to b^ ncafeful with

the Raksasas who are capable of
usii}.g nq&jjical speHsf

'

Wh^^r leaving Rama, Garuda |tells Mto, *!|LkE|a!
thou

axt TOtuous, you have Hndijefes even to yoiir enemies.

... YOH will know everytMng when you ^np 'win the wap.

... Yqp will soon be successful in receiving. Janakl after

destroying Ravaaa', To humafo Ramfr, par|ida's posi-

tive a^urance of the restoration of Slta an$ the defeat

of Ravaija g^ves a new hope and
acjHe|lConfidence"to

'

fight with

In tMs epio, tke-Hamaj^Ba, Valmki looses to give
to Ravana an admirable picture of hlroicjfexploits. Like

Sat^n in Mitt0n% Paradis^ Losl, Bft^^a ^ a counter-

hero still retaining some praiseworthy, q^^Aities ]ik<t
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heroic valour and courage never to yield. Like Satan,
Havana holds a council of war before attacking Rama
and Hs vanara army. Peculiarly enough Havana con-
fesses that he is madly in love with Sit a, the most beau-
tiful woman in the world. While Kumbhakarna,
Havana's brother, first condemns Havana's act of ab-

ducting Sita, finally he agrees to support him. Only
Vibhisana gives the right advice to Havana to send back
Sita to Rama. He has to pay a heavy price for speak-
ing the truth for Havana banishes him and VibhTsana
becomes a devotee of Rama. His surrender to Rama is

completely devotipnal and he gets the kingdom of Lanka

ultimately as a reward for showing prap&tti to Rama.

Valmiki portrays Ravaita with sympathetic under-

standing, He gives the devil Ms due. Havana is learned,
lias studied j

Vedas'an<i8
vedarigas, and is given to jsevbre

austerities'/^'He' is proud <of his conquest of the three

worlds.^Neither gods,
f/nor Gandharvas,' can face him in

a battle, *He defeats', his step brother Kubera and -gets
from him puspaka-vim&na,. Only a human being like

heroic Rama can defeat Havana and put him to death.

Mandodari and Malyavant realize that Rama is the

invincible foe to Havana. Malyavant, Havana's uncle,

tells Havana, 'Perhaps he (R$ma) is Visnu incarnate in

human form. Go and conclude peace with him 5

. How-
ever Havana decides to fight with Rama and nothing can

deter him from his decision. First time when Havana

fights with Rama, he tells Havana, 'You are exhausted

now, therefore I refrain from destroying you now*. Fi-

nally in the great battle with Havana, Rama excels his

foe. Even Havana is frightened with the dreadful wrath

of Rama. The denizens of heaven watch 'with intent the

great fight between the two formidable warriors'. They
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take either Rama's or Havana's side and pray for the

victory of their favorite. The Asuras pray for Ravana's

victory and the gods for that of Rama. Valmiki presents
the war in a judicious and just manner. Rama addresses

Ravana in anger, 'Thou worst of the Raksasas, thou

hast carried off my helpless wife from Janasthana with-

out thinking of the consequences and thou shalt be de-

stroyed for that reason'.

Various kinds of evil portents presage the fall of

Ravana and the rise of Rama. The gods begin to rain

blood upon Ravana's chariot and a fierce tornado begins
to sweep the battlefield. Vultures hover about in the

sky. The city of Lanka is caught in fire. Various kinds

of evil omens are seen in the sky. The denizens of heaven

watch the fight between Rama and Ravana day and

night /without any respite or intermission;. <Heroic Rama
finally 4akes -up braimastra and sends hi's weapon. : It

pierces Ravana's heart. Ravana falls and the remnants

of his army run away. The vanaxas roam about in de-

light. By the grace of Rama, the desires of Sugriva,

Angada and VibhTsana are fulfilled. All feel delighted
at Ravana's death. The sky grows clear, the sun be-

comes bright and the earth becomes an abode of peace.
Rama surrounded by Ms friends and followers appears
like Indra encircled by the gods in heaven.

The fall of Ravana creates an unprecedented lamen-

tation in Lanka. Mandodari, Ravana's chief queen,
laments in an inconsolable manner referring to Ravana's

major victories over Indra and other gods* Vibhisana
too expresses grief. He tells Rama, 'He (Ravana) con-

tributed to the prosperity of his friends and in the de-

struction of the enemies. He was well versed in Vedas
and redarigas, a great Yogi and was chief amongst the
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performers of Agnihotra sacrifice and other rites, How if

you permit }
I may perform the funeral rites', Vibhisana

praises Ravana in a generous manner though driven out

of Lanka. Rama graciously assures Vibhisana that he

can perform the funeral rites. Rama kindly adds
?
*Know

that Ravana was dear to me as he was to you*. Rama is

generous to Ravana even though he fulfils raja-diarma
in

killing him. Vilmiki shows Ravana as a great warrior,

Rama reveals himself as a man with human emotions

when he gives the due praise to Ravana.

The only disputable situation that Valmiki creates

for Rama after the great war with Ravana is Ms to-

tal disregard of Slta after having invited her to come
As Sita observes, Rama behaves like a hind^ not like

a prince., Valmiki contrives the scene in such a manner

that it leads to .the revelation of Rama and Slta as Visnii

and Laksmi. ;Valnkiig a good story teller. Out of this

ordinary domestic scene he elevates Rama and Sita to

divinity.

The Hamayana presents Rama and Sita as exempt ;

of monogamous marriage. Rama's human relationships

his unrivalled heroic qualities, his justness and Hadacf i

to all those who surrender to him are vividly described

in the epic. Throughout the epic we find the theme

of self-surrender or prapaiti dominating. In the Bafa-

Jtanda we see the gods surrendering to Visnu for getting

relieffrom Havana's tyranny. In the Ajodijl-ilccfa the

rsis tortured by the Raksasas surrender to Rama, In the

Kiskindha-kanda Sugnva becomes an ally of R&ma and

recognizes him as his saviour* In the SundaxQrk&ndsL pe-

culiarly enough Trijata encourages the Raksasa women

to surrender to Slta. In the Yudia-ianda Vibhlsana
s

Havana's brother, comes to Rama in supplication for
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protection, Vibhisana is all veneration for Rama ap.d

he identifies himself with Rama wholeheartedly. On the

whole the epic is a Gospel of Saranagati, Complete
*

surrender to Lord Rama, in various contexts, reigns

supreme in the epic.

Rama is not merely a great hero, but also an ideal

king. Even though he relinquishes kingship to fulfil

his father's pledge to Kaikeyi, he has a genuine love

for kingship- Valmiki presents Rama as an ideal king,

'renowned', 'illustrious', 'noble', ^greatly resplendent*

and he is like Indra lord of the world'. Rama ob-

serves raja-diarraa meticulously and Rama-rajya is his

ideal kingdom.
4The principles of Rama-rajya and raja-

dianpa &pply not merely to Ayodhya but to other re-

gions! as w;elP.
5
1$ fact Rama-rajya like .the millennium

isrithe golden age,of golden deeds;j Rama-rajya, is an

idealkingdom on earth. Rama-rajya belongs tonan age

when social^annoay prevails,- ult is> a'time ifwhen all'

thei castes, cooperate together in mutual /trust, > It is a

time free from untimely deaths* -.;. It is a time when all

works reap happy results'.6

The epic closes with a reference to the ideal king-

dom of Rama. Valmiki describes Rama-rajya: 'Nobody

attempted to do any violence to anybody out of their

respect and love for Rama, .' Everyone was healthy

and free from disease, and trees always brought forth

fruits and flowers, .. None spoke falsehood, every-

body had an auspicious look
5

. Finally the benediction

is given, 'He who listens to this great epic ... with due

respect meets with no obstacle in life. He lives happily
with Ms n6ar and dear ones and gets his desired boons

from Rama>
?

.

'

The epic closes on a note of well-being
for all humanity. Rama firmly establishes the ideal of
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righteous kingship. On the whole Rma }
a dynastic hero

promotes the ideal Indian kingdom. Valmiki's Rama is

an ideal Mng, a great hero, a loving husband, a dutiful

son, an affectionate brother and a devotional lord.

Rama and his kingdom 'have more immediate rel-

evance to this world than Krsna and the salvation he

brings. They have more relevance to the ordinary man

than the deeper mysteries of Krsna'.
7 Even though some

western scholars think that 'Rama and Krsna were ex-

alted by the Brahmans to divine rank'.
8 Rama and

Krsna alone, of all the incarnations, have been accepted

by'Vhe people as gods mostly because of the two epics,

the Ramayana and the Maiabiarata. The two epics

have glorified and idealized both the heroes, Rama and

Krsnaa'Especially.Rama with his adherence to dharma

has endeared himself .teethe people .as a perfect man,

a sublime ho.aadn ideal king. . Sita figures inithe

epic as ia paragon of womanly virtues and 'graces;
.The

character of Rama isr nobly portrayed. It is only too

consistently unselfish to be human'9
.

Valmiki's Ramayana portrays Rama mostly as an

ideal man, a noble person. Only towards the dose we

are given an idea of Rama's divinity. The Adhyatma-

Raiiyana and Ramacariiamanas, two poetical compo-

sitions oflater ages, have added to the
monumen^^pic-

ture of Vahmki's Rama. The Adhyatma sees Rama not

only as a personal god but also as Nirguna-brahman

'absolute reality'. Tulasi Das in bis Ramcarifa-manas

stresses the primacy of loving
dcwrfjm.

*
J^f"

votional lord is a supreme example
of.dhanna. Most In-

dian traditions regard Rama as an ideal fang. Vatanb

views Rama as an ideal Hug and an aratara of
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Rama, the sublime hero, who fights for a just cause, is

the noble king of Rama-rajya.

It is generally believed that *there are in the whole

range of world's literature few more charming poems
than the Hamayana'.

10 The epic has acquired this dis-

tinction mostly because of the twojllustrious characters,
Rama the perfect man, Sita the noblest woman.
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CHAPTER V

THE HAMAYANA AND APOCALYPSE

The i^ord 'apocalypse' signifies revelation. In almost

all tlie epics divine providence manifests itself in some

form or other. To bring heavenly matter to earthly level

and to measure things in heaven by things on earth, as

Hilton does in Paradise Lost, is indeed a-* formidable

task. Milton's God in Paradise Lost and Lord Krsjiai in

the Mahafaiarata reveal themselves as gods evetfthotigh

some anthropomorphic touch is given to them," for't&ey

figure as speaking "ch'airacters in the epics. . Rama is

mostly a perfect man and an ideal king, * Jftevelation

about Raina's divinity is given in an indirect manner

by Brahma and other gods who appear in the last sec-

tion of the epic. Rama does not reveal himself as God.

Apocalyptic poetry 'always relies on some analogy to

human experience**
1 Vahmki portrays Rama as an ex-

alted person, a great hero and an ideal king, for he can

revegl the divinity of Rima only alter Ravana's death.

To a large extent, Rama's human experiences endear

Mm to the reader mmtlj at tie human level. These hu-

man experiences iaally lead to tlbe auspicious revelation

of Kama's divippity. It is also true that the doctrine of

accommodation help the epic poets in accommodating

God to the level of human understanding. The Gods

functioning as speaking characters in the epics use a

language that jfe mdbslood % the leaders. Krsna in

the <?JtS spofem ofUte MdU&bfita dearly states:
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Quickly I come
To those who offer roe

Every action,

Worship me only,

The Gita is an exposition of Lord Krsna's message
of protection to all those who worship him. More things

axe done by prayer than we dream of, seems to be

Krsna's offer to humanity.

, Valmiki's presentation of Rma as an avatara of

Visnu is done in an indirect manner. In the Bala-

landa of the JRamayana, Valmiki uses, the technique of

'prophetic writing, writingjwhich is productive of future

events^;.Very ^artistically Y^lmiki .gives ther.prophetic
utterance that Visnu wiUIncarnate jn the human forn^

as Rarna. With great mastery over narration Valmiki

introduces ;,the prophecy, of futurer- events,. The gods
above much harassed by Ravana, Lanka ?

s monarch, ap-

peal to Brahma for protection. He tells them that he has

given a boon to Ravana that neither gods, nor

Gandharvas nor Raksasas can kill him. Brahma adds,

'In disdain he (Ravana) did not mention the name of,

Man'. So only a perfect man can kill Ravana* The*

gods request.Visnu, to be born as the son of Dasaratha,

'Dasaxatha, the generous and powerful king of Ayodhya,
has three queens. ,., Please incarnate as man on earth

and slay in battle Ravana the scourge of the world*.

They add 'Ravana is tyrannising the saints and denizens

of the he&ven*. Then Visnu promises them, 'For your

good I shall destroy formidable RSvana with his face,

and shall rule over the datih for eleven thousand years'-

Vllmaki gives this as a prophecy in the first

of the Ramay&n&. This is the technique
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adopted by the apocalyptic poetry, of giving the reader
an idea of the future events. Prom the second ianda
to the sixth ianda Rama figures only as a human hero,
but of a nobler type, more magnanimous and illustrious

than the ordinary human beings. Valmiki also indi-

cates to the readers that the gods will help the incar-

nate Rama as vanaras. The poet refers to the vanaras

through Syambhu who tells the gods and Gandharvas
that they should form *a powerful progeny of apes or

monkeys'. The gods begin to procreate sons in the form
of monkeys. This is also a novelty in the narrative that

the vanaras of the JRamajana are only gods and other

celestials who have come to the earth to help Rama.
It is also to be rtemembered that after the battle with

Ravana, Rama particularly requests Indra io bring back
all the* dead vanaras to life.

So the future events are prophetically indicated and
the suspense is maintained thoroughly throughout the

epic. Only in the last section the poet reveals Rama as

Visnu and Slta as LaksmT through Brahma, Agni and

other gods. Apart from this prophetic indication, Rama
even at the age of sixteen, is taken away from Ayodhya
by Visvaniitra, who exposes him to the arduous task of

protecting the sacrifices from the Raksasas. Rama also

bends the stupendous bow and gets married to Sita.

Later in the Bafarjcanda itself Parasurama appears on

the scene.

Dasaratha is a little worried for Rama is of a tender

age. But Parastirama realizes that Rama is the Lord of

the three worlds. He confesses, 'There is nothing to be

ashamed of at my defeat in your hands. You withdraw

that formidable shaft and let me repair to the Mahe-

ndra hill*. Parajuraina accepts defeat and he recognizes
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Rama as an ayatara of Visnu. The Bala-la^da closes

with Rama's victory over Parasurama. Valmiki suggests

that Rama is an avatara of Visnu, mostly in the form of

a prophecy. The prophecy is realised only in the sixth

landa, yudia-Jcanda, thai too in the last section of the

epic. Prom the second ianda to the sixth ianda, Rama
is portrayed by Valmiki as a great hero and an ideal

king.

In the epic, the JRamayana, we also find the tradi-

tion of writing that 'purports to be $ revelation of phe-
nomenon which transcend the wufld of ordinary

reality
5

.
4 In the Ajodiya-iari'd^'if the epic/the most do-

mestic of all the six landa&*
?
wfe frridHhe various

1

deeds of

the major characters tran'sceiidikgthe dtdinar^'^orhTof

reality. Dasaratha gets Rania^de'clkred 'a$ heir-apparent

to the throne. On tht, morning 6f the qeremoiiial jfunc

tion when the people of Aybdh^a feel elated and 'supre-

mely happy, Rama comes to Dasaratha, but to his great

dismay he sees him lying supine with Kaikeyi by his

side, Rama is puzzled and perplexed on seeing his fa-

ther, disconsolate and unhappy., Kaikeyi dictates terms

to Rama. She tells Rama that she can tell everything
if he agrees to follow what the king may ask him to

do. Rama even without knowing Kaikeyi's stipulations

agrees to accept her conditions. Kaikeyi wants Rama
to go into the forest for fourteen years and Bharata,
her son, will be made the heir-apparent to the throne.

Rama accepts the verdict for he wants to honour his

father's pledge to Kaikeyi.

Rama's behaviour and his willingness to go to the

forest that very day baffles everyone. Kausalya, his

mother, faints on the ground. Rama consoles her. Then
he requests her to permit him to go to the forest. He
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tells his mother, 'Mother, it is beyond my power to dis-

obey my father's orders, I request yon by your feet,

please permit me to repair to the forest
5
,

Laksmana, Rama's brother, feels that Rama*s instal-

lation cannot be prevented. He says, *I shall send them
to the forest for 14 years who have sanctioned yotir exile,

I shall root out the hopes of the King and of Kaikeyi
for the installation of Bharata*. Laksmana expresses
the sense of injustice being done to Rama, apparently
because of his frank nature. Laksmana, is credited to

be Hhe most natural character among the heroes of the

Ramayaiia',
5 But he comes under the influence of Rama

and accompanies him to thg forest. Finally Laksmana

tells Rama that he will follc^ him into the forest with

bow in his hand for he cann^.t be separated from Mm.
Laksmana's decision to foHo^.,Rama to the forest is an-

other instance of happenings, fax beyond the world of

reality.

Slta's appeal to Rama is a significant event in the

epic. Rama tries his best to' dissuade Sita from coming

to the forest. But Sita, the most devoted wife of Rama,

does not relish the idea of being separated from him.

Slta tells Rama, 1 shall put an end to my fife, please

comply with my request, take me along with you and

you will never feel inconveniences for that
5
. This is a

lengthy scene where Slta tries to convince Rama that

she has to follow him to the forest and Rama somehow

is hesitant to do that. Finally Rania agrees to take Sita

with him to the forest.

These domestic events in the Ayodfaya-landa engage

our attention. We feel that suffering for truth's sake is

extraordinary. Rama, Sits and Laksmana choose to go
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to the forest even though it is not obligatory from an or-

dinary viewpoint. Rama's exemplary action in following

dhaxma is emulated by Sita and Laksmana.

Equally powerful and far remote from the events of

the 'ordinary world is Bharata's
'

suppliant request to

Rama to return to Ayodhya and rule the kingdom. On
reaching Ayodhya Bharata is overpowered with grief.

His father Dasaratha is dead and Kaikeyi has sent Rama
to the forest. So he starts for Citrakuta accompanied
by the people of Ayodhya, the priests of the palace, the

three queens and several others only to request Rama to

return to Ayodhya. He- tries to. Impress on Rama that

it is Ms ra/a~diarm# tp. be ,ve,"frpyal Hng and rule the

kingdom. The rarest Jabala tries to argue, but Rama
is firm ir tu c resolve.' Then liharaia appeals to Rama,
S

I dc not crav*, for Un& K**.& :u^i, rjior hays I instigated

nether for H.
noa; diet 1 k$ow tb-ai Rama would have

tp take shelter in tiie-woq4s. Jf it is decided by him to
live here in obedience to father's mandate, then I shall
live fourteen years in the forest as his substitute'. This
exemplary behaviour of Bharata amazes Rama. He tells
the persons assembled there in Citrakuta, 'Nothing un-
just has been done by Kaikeyi, nor father has done any
wrong, I know Bharata, he is full of forgiveness and
also full of respect towards the superiors. On my return
from the forest, I shall share the kingdom with him'.
This great scene of ethical idealism creates immense in-
terest among heavenly saints and Gandharvas, and they
praise both the brothers for their righteousness .

Rama
affectionately tells Bharata, 'Do jour duty

with the help of wise counsellors and friends'. Bharata
filially carries Rama's sandals and rules the kingdomfrom Nandigrama as Rama's sincere follower of d&arma
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Vaimiki is at his bes
;

t in portraying these cL&ratt**r&

of Rama, Slta, Laksmana and Bharata as exemplary
and extraordinary, transcendent in their sensitiveness.

To a large extent their actions and their attitudes to life,

customs and behaviour reveal their glorious existence as

supremely different from the world of reality. They are

exquisitely presented as human beings of a nobler kind.

Rama's readiness to help the 'rsis in Dandaka from

the tyranny of the Raksasas reflects his sublime nature

to help others. The moment Rama comes to Dandaka-

ranya forest the' rsis imploringly beseech him to protect

them.
}

Rama inMpdiately promises all help
fjto them;" It

looks'ais thcnigh thesis iave been expdttilf^llSifla'slttr-

rival for ii long tfriie:
:

Sita tells Rama that1ie|sh*Wild Hot

liave'bfeen.so hasty in "promising help to thi Skfeiii*,
&s the

1

Raksasas havfe liot 'ddhe any personal hirdf fd^h^fak^d

especially >he^
:

h*^ pleading the life of kn 'istJctk^But

Rama cannbt br^aklub own promise. RiinkV character

is maintained in Such a fashion that he is riidre than hu-

man, a greater man, a"perfect man, who has come into

this world for establishing diarma, righteousness.

Equally remarkable are Eanuinan's exploits in Lanka

in the Simdara-ianda. He shows himself to be a pow-

erful foe of Ravana and he is all veneration for Slt5*

Strangely enough Trijata who is one of the RaksasTs

guarding SltS in the Asoka forest consoles Slta when

she is full of apprehensions about Rama and Laksmana

on the battlefield. Trijata narrates her dream indicat-

ing that Rama will defeat Ravana and Lanka mil be

submerged, Slta promises a reward to TrijatS if het

dream comes to be true. Even among the Rgksasis some

feel attached to Slta because of her piety. VilmDri sees

good even in things evil.
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The Yudia-ianda, the sixth ianda of Valimki's

Ramajana, describes Rama's triumphant victory over

Ravana. Prom this moment of fulfilment, our expec-

tations are raised when Rama tells Vibhisana to bring

Sita. This is a spectacular scene when the vanaras and

the Raksasas expect the happy reunion of Rama and

Sita. All expectations are belied when Rama talks in a

strange manner to Sita that she can go to any place or

to any person, and he no longer needs her.

This puts everyone to dismay, but none can talk to

Rama. Rama looks 'forn^idable as death'. Janaki tells

Rama/'My name is Janaki because I am connected with

Janaka', butl'the Earth alone is my mother. Being iun-

able to jkdge correctly, you- have failedgto comprehend

m^tn'attire.HYojxdo not take into considerationfwhy you

did-marry me in" youth. My love and 'devotion
rnbw seem

to belquite indifferent'. Sita^ants Eaksniana to prepare
the funeral pyre. Sita jumps into the fire for Rama takes

a chaste woman for a false one. She vows, *if I be pure,
let Agni protect me'.

This moving scene afflicts everyone. When they all

expect a joyous reunion, they witness a sad spectacle.
Valmiki prepares the reader for a greater surprise. A
few moments of unexpected grief is followed by the long
expected revelation of the divinity of Rama and Sita. la

conformity with apocalyptic poetry revelation is given,
but in the most peculiar manner. Valmiki brings all the

gods above to declare that Rama is Visnu. As the gods
come down they tell Rama, 'You are Prajapati himself.,
Thou art the Lord of the universe. .... There is no ruler
above you. Thou art the eighth Mahadeva amongst the

objects of adoration'.
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But Rama quickly says, *I am the son of King Dasa-

ratha and consider myself a human being and tell me
what really I am\ Noble Rama unlike Krsna does not

reveal himself as God, Valmiki presents him mostly as

a human being, but of a transcendent nature. Raina in

a modest manner wants to be informed about Ms na-

ture. This gives an excellent opportunity to Vahmki

to bestow all the divine attributes on Rama. In this

lengthy passage Brahma attributes all the divine ele-

ments and qualities to Rama. Rama is the embodiment

of all divine and blessed elements in the world. It looks

as though Rama cult is introduced by VakmH through

Brahma, Brahma gives a huge catalogue of Rama's raria

ous names as af

<god supreme. Brahma tells Rama, *Thou

art self-reveaJirfg! Garidadhaxa holding concbi and

maze in//haadsj'Ttou vt tiisKed Boar.*v.i< Thou'urt the

Vedas-with theirs%H0nsand
{ branches?!Thoir art sacri-

fice, r - (>You^ha.ve'Bowcd7down Bali and made Indra*

the king. Thou* axInVisnu himself, you have

this human form for the destruction of Ravaaa,

has been destroyed, now come back to the sphere of the

gods. Unlimited axe thy glory and prowess, and your

derotees get everything that is desirable in this Me and

in the next*.

Valmiki thrcmgli the anthoritatiTe, J.;f f
Brahma confers onBan^hisoriffnalformofdivimty

vLn. Very elaborately Brahma
of Rama and the benediction he grmi

this Ufe and in the next ** also. Tbs ,s

revelation*
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protect her. Agni himself brings JanaH out of the fire

and presents her to Rama as a woman who has always

bestowed her love and affection on Rama. In thought,

word and deed Sita's only prayerful wish is about Rama.

Agni, the lord of fire, tells Rama, 'Since her (Sita's)

forcible abduction by Ravana she passed her days alone

in silent sorrow for your separation You are her only

prop. Grim Raksasis frightened her in various ways,

oppressed her in different manners, but in her heart,

there was not even the slightest thought of Ravana. Her

heart is pure and she is absolutely sinless. Accept her

now, I ask you to do so. Don't suspect her even for a

moment1
; Brahma tells Rama "that Janail is Laksmi.

i * *

Revelation is successfully, giyqn. The suspense is

over. Rama is exceedingly pleased. In a happy^mood
Rama tells the gods, *As light; is inseparable from the

;

sun, so she (Sita) is inseparably from me, ... She is the

purest in the three worlds. - Of gods! you ;
are adorable

beings, and you speak just for my good. Now I shall

protect her (Sita) for ever'. The grand reunion of Rama
and Sita, exemplars of monogamous marriage in the
human sense, pleases everyone. Even to this day this

scene is viewed with great devotion for Rama and Sita.

ValmiM's method of revealing the divinity of Rama and
Sita only towards the close of the epic enhances the
consummate joy of reading the epic with all its hu-
man predicaments and predilections. Culminating in
divine exaltation, Valmiki's Ramayana has this singular
phenomenon of elevating human Rama into divine

Rama, an avatara of Visnu. The aesthetic pleasure
is profound in seeing Rama and Sita united as Visnu
and Laksmi.

The epic closes on disclosing Rama as an ideal king
with his Rama-rajya. This ideal kingdom refers to all
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times and is the expectation of all ages. It signifies a
future state of just administration and well-being of the

people.

Along with the apocalyptic state of goodness, perfeo
tion and innocence that operates in the epic, we have

vegetative images also, mostly based on spring and au-
tumn.

Valmiki takes delight in introducing the scenes of

nature in all their glory. These descriptive accounts
form a good background to the story and figure as a

part of the apocalyptic [tradition. Rama's appreciation
of the

beautifid^henomenon of nature becomes more

perceptible when jhe^entew. Citrakuta in the first year
of his exile. He sees the Kimsuka flowers adorning the

trees,'making the forest look fiery red. He tells Janaif,
*The tops and branches of the trees crowned with fruits

and flowers/ arev waying in the wind. It seems as if

the hill itself is in dance, i.. Look how host of flowers

being moved by the breeaje are kissing the crystal stream

of MandakinL The sight of Citrakuta and Mandakiiil

appears much more delightful than city fife. Citrakuta

appeals to Rama*

When Rama moves to Dandaka forest with Sita and

Laksmana, they stay in Pancavati, the pastoral paradise

for them. On the advice of Agastya they move to this

place full of flower plants. Close to the cottage there is

a tank full of sunlike flowers. Rama likes the place with

the river Godavan 'decked with flower trees, swans and

ducks*.

VilmDri introduces several beautiful images of na-

ture. He describes the Pampa lake in the spring when
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ihe water Is clear and shines like sapphire. Trees like

Jainbu, Panasa^ Plaksa, Tinduka and Asvattha grow
near the lake.

In Kiskindha, in the autumn season, Rama thinks

of Sita and the separation becomes oppressive* He tells

Laksmana, *the Cakravakas have come from the Manasa

lake, their bodies are red with the pollen of the lotuses.

.... Look, the topmost branches of the golden Asana
trees are bent down with blossoms and sweet fragrance
has filled the air'. Rama waiting for Sita is like the

'Cataka bird anxious for drops of water from the clouds*.

Rama confesses, 'I am not feeling happy even at the

sight of the hills, rivers and forests. She (Sita) is most

tender, so must have been greatly distressed by the grief
of separation, and her sorrow will be greatly augmented
by the autumn 5

. Rama observes that the lotuses have
bloomed under the rays of the sun .... the bees have
resorted to the Saptaparna flowers, and the humming
noise of the bees is carried by the winds'.

Valmiki introduces the influence of nature on Rama
and Sita especially after they move to the forest. The
Ramayana conforms to the pattern of apocalyptic po-
etry in its various aspects, of prophesying future events,
ofproducing characters and situations transcendent and
remote from the world of reality, and finally of

presenting revelation. Also the epic is full of vegeta-
tive images, especially of spring and autumn.

The Ramajana with its presentation of the essen-
tial relationship between nature and man in happiness
and in misery acquires an imperishable significance of
modernity and universality.
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. CHAPTER YI

.THERAMAYANA
HISTORIC REAIISM AND

CONTEMPORARY RELEVANCE

VakfflkPs Rama figures mostly as a man, a great

hero, an ideal king and a historical person.
Brahma

hinjself blesses Valmiki's epic, 'As long as the moun-

tams M^thf seas exist,
on ^rth, the sacred history of

tlie Ejlmayana shall endure'. jBrahmS calls the epic a

history. Similarly Vaimiki doses the epic with a bsn-e-

1

dictiq$,/If anybody readmit adores this old history,

he of^kjjwpl be absolved from all sins and will enjoy

longevity*, ValmBq too refers to the epic as 'old his-

tory', The epic, the Jllmajana must have been treated

as a hiitorical account at that time, In fact, 'the dou-

ble relation of epic, to history on the one hand and to

everyday reality on the other, emphasizes clearly two of

its most important original functions'
1

,
as epic poetry,

There ftre critics who feel that 'the events of the

It is also held that
4

Rlma story is an allegorical por*

tnpl of these events, the Aryanization of South India'.
3

THi is no doubt an extreme view, for the South did

not require to be civilised by the Aryans, Rama makes

friendship with the vlnaras and gets help from them.

Vibjuma gets Rlm^s protection pd helps
him later,

'regajds Rljp at the human level as a historical
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figure in a general sense'.4 Modern historical methods
may not consider the events of the Ramayana to be his-

torical. Modern evaluation is totally different from that
of the past in any country, not merely in India. Rama
is often viewed as a dynastic hero who 'promotes the
ideal of raja-diarma and presides over the ideal Indian

kingdom'.
5

It is also said that the historical aspects of
the story can be completely agreed. Rama described by
Valmiki 'lived historically and performed all the deeds
attributed to him'.6 This view is often expressed by the
modern critics. Equally valid is the contention that
the Uttaxa-kanda is a later addition and not a part of

Valnuki's Ramayana. The Bala-kanda has some inter-

polations, but the Uttara-kanda is completely a spuri-
ous addition" and has to be treated as an independent

poem like

* 'The 4wo Indian epics; the Ramayana and the

bharata are va solid contribution to historical literature.

Even though the epics may not chronicle actual events

as history does, they present the social, political and

religious conditions of India, existing upto 2nd and 3rd

century A.D. The brahminical tradition
<maintains and

inculcates the dignity, sanctity, supremacy and even su-

perhuman characters of brahmans*/ The ksatriya tra-

dition comprises 'genealogies, tales, notices and allu-

sions'.8 The two traditions as found in the epics, the

Puranas and the Vedas are of great significance in iden-

tifying famous kings and rsis of the time. In the Rama-

yana itself we have the genealogies of the Iksvaku and

Videhi dynasties mentioned in the epic at the time of

Rama's marriage with SitaL Visvamitra comments on

that occasion, 'No other clan can be compared with

that of Iksvaku or Videhi* (Bala-kanda). Kings like

Hariscandra, Sagara, Dasaratha and Rama of Ayodhya,
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Dusyanta, Bharata, Ajamldha, E-TI. and Si"-* era

among Pauravas engage our attention. The Vasistas
seem to be hereditary priests of Ayodhya. The histor-

ical tradition of the Vedic literature is presumed to be
authentic and realistic. It may be concluded that the
fundamental theme of the #amayana, that is to say Hhe
war of the Aryan Rama against the Raksasas ... ought
to be regarded as real and historical'.9

Dasaratha and Rama are remembered in the Rgveda
as the kings of an illustrious dynasty. VahnTki presents
Rama as an exalted person unrivalled in his personal
qualities. In any age or in any country, east or west,
Rama and Sita symbolize the highest form of marriage
ties 'and human relationships^ .Rlama! is' more relevant
than Krsna to an ordinary man; for he'ldoes not preach.
The deeper 'mysteries ofjErsna are fair beyond tlie com-
prehension of the"common man.

While Vabniki has presented EamaRa,s a man with
rare virtues, later ages have given different pictures of
Rama. The

Adhyatma.-Rama.yaaa, shows Rama as a
God, as Nirguna-brahman. TulasI Das in his Eama-
cante-manas presents Rama as a devotional Lord.
Rama is not just a symbol of God, he is the Lord of
the devotees. Tulasi Das stresses the need for bhakti
These are the variations of Rama that have come into
existence due to the.great epic on Rama. But ValmlM's
Rama tt still lovable as a great hero and an ideal king.Rama and Sita are loved mostly because of their human
perfection as exemplars of monogamous marriage and
conjugal affection. They are historic in their sigmficant
appeal to the Indians even to-day.
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ETCH Ravana is given his due as a ruler well versed m
the Vedas. Ravana is supposed to be an Andhra. 'The

men at this period were known as Yaksas or Raksasasno

and their language was Telugu. Ravana is also con-

sidered to be of the Goud tribe. Much of the island

ruled by Ravana is submerged. Still reference is made
to a paddy field between Welimade and Hakgale where
Ravana fell while fighting with Rama.

11 Lanka stood for

the city and the island. The last Andhra king Jutindra

was defeated by Vijayasimha and thereafter Lanka was

called Simhala. Lanka was situated in the Trikota (three

peaked hills) jutting out from the southern ocean. The
Raksasas also occupied , Janasthana, a place in lower

Godavan valley. References are made to places like the

Sltakunda (SSfeltf pondb), Sltavaka or Sltavada where In*!

drajit$rcthe son^bfo Ravana beheaded a figure like Sita

to put-Rama to grief.^Sitatald!(Slta*s place) is another

place identified with Sita. iWith such historical evidence

of the war in Lanka, we cannot possibly ignore the ex-

istence of Rama, Riffana -and several other heroes of

that war. We cannot ^dismiss the epic as a myth or an

allegory. >

However, there are other views negating the war in

Lanka. The whole story is considered to be an ex-

aggerated fable. .... Lanka is supposed to be noth-

ing but some place near Chota Nagpur." The bridge

across the sea is equally fantastic. The characters are

viewed as 'merely personifications of certain occurrences

and situations'.13 But peculiarly enough the story of

Rama and his great battle with Ravana is accepted

as something significant and notable not only in In-

dia but also in many of the Asiatic countries. So it

is difficult to agree with all these innovative ideas, how-

ever novel they may be* The only difficulty is about
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Valmiki's references to vanaras and Raksasas as though

they are less civilized than the Aryans. In the Bafa-

ianda, vanaras are shown as gods in disguiseJo help

Rama, the incarnate Visnu. Apparently Vabmki does

not have much knowledge about the tribes in South In-

dia. The Raksasas, Asuras, Daityas, Yaksas, Danavas,

all these tribes are not much different from each other

and they are highly civilized. So the war is between two

possible races, differing in origin, civilization and wor-

ship. Rama the ideal king, brings the vanaras, Raksasas

and other tribes closer to each other. India for the first

time assumes the position of a nation with some rela-
:

tionship between the. South and the North under the

leadership of noble Rama and his ideal kingdom Raina-

.ijajya^ Historically speaking, Rama becomes the innova-

tor of *a greater.civilization by blending together Aryan,
Vanar& and Raksasa cultures in India,

So the storyrof Rama* sen es as *a paradigm^, an ex-

pression of a classical archetype and itself tte archetype
for future thought and actionV4 Vakniki makes human
Rama divine Rama only after the death of Ravana. The

story of Rama and Sita becomes realistic despite all the

incongruities that may abound in the epic. Ravana too

is a human being, but he is sometimes found with ten

heads and twenty hands. The Raksasas could take any
form they liked and Ravana might have purposely shown'

MmselHo be a grotesque person only to frighten the

rsis. Sita curses Ravana when he tries to molest her.

She says, 'Wretch, why not your two eyes, hideous and
cruel fall to the ground?

5 When Indrajit dies Ravana's
two eyes become redder. These references only show
that Ravana is a human being.
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The epic is comprehensive in its characterization. In

exhibiting pictures of domestic life and manners, the

Sanskrit epics are supposed to be more true and real

than the Greek and Roman epics. Apart from being
a historical account, the Ramayana Eke Milton's Par-

adise Lost and Vyasa's MaiaBiaraia is sacred poetry
where God functions as a speaking character. All the

three epics refer to God's ways and the essential jus-
tice involved in them. Valmiki's Rama may appeax as a

human being, but of such an exalted nature that what
he does is beyond human endeavour and expectations.
The Ramayana being a sacred book 'serves not only as

a reflection of ethical values, but the source of values for

'the succeeding generations'^
5

"6

The Ramayana is u^onterapbralYbook, a

guide to good life'.
16 Rauia and his Rama-rijya have

more relevance to tbc inotSera age than the ethical teach-

ing of KrsnL Ram-tajya;.*tro ideal kingdom on earth,
1

'is. jConqeiy^d at a time when reKgtotis^obiervahces are

fruitfullyrobserved and when Ra&a" performed many
Sacrifices'.

17 That was an auspicious* time when social

harmony prevailed and people lived in peace. It was a

golden age of golden deeds, Rama's Rama-rajya is like

Milton's vision of a millenmunij% golden age, as he ex-

presses in the concluding section of Book XII, Paradise

Lost. Milton dreams of
!

New heavens, newDearth, ages of endless date,

Founded in righteousness, and peace' and love,

To bring forth fruits, joy and eternal bliss,

His vision is that of a righteous world where people

live in joy and bliss. Our concept of Rama-rajya and

rafa-dhajzna, are still tlie desirable goals for a righteous

kingdpjn, Rama and hist kingdom seem to haw more
, * / f?J ;

v
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relevance to this world than Krsna and the salYation he

brings, for they have greater appeal to the ordinary man

than the philosophical preaching of Krsna. The epic

Kamayana concentrates only on three aspects of life,

dfcarma, artia and lama, it does not refer to molsa. A

good life lived well in peace is more significant to the

epic poet, than the earning of salvation.

Vaimiki closes the epic with a historical perspective.

The two phrases, 'surpassing the dimensions of real-

ism' and 'including history' aptly refer to the Ramayma,

as an epic, Vaimiki describes Rama-rajya, 'During his

(Rama's) reign there was no fear of ferocious ani- 1

mals, and diseases were unknown. The whole principal-

ity was free frouj robbers and thieves. Nobody suffered

in an^wayjdurjingrihis jnile, and the aged had not to

perform funeral rites ofjthejoung. Nobody is tempted

to do any violence to anybody out of tieii respect and

love for/Rama, n(People ;lived> into one thousand years

and hadtiumber ofroMdren. Everyone was healthy and

free from disease, and/trees always brought forth fruits

and flowers. God Parjanya rained sufficient rains and

the wind blew sweet. Everyone was pleased with his

own state and followed his own vocation. None spoke

falsehood and everyone had an auspicious look*. This

is Valnodki's glorious picture of the golden age. Rama's

rule is given to social welfare, freedom from want and

a general feeling of material gains. All these aspects of

Rama-rajya become relevant in any age. The Ramayana
is not of an age, but of all ages.

Rama's kingship is governed by cfiarma and Ms rule

is for the benevolence of the people. The epic describes

Rama's deeds vividly. The Ahalya episode, Parasu-

rama's confession of Rama's prowess 5
Guha's willing
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submission to Rama, SabariV d^.otion *o Ica^a,
Banuman's reverence and Agastya's fondess for Raina.

all these refer to Rama's human relationships and his

exalted nature in which truth, goodness and perfection

harmoniously mingle. Rama becomes the saviour of

diarma and righteousness in the world. Throughout
the epic we find Rama magnanimous in everything he

does. He is like the perfect man of the world whose role

throughout history is to lead his people by his example*

Rama's abiding interest in good government makes Mm
the innovator of a political theology as reflected in the

establishment of Rama-rajya.

Equally relevant to all ages is Rama's concept of a

monogamous marriage. The epic presents interesting

pictures toi huraaip life and -manners in ancient times.

This institution of monogamy* is respected all over the

world.: ^Especially. 'Hindu wrfes are_ generally perfect

patterns "of conjugal! fidelity',*
8 Valroiki presents Rama

as a pious' andovirtuous
Iman7/a^m6del

!son
5 husband,

brother, friend ajid* protector.'Rama symbolizes Rama

the man, the successor to Indra, and the avaiira of

Visnu.

The Rama/ana is a sacred poem. It presents the

people's values and insists on ethical idealism. The epic

glorifies human life through its central characters, Rama

and Sita. The story serves as an expression of a clas-

sical archetype. In fact St is the religious element of

the Indian epics that constitutes one of the picturesque

features of contrast in comparing them with the Home-

ric epics'.
19 Mostly through the epics Rama and Krfna

are elevated to a divine nature. Later ages have deified

them finding in them superhuman qualities of justice,

truth and wisdom. If Buddha, known to us as a man,
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can be deified, we need not be surprised that Rama and
Krsna have been deified.

Rama is still loved and venerated as an exemplary

type of man and an ideal king. Rama with his ideal of

righteous kingship is still respected. Rama is the first

noble king to introduce the wider concept of nation-

alism by bringing together the cultures of the North
and the South into a happy, political understanding.
Valmiki shows the dharmapatia, the path of ditaripa,
and his epic is a vision presenting the dream of per-
fection. The epic is full of ethical idealism and is rel-

evant for all times. It can reasonably be affirmed that

*no product of Sanskrit literature has enjoyed a greater

popularity in- India down to the* present day than the

JRamayana*.
20 The prophecy that^as long as the moun-

tains and the rivers survive, the*!Rlmajaxia will endure.,

is abundantly fulfilled.
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[Srisri-BiaktirasaiDrta-

sindhu by Srisri-Rupagosvarm-prabhudasa]. [Edited and tr. into

Hindi by] Premalatha Sarma. Pub. jointly by Indira Gandhi

National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi and Motilal Banarsi-

dass Publishers Pvt. Ltd, Delhi. 1998. Pp. bcviii -I- 564. Price:

Rs. 850=00.

Biafcti 'devotion', or otherwise called upasana, is nothing but

'continuous meditation' (dlzyana)
of the god (cf. Ramanuja:

evamrupa dhruvanusmrfir eva bhaktisabden&bbidMyate, upasaaa-

paryayatvad bhaktis&bdasyz, SrMasya, 1.1.1), and it is evolved

by degrees of modified modalities in ritual from tapas 'penance'
-

one of the six fundamental principles of
Vedicjitual (as

mentioned

in the Atharva-veda., 12.1.1 and Maitrayajuya-samMta, 4.14.11:

satyam briad rtam ugram diksa tapo braluna yajnah priiivip

dnarayanti). The continuous meditation, whidi is nothing but

Bhakti, of the god occurs only when some sort of relationship with

the God permeates in the mind of the devotee. Thus every action

performed by the devotee during each day should have a direct ref-

erence to the god. So all the sentiments experienced in cue's own

life appear as manifestations of Bhakti.

KamasamMrfana 'repeatrng/singmg
the name of the god', fofea-

jan 'repeat the name in chorus', i^tana 'angSag the glory of fte

god', composing and reading of poems in ecstasy of devotwo con-

stitute various modes to get the highest degree of iwofiekwf

dijana Not only a class of compositions caied
'

ture
1 'kdrhetoric'emerdwitkrife
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underlying all effective bhakti compositions. The bhakti rhetorics

are indeed modelled on the available paradigms in the Alankara-

sastra. One of such exercises is the SnsnbhaktiTasaxmtasind.hu of

Sri Rupagosvami, the disciple of Sri Cajtanya Mahaprabhu - the

expounder of Bengal Vaisnavism (gaudiyarvaisnava-sampradaya).
The snpramundane experience of Bhakti is the ultimate goal (2.244)
and hence Bhakti in this form is the ultimate rasa 'sentiment'. In

its mundane experience, the same Bhakti manifests itself diversely.

Of these there are five principal rasas, namely Santa, Prita, Preyan
(sakhya), Vatsala and Madhura, and there are seven secondary
rasas, namely, Hasya, Adbhuta, Vira, Karuna, Raudra, Bhayanaka
and Bibhatsa. Around these sentiments the whole book is devel-

oped with various features like -varieties of Bhakti and bhaktas and
their vibhava^ anubhava, sattvika, and vyabhicari bhavas.

'The thc*ne of the-book
1

'had fas origin in BHhd&^'bi'Cftixid fche

Sri Govinda temple ltof Mathura - the VrAja^bhuini. The area in
and around'Mathuri;cWas ;

a*Cultural centre for over' centuries at-

tracting people 4roffl3all? (

parts of India -The' Goyindadeva temple
withteord Krsna asf-tlte focal point served asr'th central place for

s^io-'ciiltul^inKivement . Thus SnJbsjriteTis the^sUpreme god and
the illustrafcionfi are from such works like *the Bhagavata, Narada-
p&ncaratra and Yanwnacaiyastotra* Apart from the exposition of
B-halcti, this book gives information about socio-religious customs
of the people in general and Vais^avas in particular.

The present edition is based on eight earlier editions published
in Bengal and elsewhere. lb help those who do not have ade-
quate knowledge in Sanskrit, prose order (anvaya) was given for
each verse in Sanskrit. A lucid Hindi translation, which could be
understood even by non-Hindi speakers, was provided by the edi-
tor of the edition, Premalatha Sarma. Two appendixes are added.
The appendix P&thavimarsa is the critical apparatus with variant
readings found in different editions, and the appendix vimarsa is
an exegetkal notes on several illustrations providing necessary con-
textual backgromid so as to appreciate the relationship of the rule
with its illustration. The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the
Arts should ako take up translating t^be basic works of this type
into other Indian Languages too, which vouch for the uninterrupted
continuation of the cultural heritage.
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DEVI - GODDESSES OF INDIA. Ed, by John Straiten Hawley

and Donna Marie Wulff. Motilal Banarsidass Publishers Private

Limited, 41, U.A. Bungalow Road, Jawahax Nagax, Delhi - 110

007. 1998 (Rpt, First Indian edn.). Pp. xiv + 352. Price- R*.

295=00 (Cloth); Rs. 195=00 (Paper).

The Devi- Goddesses of India is a collection of papers on the

various forms of the feminine deities, which emerged from the local

tradition and got universalized with enfoldmesit of a fairly common

conception, legend and ritual against the background of Sakism

and Visnuism. Visualization and symbolissation of the energy,
ef-

fulgence, glory, creation and even delusion and disease as fexhixtine

in gender, perhaps through the attribution of the grammatical gen-

der to the words expressing jthpse features, led to the emergence

of village deities (gr&aa-devatas), which in their VOIP, ascended

to th^aftatufl of zousorte jl^$y&,,inale deities, to match With ths

Yfidifi concept of 'unificalicpV(anftima) known, from 4fae sacriEcial

tradition^ i
The goddesses ^.aatosf^la, Ganga Matf _ MaJiEmaya,

Vindhyayasini Kali, Sri, f^Mha^Saranyti, Seranv&i/ Bhagavati,

SatI, and $bgrat Mats are ffqn^pf the examples- Arhlch have been

discussed in thip bock. Thft^egcndp,' esoteric
significance

ascribed.

under the sacrificial and philosophical associations,
' evolution of

the ritual during the Bhakti movement of each
goddess^ given in

detail A careful mythologization of the vivid descriptions of dif-

ferent deities reveals the role played by legend to preserve the core

Aryan concept of nature worship in tact through centuries till to-

day. Further the strong monothebtic'religio-phUoBOphical concept

is demonstrated by similarities in the legends and associations of

the goddesses with different gods, as in the case of Ganga Mata

with Siva and Visnu alike,,

John Strattoii Hawley, Donna Marie Wulff, Thomas B. Coburn,

Cynthia Ann Humes, David R,/Kinsky, Vasudha Narayanan,

Diana L. Eck, Wendy Doniger, Kathleen M. Erndl, Sarath Cald-

well, Lindsey Harlan, Lise Mckean and Rachel FeU Me Deraott

- aH working in America in different departments of Anthropol-

ogy, Religious Studies, History of Religions, Comparative Religion

aad Culture - have tried their best to give an impressive and use-

ful presentation in historical, social and anthropological perspec-

tives with commoji commitment. There** axe also very drastic and
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sweeping remarks which attract reexainination with an Indian eye

and in Indian ethos. For example Kinsley observes on page 83:

"But the Hindu samskaras are patterned on wishful thinking'
5

. "As

anthropogonies, these stories are saying that the primeval children,

our ancestors, were abandoned by their mother" (Wendy Doiaiger

on p. 170). "Although most people denied any direct relation be-

tween the sexual desires of virgins (or any other female emotions)
and the nature of Bhagavati, George's statements imply that the

public worship of the virgin Kali in Kerala reveals in part an at-

tempt to resolve concern about female sexuality" (Sarah Caldwell

on p. 213), There are also some statements on contemporary sit-

uation, e.g. on p. 257 Lice Mekean gives an assessment of VHP:
"The VHP also raised money by,Celling jsjnall pots .of Ganges water

4,vifO?ihe, VHlfijs, Bharat Mata ter&ple inf Hard^ar^l-ike the sacrifice

for<)Upity, provides a means both tt<>.popular^ rHtodtt nationalist

ideology and to raise money for movement" (p.257-8).

The preser^t Anthology of esfcays.on the female goddesses) is a rich

contribution4o,|^e{ studies an Indian* culture. .,-NarendrarPrakash

Jain of Motilal jBanarsidass Publishersiideser,vesL>appreciation for

bringing ouii this Indian reprint of the American edition!published
in 1996, for^the, benefit of readers i

LIVING IN GOD*. [By] 'Roy Eugene Davis. Motilal Banarsidass

Publishers Private Limited, 41, TLA. Bungalow Road, Jawahar

Nagar, Delhi - 110 007. 1998 (Rpt. First Indian edn.). Pp, 159.

Price: Rs., 195=00 (Cloth); Rs. 95=00 (Paper).

There are always solutions to several problems, most of which
are creations of mind. They are indeed evolved from within of
those people who can intentionally choose a wholesome life style
sustained by a clear sense of meaningful purpose'. The psycho-
logical impulses are too many and irresistible to carry out acts
of undeserving nature. As Roy Eugene Davis observes, the ap-
proach to spiritual growth becomes effective when the/way cho-
sen is most compatible with the psychological temperament (p,

113). This can be possible only by keeping together the body, mind
and soul. Soul is always pure and shines within, but its vision is
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obstructed by the acts of body and mind. They can be trained

by voluntarily undergoing discipline. All along the cultural history
of India, various saints and godsmen suggested several ways and
means to discipline body and mind. Roy Eugene Davis, a disciple
of Paramahamsa Yogananda (Los Angeles, California), evolved a
programme of exercise to body and mind through Yoga and re-

freshment of mind with constructive thoughts.

To enliven the mind, one has to recapitulate time and again the

role of one's own self in the society and in the domain of god. He
developed 366 themes for daily meditative contemplation, which
contain several codes of conduct which are to be observed to dis-

cipline the mind and avert the possible distractions like *I-ness'

or ego. One theme has to be xead each day, meditated upon and

adapted to the best advantage. For example for Jui> 2 he writes.

id-y-ng for others, always sa

for their highest gcocl rathei than for spe-

cific resides. Do HOT; endeavor to use will power to

cause effects, or :^ink that you know what is best

for someone eke. Avoid attempts to mentally rn&-

nipulate or control others. Pray with a pure mind

and a pure heart for the spiritual awakening and

fulfilment of those for whom you pray, Have faith

that your prayers are influential (p. 83).

In his 366 themes, Davis has covered all the psychologically

weak attitudes of the people which lead them to misery and recom-

mended methods to be adapted by the aspirants themselves from

within. Davis has efficiently touched upon several Indian Philo-

sophical concepts and connected them to practicality in the modern

society.

THE DIVINE LIFE OP SRI SRI SITARAMDAS OMKAR NATH
[By] C. -Varadarajan. Akhil Bhaiat Jai Guru Sampradaya,

Mahamilan Nath, 7/7, P.W.D. Road, Calcutta - 700 035.

Pp. [vii] + iii + 87. Price: Rs. 60.00: US $ 5.00.
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It is a biography of a brahmin boy called Prabodh Chandra

Chattopadhyaya who turned into a great saint ofIndia with the new

name Sitaramdas Omkarnath - a significant nomenclature match-

ing to his non-sectarian and classless Hindu religious practice called

Akhil Bharat Jaiguru Sampradaya. His life is an example of how
a guru 'teacher, master' is needed for a devotee to lead from igno-

rance to knowledge and to alleviate grief and mundane sufferings.

He set himself as an example both as a disciple and as a teacher

by his conduct and teachings. He emerged ultimately as a model
of the god in human form.

We find here and there, and in all times superhuman person-
alities of high leadership qualities to make others to emulate them

by word, action and thought. Let the language they speak be dif-

ferent, but they give the same message based on abandonment of

greed and earnestness to share the sufferings of others.

Sitaramdas was born at Keota, a small village in the district of

Hooghly of West Bengal on the 17th February, 1892 and shed his

mortal body on the 6th December 1982, while his disciples were

engaged in namasamiirtajiam 'singing the name (of the god)' at

his Jaiguru Sampradaya Ashram in Mahamilan, Calcutta.

The Master had his own way of life, which was shrouded from
his childhood with innumerable difficulties, pain, disease and bere-

vements. In 1973, he formed his new sect with the name: Akhil
Bharat Jaiguru Sampradaya. "It is a school of religious association

without any sectarian view, without any critical review of any sect

or path followed by other religious sects (p. 84)". It is indeed a
blend of sanatanadhsurma with modern religions like Christianity
and Islam, Thus he enjoyed the association of disciples hailing from
different parts of the country and from different isms and sects.

He holds that
Jihere are two types of initiation. One type is

called knyavati dfisa, in which the guru shows the way and the

disciple has to work for himself with his own efforts to obtain the

goal. The other is the siddhiyoga in which the teacher transmits his

power to his deserving disciple and makes him fit spontaneously to
obtain the fruits of the Yoga, namely the realization of conscious-
ness.
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Another contribution of the saint is the propagation of Baraa-

saipiirtana 'singing the glory of the lord' in the form of biajan
'repeating the name of the god time and again uninterruptedly'
and ^writing the name of the god on paper

5
as necessary rituals.

He held that srirama is the right mantra for obtaining the reli-

gious merit and hence he is called Sitaxamdas. By repeating the

name, which is a manifested form of Vak 'speech*, one would pu-

rify himself and finally listen the sound om, or omtara and enters

into samadii, which is the target of the initiation. Hence he is also

called Omkarnath.

The biographer C, Varadarajan IB a man of varied experiences,

for being born in Kainataka, worked in Bengal and settled in

Andhra and served as a lecturer in English and an administra-

tive executive. He is evidently successful in presenting his under-

standing of the master in clear expression. Simplicity in language
matched with sincerity of the writer, made the biography interest-

ing and inspiring.

[Hindi] [By] Divya-

gunasri. Sri Munisuvratasvami Jain Mandir, Dadasahebana

Pagalam. Navarangapura, Ahmedabad - 380 009. Pp- 12 4 275.

Price: Free of cost.

In the present monograph Divyagunasri has taken ten kavjas

written in Hindi on Vardhamana Mahavura, the 24th Jain Tkthan-

kara. These poems while narrating the story of Mahavira describe

the tenets of Jainism, Hence these books can be examined from

the points of view of both philosophy and Hterary^criticism.
So

Divyagunasri discusses in brief, the Mfe of Mahavira, the Jaina

Philosophy, some sociological problems like position of women, in-

stitution of marriage, social conditions, law and order, financial

status of the state, etc,, from the points of view of pMtosophy

and religion. She has also discussed about the sabdasaM, cfcaa-

das, alaritaras, etc*, from the point of view of literary mtkism.

This small book of 258 pages is written in Hindi, which can be

understood by any one who is interested in knowing the subject.

Divyagunasri deserves hearty approbation.
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JAINA PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION [English translation of

Jaina Dars'ana by Muni Shri Nyayavijayaji]. TV. by Nagin J. Shah.

Pub. jointly by Motilal Banarsidass Publishers Private Limited,

Bhogilal Lehar Chand Institute of Indology & Matattara Sadhvi

Shree Mrigavatiji Foundation. Motilal Banarsidass, 41, U.A. Bun- 1

galow Road, Jawahar Nagar, Delhi 110 007. Pp. xxvi + 469. Price:

Rs. 450=00.

To be free from the defilements of iarma as the ultimate aim
of religion leading to the philosophical goal of liberation is the

common foundation for all the schools of Indian philosophy. The

philosophers differ theoretically on the nature ofhuman action and
its emancipation to generate convection and adherence to^the order

among their followers. Thus revisions become necessary to their

presentations by updating the arguments.,The book undjer jreyiew,
iS'lm English ;tranfetation by

r

Nagifc
J

J/,Sh$l
A
oif Mttiu Sri Nyayavi-'

jayaji*s JairuafOairfanA writte'ifni
"

1870-1970) wafe & erudite schiLrin Sanskrit arid tt&ii

nearly thirty works in Sanskrit. The Jain Darsana is his magnum
opus in Guj^rati, in which, as we know fprm rthe lucid English
tf^sUtito;h%'deklt%Jth all th s&h^rfeatures o'f^ad

l

:also strong,
points *rf fche Mna'phil&c^hy.

f

^Ver^fjn&or issues which were
1

discussed scatteredly ib dialectic* Deliberations were systematized
in this book. Thus it Assumes ap additional value of a book of

quick reference on Jainisfti.

Beginning with the derivation of the terms jiita and jalna, the
Muni has dealt with the human ^>ul

?
its relation to the world and

God, and the nature of liberation tod the type of life style needed
to lead to liberation (moi^a). The'cycle of birth and death depends
on soul's bondage with Mifea, whi^i arises because of attachment,
aversion and delusion. It demandipa course of life to be free from'
the defilements ofiarmas which could be undertaken only after due
consideration of the worldly affairs and with conviction. The Jaina

pline (dharma), refraining from violence d,
refraining from lying (inrsavadavfxamana), abstaining from taking
anything that is not given (ada^adanaviraiii^aj, refraining from
all illicit sexual contacts

(nwthunavirsunana),~ limiting of
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possessions (parigraiaparimana), limiting of the area of one's un-

virtuous activities (digvrata), limiting of the quantity of things

one will use (faiogopabiogaparimana), abstaining from purpose-

less harmful activities (anarfcfiadandaviramana), remaining com-

pletely equanimous for a fixed period of time (samayiia), the aus-

terities like reducing the limits of the area for a limited period

(des'avakasilca-vrata)> observing fast and living like a monk for

certain days (posadha-vrata) and sharing with deserving guests

(atithisamvibhaga-vrata).

Nagin J. Shah has provided a very lucid English version of the

Jama Darsana through this translation.

WOMEN'S ROLEJN KUDIYATTAM, By L.S. Rajagopalan. The

Knppuswanii Sa^tri Research -Institute, 84, Thiru VI Ka. Boad
f

IjEylapore,, ^liennai,-
00 QQ4. r 1997.,

j
Pp. xxxvi 4- 224* Price;

Rs.

L.S. Rajagopaian has dexterously delineated the role played
(

by women in ^tke -stage performance of Kudiyattam - ,a Keralit^ r

performing art besides KathakalL Patanjaii attests the existence

of the actresses playing the female roles with the examples: nar-

takika, nartaki-tama and naxtaki-tara under the rule Pin. 6.3.42;

pumva^ karmadharayajatiyadesiyesu. Panini's rules 3.1.145:

silpini svnn, 4.1.41: sidgauradibhyas ca and 6.3.43: giarupaiaJpa-

celadbruvagotramatahatesu nyo 'nekaco hiasvah attest the derivar

tion of the word nartald given in the Kasita, 4.1.41. Various evi-

dences are also available, as given in the Introduction, to confirm

the practice of employing women in performing arts. But in course

of time, perhaps because of changed socio-political compulsions,

women roles came to be played by men and this came into vogue
in many parts of the country as in Andbra Pradesh and Kerala* A
revival was attempted with a certain amount of success in this cen-

tury by several exponents of performing arts to reintroduce women
to the stage. Vallathol is one standing example in Kerala.

Rajagopalan took to study the social baxriers for active involve-

ment of women in Kudiyattams in which women can
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participate as actresses besides singers! 'The Attaprakarams
6
act-

ing manuals 5

give details of the events and directions as to how

different roles are to be acted by actors as well as actresses on

the stage. A female actor is called narigyar. In the Kudiyattam,

the acting nangyar performs abhinaya silently showing the mudras,

while the singing aangyar sings the verse plying cymbals. Many a

verse from different sources are incorporated into the main text

and thus the show is extended spreading over to several days. Here

the author has given all the relevant verses for which abiinaya is

made by actresses along with stage directions. The kudiyattains

discussed in this book are the Surpanakha&kam (the 2nd act of

Ascary&Gudamani of Saktibhadra),, the first act of the Subhadrar

dhananjaya of Kulasekhara Varma, the fifth act>of the Subhadra-

<$kaaanjaya, and the NangyarkuttuA iNarigyariuttrfisoa distinct'

iry>epf Kudiyattam, in which the Srikrsna-carytam'fa enacted ex--:

tending from the; life of the kingt Ugrasena itipto >theiibuilding-up ofj

Dvaraka occurring in tithe XtluSiandianaf the 'Biagavaa.'> Origi-

nally it was the opening scene of the 2nd act of the Subhadradhar

jnaiijaya, as* a nirvaiana 'flash back'. But it was treated as a sep-

arate Kudiyattam because its size swelled to the abhinaya of 217

Sanffldfitf verses.1*THe speciality^of" this
1

^erformstnccf'
is 'tJakt the ab-

ii^aya of aU'the 21?4erses and of $ the characters is to>e done

only by one actress.% is indeed a mastefly task to be executed by a

profound female artist. This Nangyarkuttu was originally staged in

a cremation ground and slowly shifted to some temples in Kerala.

The problems faced by this performing art of Kudiyattam in

general and by the actresses in particular are discussed vividly in

this monograph, demanding measures of redress and patronage to

promote traditional arts.

RAMAYANA. [BY] G.C. -Asnani. 822, Sindh Colony, Anndh, Pune-

411 007. Pp. vii+iii+133, 1996. Selections from Hindu Scriptures,

Series No. 2. Price: Rs: 15=00; US $ 1.50.

The Indian epic tradition laid an indelible impression on the

litterateur, rhetorician and connoisseur that 'theme of any literary

product of any standard should be by first preference from the
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Kamayaaa and the Uah&bhStata. The monotony or repetition is
removed by the poet by recasting or modifying the episodes and
characters to obtain variety, purposiveness and contemporaneity of
the incidents to the times of the poet. For reasons of their alue
in preserving Indian code of conduct, the same trend was set in
the literatures of Indian vernaculars and also English. G.C* As-
nani in his Ramajana has chosen to retell in English the episode of

immigration of Rama to the forest along with Slta and Laismana
in ten stories. All the ten stories are centred round on two con-

cepts, namely values of relationships within a family and 'duties

and rights' of citizens in a society. The narration ends up with one

ideology called nyasa, according to which Rama remains to be the

king of Ayodhya domiciling in the forest and Bharata becomes a
custodian of the kingdom for foiuteen years. Asnaai has retold the

stor^ hi a very simp
1^ and effective language without loosing the

expression cf different, shades of human relationships foi the benefit

of lihose who do not have access to the original text.

SRAUTA-PHJyASCJlTAYIDHI (Sanskrit text with English *r.)

Ed.& tr. by A, ftamitlu. Sri Raam Naina Kshetram, Jagadevpnr
502 281, Medak Dt,, A.P. Pp. xiv+104, 1989, Price. Rs. 18.00.

A STUDY OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BHATTA AND
PRABHAKARA SCHOOLS (MiMAMSA). A. Raimilu, Sri Rama
Naina KshetraiB, Jagadevpur. Pp. xv+184 1995., Price;

Rs. 52:00.

Vedic ritual involves a series of actions synchronizing with

materials , prayers, time and space, Inadvertently or intentionally,

human error in the ritual is inevitable. To avert the befall erf un-

seen evil, the result of the wrong action is to be obEterated ami the

lapsed right action is to be ensured and this is caHed prajascite

'expiation' (vinastasandJianara}. Therefore in all the Kalpasitra

works, pr&yascttta necessarily accompanies the vidii The tradi-

tion has become so strong that even in the Agamk rituals of the

temples and in the Dharmasastra, with regard to the noncogok-

able offences, the prayasdtta finds its place. Lapses axe likely to

occur in all cases of the ritual in which human element is involved;
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e.g. selection of time, place, men, materials and procedures. There

could be some lapses because of the nature as for example a dog

passes through the space between the sacred fires.

The expiation rites can be simple or as complicated as the origi-

nal ritual. The books on expiatory rites are manuals for specialized

and quick use. Hence they are mostly of limited scope. For exam-

ple the book under review is a manual of expiatory rites to be

performed in the Agnyadhana, Agnihotra, Darsapurnamasa and

Pasubandha (for further details see: C.G. Kashikar, Prayascitta
-

A VSrSbarpaxwifa SVTJOJ. voi 32-34, 1989-91, pp. 333-376).

Rainulu has done his best in editing the text on the basis of two

manuscripts and providing an English translation.

A study of differences between Bhatta and Prabhakara schools

is a good attempt by Ramulu to record the differences in points of

view with regard to the epistemological and ontological categories

between the two prominent schools of Mimamsa, which emerged

contemporaneously in the seventh century A.D.

The author has dealt with all the major issues from the valid

means of knowledge to the concept of liberation (apavarga). He

adapted the system of categorization and classification of the items

which was synthetically systematized through centuries in the

Samkhya and Nyayavaisesika systems of philosophy and followed

also by the traditional Mimamsakas like Narayana Bhattatiri and

Gagabhatta in their prakarana-grantbas 'primers' on Mimamsa.
Thus the work is very interesting and also providing an easy read-

ing. Now what is further needed is to examine each item in a
historical perspective so as to understand the compulsions of each

exponent demanding several modifications to save the doctrine.

The book under review fulfils the basic requirement of an ear-

nest researcher, who would like to examine the evolution of the

differences diachronically, which is certainly an enterprising enter-

prise, for the diverging and converging points bring home the needs
and challenges of various schools.
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The author has also given some interesting and unauthenticated

episodes like the encounter of KumSrila with Prabhakara. Here it

may be suggested that the reading atra apl na ultam tafoa to

na uitam iti dvih uktam (p. v) may be printed as atra apina

uktam tatra tuna iti dvii uttam, for sharpening the contrast in

the argument.

M. Srimamiarayana Murti
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